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Prefae

I started working on the subjet of this PhD thesis in the spring of 1992. At thattime, I was studying for my �nals at the University of Torino. The �nal examina-tion of the Physis ourse represents a \symmetry breaking" in the aademi lifeof a student. Indeed, the andidate must hoose a well-de�ned area of researhwhere probably to spend a great deal of his aademi areer. I hose to workon quantum gravity. The title of my thesis was \Anisotropi EletromagnetiWormholes". Prof. Vittorio de Alfaro played a very important role in this hoie.When I was aepted at SISSA in the astrophysis group, I planned to ontinuemy work in quantum gravity, depending on the interests of the SISSA sta�. Mytutor and supervisor at SISSA, Prof. Dennis William Siama, agreed to that. Ofourse I was aware that I belonged to the astrophysis group. Hene, I deided towork on what Isham all the \phenomenologial theory of quantum gravity". Itis well-known that the energy sale of the ultimate theory of quantum gravity is1019 GeV. This energy sale is so far beyond the range of any experiment based onhuman devies that perhaps there is no need for a quantum theory of gravity at all.No experimental tests an be planned in order to obtain hints for the quantisationof the gravitational �eld. However, two kind of \astrophysis systems" mayprovide important interesting areas for the study of quantum gravity: blak holesand the post big-bang era of the universe. If the situation onerning experimentalpreditions from quantum gravity is not ompletely hopeless, it is there that weshould look for suggestions about the ultimate theory of everything.Hene, I deided to investigate the early universe and quantum blak holesfrom the point of view of anonial quantum gravity, as the physiists of thebeginning of the 20th entury investigated the hydrogen atom during the �rststages of the development of quantum mehanis. Indeed, we an onsider theFriedmann-Robertson-Walker homogeneous isotropi universe, or the spheriallysymmetri Shwarzshild blak hole, as the analogue in quantum gravity of thehydrogen atom in quantum mehanis. So in this thesis I shall not deal withthe ultimate theory of quantum gravity, superstrings, or topologial gravity, orsomething else. I shall disuss quantum gravity from a phenomenologial level.For instane, I shall investigate the quantum theory relevant to the initial stagesof the universe when an underlying �eld struture (superstrings, or any sort



viii Prefaeof quantum �eld treatment) is not yet predominant. Even though the sien-ti� literature had plenty of artiles dealing with quantum osmologial modelsand quantum blak holes when I started out my researh, many problems wereunsolved or not fully disussed. In this thesis I omplete the exat quantisa-tion for all models onsidered, essentially the Friedmann-Robertson-Walker, deSitter, and Kantowski-Sahs Universes �lled with several kinds of matter, theShwarzshild and Reissner-Nordstr�om blak holes, and wormholes generated bythe eletromagneti �eld. This programme is performed in the usual Einsteingravity framework, as well in the string framework. For these models I am ableto solve all oneptual problems onneted to the searh for a oherent theory ofquantum gravity (probability, unitarity, interpretation, problem of time...) andomplete the quantisation proedure. This provides a solid bakground that anbe used for further investigations and represents the main result of this thesis.For instane, if the anisotropies in the mirowave bakground radiation originatefrom quantum utuations of the wave funtion of the universe, as Halliwell andHawking have suggested, only the omplete quantisation of the Robertson-Walkeruniverse, together with the de�nition of the Hilbert spae of states, of the ob-servables, of the operator ordering, of the time evolution, and of the equivalenebetween di�erent gauges an allow a meaningful disussion of this laim.The outline of the thesis is the following. In the next two hapters I shallpresent briey the historial bakground from whih my researh developed, itsmotivations, and the mathematial tehniques that I used. The �rst hapter isan overview of the di�erent approahes to quantum gravity. The seond hapterdeals with the theory and the mathematis of onstrained gauge systems with a�nite number of degrees of freedom; in partiular attention is foused on anoni-al quantum gravity and minisuperspae models, i.e. gravitational systems witha �nite number of degrees of freedom. I shall illustrate the importane thatminisuperspae models have as simpli�ed models in the ontext of the attemptsto onstrut a mathematially oherent, self-onsistent quantum theory of thegravitational �eld, as well as their importane as models desribing intriguingphysial proesses (wormholes, birth of the universe, blak holes...) at (Plank)energy sales, where the lassial theory breaks down. In this framework themajor part of my researh has been developed. Of ourse, the ontent of thesehapters is quite general and not exhaustive. The only aim is to give the reader adisursive overview of the argument and the minimum bakground to understandthe following material. Throughout, referenes to more omplete and tehnialreviews are given.The following hapters ontain the original part of my work. Chapt. 3 isdevoted to minisuperspae models in Eulidean Gravity, i.e. wormholes. In orderto illustrate wormholes, I present and disuss in depth the solutions generatedby the oupling of gravity to the eletromagneti �eld for Kantowski-Sahs andBianhi I models. In hapt. 4 I deal with osmologial minisuperspae modelsdisussed and analysed in my researh artiles. In partiular I fous attention onthe Friedmann-Robertson-Walker universe �lled with radiation and matter �elds



Prefae ixand quantum string osmology. In hapt. 5 I disuss the Hamiltonian formalismfor Shwarzshild and Reissner-Nordstr�om blak holes and their quantisation.For all these models I omplete the quantisation along the lines disussedin hapt. 2. This is performed both by the redued and Dira methods and Iprove that the two quantisation proedures lead to idential results. I obtain theHilbert spae of states for these models, the prerequisite for solving some of thedeepest issues in quantum gravity, for instane the entropy of blak holes and theevolution of the pre-inationary universe. As stressed above these models anbe interpreted as useful redued models for understanding oneptual issues, forinstane the problem of time or the equivalene between di�erent gauges, as wellas self-onsistent models representing physial proesses at small sales due tothe quantum nature of the gravitational �eld. In the last hapter I present myonlusion.I would like to onlude this short introdution with the aknowledgementsto all my olleagues and friends who assisted me during these years. First of allI would like to mention Vittorio de Alfaro. During these years he has beomea good friend of mine and has given me an important and indispensable humanand sienti� support in a diÆult and ompliated �eld like quantum gravity; Iknow that without him my work would not have been possible. I dediate thisthesis to him. I am indebted to my tutor and supervisor Dennis Siama. Heagreed that I ontinued my ativity in quantum gravity at SISSA, even thoughthis argument was a little outside the ustomary researh in the astrophysisgroup. His suggestions and support allowed me to spend three wonderful yearsat SISSA. I would like to thank my olleagues who have ollaborated with meduring my researh: Sasha Filippov, who taught me the tehniques of onstrainedsystems, a fundamental step in my researh; Fernando de Felie, who taught meGeneral Relativity and made important ontributions to my publiations; Mari-ano Cadoni, who taught me string theory and allowed me to generalise my resultsto this theory. I am glad to thank all my olleagues who helped me and gaveme hints, even though we did not publish, in partiular Orfeu Bertolami forvaluable disussions when he was in Torino; all researhers and students of theastrophysis group at SISSA; the members of the organising ommittee of thetwo meetings on quantum gravity that I helped to organise; the hairmen of theXI Italian Meeting of General Relativity and Gravitational Theory, and in par-tiular Mauro Carfora and Pietro Fr�e, who gave me the opportunity of being theeditor of the proeedings. I thank Vittorio de Alfaro, Dennis Siama, JeanetteNelson, Hugo Morales-T�eotl, and Mauro Carfora for important suggestions andritiisms about the ontents of this thesis and Marisa Seren who drew the il-lustrations. Finally, I express my gratitude to my parents and to Marisa, whoalways assisted me in hard times, and to all my olleagues and friends who havetaught me something or, simply, made my life pleasant. Maro Cavagli�aTrieste, August 16th, 1996.
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1
Quantum Gravity:an Overview
In this hapter I shall give a short overview of the present status of researhin quantum gravity. In the �rst setion I shall illustrate why both elementarypartile physiists and general relativists are interested in the quantisation ofthe gravitational �eld. In the following setion I shall briey disuss the fourpresently most popular approahes used to build a oherent theory of quantumgravity and what a future theory of quantum gravity might look like. Finally, inthe last setion a brief history of the researh in the subjet is skethed.The ontent of the urrent hapter is nor a omplete nor an exhaustive reviewof the present researh in quantum gravity. For a full disussion of the subjetthe reader is referred to the exellent reent reviews of Isham (1992, 1993a, 1995),Kuha�r (1992, 1993), Alvarez (1989) and Ashtekar (1991). Other exellent in-trodutions to the argument an also be found in Esposito (1992), Williams andTukey (1992), and Ambjorn (1994).1.1 Why Quantise Gravity?.A great number of elementary partile physiists, �eld theory physiists, andgeneral relativists are urrently involved in the searh for a quantum theory ofthe gravitational �eld. What are their motivations?It is well-known that no physial tests nor observations are presently suggest-ing that the gravitational �eld must be quantised. The reason for the lak ofexperimental data is due to the energy sale at whih quantum e�ets of gravitybeome non-negligible (around 1019 GeV). This value is far beyond any possi-bility of laboratory tests (see for instane Misner, Thorne, and Wheeler, 1973):presently there are no laboratory-based experiments whose data ould be inequiv-oally interpreted as due to quantum e�ets of the gravitational �eld. However,even though the situation onerning experimental preditions from quantumgravity seems today to be ompletely hopeless, there are physial \observable"



2 Quantum Gravity: an Overviewsystems for whih the lassial Einstein theory appears learly to be inomplete.The birth of the universe and the blak hole evolution are the most remarkable ex-amples. They may provide potential \non laboratory-based experiments" whosee�ets an be ompared, at least in priniple, to the preditions of a quantumtheory of the gravitational �eld. The investigation of these systems allows todisuss quantum gravity from a \phenomenologial level" (Isham, 1995). In thisframework we an try and solve some of the oneptual problems onneted tothe formulation of a oherent theory of the quantum gravitational �eld as well asinvestigate possible quantum e�ets for suitable gravitational entities. In order todisuss the motivations for studying a quantum theory of gravity, a good startingpoint is thus to look for the physis at the boundary of the theory of generalrelativity, namely singularities, birth of the universe, and blak hole evolution.a) Singularities.The most important disease of the Einstein theory of gravitation seems to bethe presene of singularities. It is well-known that already one of the simplestexat solutions of the Einstein theory, the spherially symmetri vauum solu-tion, is a�eted by the presene of a singularity. Is this singularity due to thelassial nature of general relativity? Let us disuss this point drawing the anal-ogy between the Shwarzshild blak hole and the hydrogen atom. In a rangeof energy appropriate, both of them an be seen as \fundamental" entities. Inlassial mehanis the eletromagneti potential generated by a single harge atrest with respet to a given referene frame with spherial oordinates (r; �; ')has the spherially symmetri formV (r) = qr ; (1:1:1)where q is the harge. Obviously the potential is singular at r = 0. As a on-sequene, the solutions of the equations of motion are singular at r = 0. Inquantum mehanis the piture hanges ompletely beause the quantum theory\smears" the singularity at r = 0. Thus the s-wave of a eletron in a hydrogenatom is well-behaved at r = 0. The analogy to the Shwarzshild blak hole isstraightforward. We will see in hapt. 5 that the quantum anonial treatmentof the Shwarzshild blak hole removes the singularity of lassial solutions; ma-trix elements desribing quantum blak holes are well-behaved also at the pointswhere lassial solutions are singular.b) Birth of the Universe.A similar analogy an be drawn for osmologial solutions. Sine the universe ison large sales homogeneous and isotropi, and its deviations from homogeneityand isotropy are believed to have grown during its termal evolution, it an bedesribed with good approximation by a model with a �nite small number ofgravitational and matter degrees of freedom, at least during its initial stages



1.1 Why Quantise Gravity? 3(Misner, 1969, 1972). Hene, if we assume that the Friedmann-Robertson-Walkermetri gives an appropriate desription of the primordial universe, we meet inosmology the same problem just found for the Shwarzshild blak hole: thepresene of a singularity. This signals that the birth of the universe must beinvestigated in the framework of a quantum theory of gravity. Finally, why thespaetime is four-dimensional and what is the origin of the inationary era, arequestions stritly related to the birth of the universe that perhaps will be solvedonly in the framework of a self-onsistent and well-de�ned theory of quantumgravity.) Blak Holes Evolution.The �nal state of blak holes is another important physial system in whih thee�ets of a quantum theory of gravity may be relevant. The thermal radiationof blak holes is one of the most striking disoveries in gravitation in the lasttwenty years (Hawking, 1974, 1975 { see later). Classially a blak hole is stableand does not radiate. The situation hanges radially when the interation witha matter �eld is taken into aount: blak holes radiate. This phenomenon anbe imagined as the prodution of partile-antipartile pairs by the gravitational�eld near the horizon via the polarisation of the vauum. This proess seemsto last up to the omplete evaporation of the blak hole and raises interestingquestions related to the non-unitarity of the proess, to the loss of oherene (seefor instane Hawking, 1987; Coleman, 1988a), and to blak hole remnants. Theend of the blak hole evolution remains an unsolved puzzle whose solution an befound only going beyond the lassial treatment of the gravitational �eld (see thedisussion in hapt. 5). The main onlusion following from the Hawking resultis that the gravitational �eld must be onneted to thermodynamial quantities,as the entropy, the link being possibly given by the quantum theory of gravity.Isham de�nes the motivations presented above \motivations from the perspe-tive of a general relativist" (Isham, 1995) sine the existene of singularities, thebirth of the universe, the end state of a gravitationally ollapsing matter are typ-ial unsolved puzzles in the framework of Einstein gravity. The formulation of aself-onsistent theory able to explain these points is the main goal of researhersin quantum gravity with a \lassial" bakground oming from general relativity.There are of ourse di�erent motivations for studying quantum gravity, om-ing from a di�erent \lassial" bakground. Isham all them \motivations fromthe perspetive of an elementary partile physiist". From the point of view ofelementary partile physis and quantum �eld theory the main reasons to formu-late a quantum theory of gravity are essentially two: the non-renormalisabilityof the Einstein theory and the desire for the uni�ation of all the fundamentalfores.d) Non-renormalisability of Einstein Gravity.The non-renormalisability of the perturbative theory derived from Einstein gen-



4 Quantum Gravity: an Overvieweral relativity (see Goro� and Sagnotti, 1985; 1986) strongly motivates di�erentapproahes to a quantum theory of the gravitational �eld. Indeed, even thoughquantum gravity is negligible at the energy sales of partile physis, the non-renormalisability of the perturbative theory prevents the alulation of possiblequantum orretions (Isham, 1993b). Further, a theory in whih the gravitational�eld is not quantised annot be obviously physially self-onsistent sine elemen-tary partiles interat with the gravitational �eld and their nature is quantised.e) Theory of Everything.The main goal of a great number of theorists is the uni�ation of all funda-mental fores in a unique theory, the \theory of everything" (see for instaneAlbreht, 1994). The history of the modern physis is traed by attempts, some-time suessful, towards the ompletion of this programme. Presently, the weakand eletromagneti fores have been uni�ed in a unique theory, the Glashow-Weinberg-Salam eletroweak model, and there are strong hints that favour agreat uni�ation with the strong nulear fore, to be expeted around 1016 GeV,where the running oupling onstants of the eletroweak and strong �elds seemto oinide.1 It is then natural to onjeture that the ultimate theory of quantumgravity must inlude all fundamental fores in a unique framework. This idea anbe arried out starting from two omplementary points of view (Isham, 1995):i) general relativity is an unavoidable ingredient of a self-onsistent, mathemat-ially oherent theory of everything;ii) the ultimate theory of quantum gravity will inlude by itself the other funda-mental fores.Obviously, these two points of view ome from di�erent approahes to the quan-tum gravity theory: the �rst one is preferred from people who start from thelassial theory of Einstein and then apply to it some quantisation algorithm; theseond one is preferred by people who try to build quantum gravity starting abinitio with a new theory.These are the main motivations for studying quantum gravity. Let us see nowwhat are the most promising anditates in building the ultimate theory of thequantum gravitational �eld.1.2 Candidates for Quantum Gravity Theories.Let us disuss briey the urrent researh programmes in quantum gravity. Theandidates for the ultimate theory of the gravitational �eld an be roughly dividedin two main alternative ategories:1 Supersymmetry favours it (see for instane Ellis, 1986).



1.2 Candidates for Quantum Gravity Theories 5i) theories in whih a given quantisation proedure is applied to the lassialtheory of gravitation (Einstein general relativity or slight modi�ation of it);ii) theories whih start ab initio with a new quantum theory; lassial gravity isreovered through a low-energy limit or a semilassial redution.Canonial quantisation of gravity (see Isham, 1992), Eulidean quantum grav-ity (see Esposito, 1992), the Ashtekar non-perturbative programme (Ashtekar,1991) belong to the �rst lass; supergravity (see van Nieuwenhuizen, 1981), su-perstrings (Green and Shwarz, 1984), topologial quantum gravity (Crane, 1993,1995; Atiyah, 1995), non-ommutative geometry (Connes, 1994, 1995), simpliialquantum gravity (Williams and Tukey, 1992; Williams, 1995), dynamial trian-gulations (Ambjorn et al., 1995) belong to the seond one.Following Isham (1995) the subdivision in di�erent ategories may be mademore preise. We have four distintive approahes:a) theories in whih people try to quantise general relativity by quantising themetri tensor g�� de�ned on a four-dimensional Riemannian or hyperbolimanifold (spaetime approah): Eulidean quantum gravity, path-integral ap-proahes;b) theories in whih the operator �elds are de�ned on a three-surfae and theanonial analysis is applied: anonial quantum gravity, Ashtekar formalism.The two ategories above are alled by Isham \quantise general relativity".This is the point of view that I will adopt in the original part of the thesis. Notethat in this ontext the dimensionally redued theories of gravity play a veryimportant role as simpli�ed models useful to larify oneptual problems arisingin the quantisation proedure (for a review on lower-dimensional gravity see forinstane Monrief, 1990; Carlip, 1995).) Quantisation of matter �elds in a �xed bakground spaetime endowed witha metri: quantum mehanis on urved spaetimes, semilassial quantumgravity.This approah is alled by Isham \general-relativise quantum theory";d) general relativity as low-limit of a more omplete quantum �eld theory: stri-ngs, superstrings;e) new theories that do not inlude a priori the notion of spaetime mani-fold (spaetime ontinuum): topologial quantum gravity, simpliial quantumgravity, dynamial triangulations.



6 Quantum Gravity: an OverviewCanonial and Eulidean approahes to quantum gravity will be briey dis-ussed in set. [2.5℄ and set. [3.1℄ respetively. For a omplete disussion of theseand other approahes the reader is referred to Isham (1992) and Esposito (1992).What do we expet from the quantisation of the gravitational �eld? FollowingIsham (1995) we an divide the new possible features of the ultimate theory ofquantum gravity in two main ategories:i) the properties at basi level;ii) the \phenomenologial" properties.The di�erene underlying this lassi�ation is essentially based on the rangeof energy at whih we want to observe the quantum e�ets of the theory. Thefundamental properties at basi level onern mainly the gravitational �eld atenergies beyond the Plank energy.2 In this regime we expet that the ultimatedesription of the quantised gravitational �eld may involve mathematial toolsand onepts very di�erent from those of the usual quantum �eld theory. Forinstane, it is ommonly believed that beyond the Plank energy, the use ofthe ontinuum and/or the onept of spaetime point is no longer appropriate.Further, the usual (Copenhagen) interpretation of quantum mehanis shouldprobably be abandoned (see for instane Hartle, 1995). At energy sales justbelow the Plank energy, where the e�ets mentioned above are not yet predom-inant, \phenomenologial" e�ets of quantum gravity may take plae. In thisrange of energy a quantum theory of gravity might use mathematial tools andonepts more similar to the usual quantum �eld theory or quantum mehanis.For instane, the notions of ontinuum and spaetime manifold should emergefrom the basi struture of the theory in its semilassial limit. The formalismof the theory might then use the standard quantum mehanis based on Hilbertspaes and the usual Copenhagen interpretation. In this framework one may ob-tain a orret \phenomenologial" desription of well-de�ned \quantum gravityentities", for instane quantum blak holes, or the primordial universe. For thissort of quantum gravitational systems, what Isham alls the \phenomenologialquantum gravity" emerges from the underlying theory (Isham, 1995). In thisframework I have developed the major part of my researh work.1.3 A Short History of the Researh in Quantum Gravity.What is the origin of the attempts to formulate a quantum treatment of thegravitational �eld? What have been the most important disoveries? To onludethis short review, let us summarize briey the researh in quantum gravity overthe last thirty-�ve years.2 See for instane Morales-T�eotl (1994).



1.3 A Short History of the Researh in Quantum Gravity 7

Figure 1.1: The range of energy in whih the \phenomenologial prop-erties" of quantum gravity possibly take plae is just below the Plankenergy. In this regime quantum gravity may be desribed by the usualformalism of quantum mehanis. By a proess of \oarse graining"the appropriate desription of the gravitational �eld moves from theultimate theory of quantum gravity to general relativity.1960-1970's: The Origin of Quantum Gravity Studies.The origin of quantum gravity studies dates bak to the pioneristi works of Diraand Bergmann in the late 50's (Dira, 1958; Bergmann and Goldberg, 1955). In-deed, it was Dira who �rst investigated the anonial analysis of lassial generalrelativity in order to apply to the gravitational �eld the theory of quantisation ofonstrained systems (see Dira, 1964) he was developing (quantisation �a la Dira{ see set. [2.3℄). This line of researh led to the Hamiltonian formulation of theEinstein theory by Arnowitt, Deser, and Misner (1962) in the early sixties and tothe appliation of Dira quantisation to the ADM formalism by Wheeler (1968)and DeWitt (1967) (Wheeler-DeWitt equation, see set. [2.5℄). The �rst attemptin quantising gravity moves thus from the anonial formalism. The �rst workson redued models (minisuperspae models, quantum osmology { see [2.5℄ andhapt. 4) date bak to the end of sixties (DeWitt, 1967; Misner, 1969; 1972). The



8 Quantum Gravity: an Overviewoneptual problems arising in the quantum anonial formulation of gravity �ala Dira, stimulated the disussion about the orret interpretation of quantummehanis, de�nition of time, et. The �rst studies on renormalisability of thegravitational �eld start in this period.More or less at the time when the anonial quantum gravity is developing,Regge (1961) starts to investigate what has ome to be alled the simpliialquantum gravity (Regge alulus). The �rst appliation of Regge alulus inquantum gravity dates bak in 1968 to Ponzano and Regge (1968). The twistorapproah is introdued by Penrose (1967).1970-1980's: The Middle Ages of Quantum Gravity.In early 70's the de�nitive proof that the Einstein theory is not renormalisable(see Isham, Penrose, and Siama, 1975; 1981) is given. In this period all standardmethods of quantum �eld theory seem to fail when applied to gravity. However,the proof of the non-renormalisability of general relativity is a great ahievementin the researh in quantum gravity beause it stimulates work on non-perturbativemethods of quantisation. More or less in the same time, Hawking shows thatblak holes radiate (Hawking, 1974; 1975). This result has a natural preursorin the formulation of the area theorem (Hawking, 1971).3 In a few years it isrealised that the Hawking disovery allows to relate the blak hole parametersto thermodynamial quantities as the entropy (Bekenstein, 1973; 1974a). Theresults on the blak hole thermodynamis are then summarised in the laws of theblak hole mehanis analogous to the laws of thermodynamis (Bardeen, Carter,and Hawking, 1973; Bekenstein, 1974a). Finally, the exat onnetion betweenthermodynamis and mehanis of blak holes is established by Hawking (1974).The work of Hawking and Bekenstein leads to a great interest in the quantum�eld theory in urved spaetime. The so-alled Eulidean quantum gravity (seeset. [3.1℄) begins to develop. In this ontext, around the mid 70's, supergravitywas born (for a review, see for instane van Nieuwenhuizen, 1981).1980-1990's: The Renaissane.In parallel to the researh in blak holes, a great deal of ativity is devotedto the appliations of Regge alulus to quantum gravity. In early eighties we�nd the �rst works on four-dimensional quantum Regge alulus by Williams(1986a,b) and her ollaborators (Ro�ek and Williams, 1981; 1982; 1984). In1985 Hartle proposes and develops the onept of simpliial minisuperspae inquantum osmology (Hartle, 1985). Physiists realise that topologial quantum�eld theories (Witten, 1988; Atiyah, 1989) may be relevant for quantum gravity.Studies on dynamial triangulations and onformal theories begin to develop(see for instane Ambjorn, 1994) and the Regge alulus beomes the basis fornumerial quantum gravity.3 Aording to this theorem, the area of a blak hole always inreases.



1.3 A Short History of the Researh in Quantum Gravity 9The development of the superstring theory dates bak to mid 80's (Greenand Shwarz, 1984) and beomes one of the most promising andidates for theultimate theory of quantum gravity. Superstrings inorporate the old hope thatquantum gravity is uni�ed with the other fundamental interations. More or lessin the same time Ashtekar �nds a set of new anonial variables that simplifythe struture of the onstraints (Ashetkar, 1986). This development produes anew intriguing programme in the non-perturbative approah to quantum gravityleading to the interesting issue of the use of gauge-invariant loop variables (Rovelliand Smolin, 1990). The researh in low-dimensional quantum gravity is alsodeveloping in this period (for a review on 2+1 gravity, see for instane Carlip,1995).1990's-today: The Modern Epoh.All the lines of researh that have been developed in the last thirty-�ve yearsare urrently ative. Presently, a great amount of ativity is devoted to theAshtekar programme and loop representation of quantum gravity (see Ashtekar,1994; Rovelli and Smolin, 1990) also in onnetion with blak hole physis (Bar-reira, Carfora, and Rovelli, 1996; Rovelli, 1996), superstrings (see for instaneAmati, 1995), lower-dimensional models (see Carlip, 1995; Nelson and Regge,1994), topologial gravity (see Crane, 1993; 1995), simpliial quantum gravityand dynamial triangulations (see Williams, 1995; David, 1992; Ambjorn et al.,1995), Eulidean quantum gravity (see Esposito, 1992) and oneptual problemsof quantisation (Copenhagen interpretation and deoherene, see Hartle, 1995;semilassial approximation, see Embaher, 1996; problem of time, see Isham1992, 1993a; Kuha�r 1992; Barbour, 1994a, 1994b; strutural issues, see Isham1993b, 1995) the two last approahes being the framework in whih the originalpart of my work has been developed. As far as the \phenomenologial point ofview" is onerned, during the last years blak hole and osmologial solutionshave been widely investigated in the framework of low-energy e�etive string �eldtheory (see for instane Witten, 1991), also in onnetion with the sale-fatorduality (Veneziano, 1991). The general idea underlying these investigations isthat the short-distane modi�ations of general relativity due to string theoryould be ruial in order to understand long-standing problems of quantum grav-ity suh as the loss of information in the blak hole evaporation proess or thenature of singularities in the Einstein theory.





2
Constrained HamiltonianSystems
In this hapter we shall deal with onstrained Hamiltonian systems. The investi-gation of onstrained systems is of partiular relevane in physis. Indeed, gaugesystems are always endowed with onstraints. General relativity, Maxwell's the-ory of eletromagnetism, and the massive relativisti free partile are the mostremarkable examples. Sine the Hamiltonian formulation of a system is funda-mental to obtain quantum mehanis, the analysis of the Hamiltonian formalismfor onstrained systems is an essential tool for the formulation of the quantumtheory of gauge systems.The next setion is devoted to the essential properties of lassial onstrainedHamiltonian systems. It onsists of a short review of the well-known tehniquesdeveloped �rst by Dira (1958) and Bergmann (see Bergmann and Goldberg,1955) to disuss the formal aspets of �nite dimensional systems endowed withonstraints. Set. [2.2℄ deals with �nite-dimensional systems invariant under timereparametrisation. Set. [2.3℄ is devoted to the disussion of the various ap-proahes to the quantisation of these systems. In set. [2.4℄ I shall apply thetehniques disussed in the previous setions to an aademi ase: the relativistifree massive partile. Finally, in the remaining two setions I shall introdue theHamiltonian formalism for general relativity. Set. [2.5℄ is devoted to the formalaspets of the theory and to anonial quantum gravity. In the last setion Ishall disuss in detail minisuperspae models, i.e. models in whih only a �nitenumber of gravitational and matter degrees of freedom is retained.1The purpose of this hapter is to present some basi ideas on lassial andquantum onstrained systems, in partiular general relativity. Of ourse, thisis not meant to be a omplete disussion of the subjet. For a more omplete1 The ontent of set. [2.6℄ and part of set. [2.4℄ is original work done in ollaborationwith Prof. de Alfaro (Universit�a di Torino) and Prof. Alexandre T. Filippov (JINR,Dubna) { see Cavagli�a, de Alfaro, and Filippov (1995a; 1995b; 1995; 1996).



12 Constrained Hamiltonian Systemsintrodution to onstrained Hamiltonian systems the reader is referred to theseminal papers by Dira (1964), Hanson, Regge, and Teitelboim (1976), and tothe reent exellent book by Henneaux and Teitelboim (1992).2.1 Finite-dimensional Constrained Systems.Our starting point is the ationS = Z t2t1 dt L(qi; _qi) ; (2:1:1)where L is the Lagrangian, qi (i = 0; :::D � 1) are the Lagrangian oordinatesof the D-dimensional system, and _qi are the veloities. The ation (2.1.1) isobviously taken to be stationary under variations Æqi(t) vanishing at the endpointst1 and t2. The ensuing equations of motion areddt � �L� _qi�� �L�qi = 0 : (2:1:2)From (2.1.1) it is straightforward to pass to the Hamiltonian formalism via theusual Legendre transformation. De�ne the anonial momenta aspi � �L� _qi : (2:1:3)The ation (2.1.1) an be written in the formS = Z t2t1 dt f _qipi �Hg ; (2:1:4)where H is the Hamiltonian H � _qipi � L(qi; _qi) : (2:1:5)H does not depend on the veloities _qi and is only a funtion of the oordi-nates and momenta. The Hamiltonian (2.1.5) formally generates the equationsof motion _qi = [qi; H℄P = �H�pi ; (2.1.6a)_pi = [pi; H℄P = ��H�qi ; (2.1.6b)where the Poisson braket [ ; ℄P is de�ned as[A;B℄P = �A�qi �B�pi � �A�pi �B�qi : (2:1:7)



2.1 Finite-dimensional Constrained Systems 13Eqs. (2.1.3) an in priniple be inverted in order to give the anonial veloities_qi in funtion of the anonial oordinates qi and momenta pi: _qi = _qi(qj ; pj). Ifdet �2L� _qi� _qj = 0 ; (2:1:8)the solution _qi = _qi(qj ; pj) does not exist. This means that the anonial momenta(2.1.3) are not all independent. Thus we have some relations between oordinatesand momenta �n(qi; pi) � 0 ; (2:1:9)where n = 1; :::N . Eqs. (2.1.9) are alled primary onstraints of the system.Sine the formal quantities �n usually have non-vanishing Poisson brakets withthe Hamiltonian H (even though their numerial values are zero) following Dira(1964) we have used the symbol \�"2 to stress that the anonial expressions�n(qi; pi) are numerially restrited to vanish but are not identially null in theentire phase spae.3Eqs. (2.1.9) imply that the Hamiltonian is not unique. Indeed, sine in thephase spae the Hamiltonian is de�ned only on the hypersurfae determined byprimary onstraints, it an be \extended" o� that hypersurfae, i.e. we an alwayssubstitute H with the total HamiltonianHT = H + un�n(qi; pi) ; (2:1:10)where un are arbitrary oeÆients depending from anonial oordinates, un �un(qj ; pj). It is easy to verify that the equations of motion (2.1.6) beome_qi � [qi; HT ℄P = �H�pi + un ��n�pi ; (2.1.11a)_pi � [pi; HT ℄P = ��H�qi � un ��n�qi : (2.1.11b)Sine onstraints must be preserved in time, the time derivatives of (2.1.9)have to (weakly) vanish, i.e. we must impose the n onsisteny equations_�n � [�n; HT ℄P = [�n; H℄P + um [�n; �m℄P � 0 : (2:1:12)Eqs. (2.1.12) an be interpreted as n non-homogeneus linear equations in theunknown um with oeÆients depending on the anonial variables. Let us lookat (2.1.12). They an be divided in four lasses:2 It reads \weakly equal to".3 This implies that one must not make use of weakly vanishing quantities before oneworks out Poisson brakets. In the following hapters we will often substitute � with =for simpliity.



14 Constrained Hamiltonian Systems1) equations that have no solutions, i.e. leading to inonsistenies;2) equations identially solved (using the onstraints);3) equations reduing to relations independent from the unknown um;4) equations that give um in funtion of the phase spae variables.Let us disuss the above ases. In the �rst one we �nd that our system is in-onsistent, i.e. the original Lagrangian is inompatible with onstraints. In theseond ase the equation does not give any further information about the system;the onstraint is automatially preserved in time due to the other onstraints andwe an neglet the equation. The remaining ases are more subtle.An equation of the third lass implies the relation�(qi; pi) � 0 : (2:1:13)Eq. (2.1.13) means that we have a new onstraint involving the phase spaevariables. We will all (2.1.13) a seondary onstraint sine it does not followdiretly from the original Lagrangian but is a onsequene of the onsistenyequations (2.1.12). In this ase we have to require the vanishing of the timederivative of (2.1.13) as done for the primary onstraints. So we write_� � [�;HT ℄P = [�;H℄P + un [�; �n℄P � 0 ; (2:1:14)and repeat the proedure until we are into the ase four. At the end of theproedure we will �nd K additional seondary onstraints as (2.1.13). Thus allonstraints of the system an be written��(qi; pi) � 0 ; (2:1:15)where � = 1; :::N +K = �N .Finally, let us disuss the fourth ase. Rewrite (2.1.12) as_�� � [��; HT ℄P = [��; H℄P + um [��; �m℄P � 0 ; (2:1:16)to take into aount all primary and seondary onstraints. These equations anbe seen as a set of �N non-homogeneus linear equations in the N unknown um(N � �N). The most general solution of this system of equations is given by thesum of a partiular solution plus the general solution of the homogeneus assoi-ated system. Sine the latter is given by a linear ombination of all independentsolutions of the homogeneus equations assoiated to (2.1.16) we an writeun = ~un(qi; pi) + vavan(qi; pi) ; a = 1; :::A ; (2:1:17)



2.1 Finite-dimensional Constrained Systems 15where ~un is a partiular solution of the system, van are the independent solu-tions of the homogeneus equations assoiated to (2.1.16), and va are arbitraryoeÆients.Introduing H 0 = H + ~un(qi; pi)�n(qi; pi) ; (2:1:18)and realling (2.1.17), the total Hamiltonian (2.1.10) an be rewrittenHT = H 0 + va�a(qi; pi) ; (2:1:19)where �a(qi; pi) = van(qi; pi)�n(qi; pi). Note that the separation (2.1.19) is notunique beause it depends on the hoie of the partiular solution in (2.1.17).At this point it is useful to introdue a lassi�ation of onstraints. We de�ne�rst-lass a funtion of the phase spae variables whose Poisson brakets with allthe onstraints are weakly zero, i.e.If: 8� [F; ��℄P � 0 ! F : First-lass. (2.1.20)A non-�rst-lass funtion will be said to be seond-lass, i.e.If: 9� = [F; ��℄P 6� 0 ! F : Seond-lass. (2.1.21)Using this lassi�ation it is easy to see that H 0 is the �rst-lass replaementof the original non-extended Hamiltonian H (�rst-lass Hamiltonian). Thus thetotal Hamiltonian HT an be interpreted as the sum of a �rst-lass Hamiltonianplus a linear generi ombination of �rst-lass primary onstraints �a. Finally,the total Hamiltonian an further be extended. Let us see this point in detail.We de�ne the extended HamiltonianHE = H 0 + uaa(qi; pi) ; (2:1:22)where ua are arbitrary oeÆients and a are all �rst-lass onstraints (primary+ seondary). Of ourse, HE di�ers from HT for a linear ombination of �rst-lass seondary onstraints. One an prove that the equations of motion derivedfrom (2.1.22) are equivalent to the ones derived by (2.1.18), thus to the equa-tions of motion following from the original Hamiltonian, sine the onstraints arepreserved.4The importane of the extended Hamiltonian lies on the relation between �rst-lass onstraints and gauge transformations of the system. Sine the Hamiltonianof the system is not unique, not all the anonial variables are observable. Indeed,4 See Henneaux and Teitelboim (1992).



16 Constrained Hamiltonian Systemsthe presene of arbitrary quantities in the total Hamiltonian implies that the solu-tion of the equations of motion depends on unknown arbitrary funtions of time.Sine a physial quantity must be unambigously de�ned, only those partiularquantities that do not depend on the unknown arbitrary funtions are observ-able.5 This property is neessary in order to determine ompletely the physialstate of the system at any time. Indeed, suppose that the state of the system isgiven at a ertain time t0 by the set of initial onditions fqi(t0); pi(t0)g. Sinethe solutions of the equations of motion depend on arbitrary funtions of time,the state at the time t > t0 will not be uniquely determined. As a onsequene,there are several �nal states, with the same physial ontent, orresponding todi�erent hoies of initial onditions. The situation is analogous to gauge �elds.We all gauge transformations those transformations that do not alter physialstates of the system de�ned by observables, (gauge-invariant quantities). Let ussee how gauge transformations are de�ned.Let us return bak for a moment to the total Hamiltonian and onsider ageneri anonial quantity X(qi; pi). Let X0 � X(qi(t0); pi(t0)) the value of Xat a given initial time t0. After an in�nitesimal time interval Æt, X will beX = X0 + �[X;H 0℄P + va [X;�a℄P �Æt : (2:1:23)Sine the quantities va are ompletely arbitrary, we an rewrite (2.1.23) for adi�erent hoie of va. The variation indued on X isÆX = �v(1)a � v(2)a � [X;�a℄P Æt ; (2:1:24)or, in another form ÆX = [X;�a℄P "a ; (2:1:25)where "a = �v(1)a � v(2)a �Æt. The transformation (2.1.25) is equivalent to thein�nitesimal ontat transformation of X generated by �a. Of ourse the ob-servables must be invariant under (2.1.25). First-lass primary onstraints anthus be seen as \generating funtions of in�nitesimal ontat transformationsthat lead to hanges in anonial variables but do not a�et the physial state"(Dira, 1964). Seondary �rst-lass onstraints may also generate gauge trans-formations. Indeed, a Poisson braket of two �rst-lass primary onstraints, andthe Poisson braket of any �rst-lass primary onstraint with the HamiltonianH 0 (�rst-lass), are generating funtions of gauge transformations and in generallinear ombinations of (primary and seondary) �rst-lass onstraints. It has notbeen proved that every �rst-lass seondary onstraint is a generating funtion ofa gauge transformation (Dira onjeture, see Dira (1964)). However, the knownounterexamples6 involve pathologial Lagrangians, so usually one assumes that5 They are indeed alled the observables of the system.6 For a ounterexample see for instane Henneaux and Teitelboim (1992).



2.2 Generally Covariant Systems 17all �rst-lass onstraints generate gauge transformations. Sine gauge transfor-mations do not a�et the physial observables of the system we are led to usethe extended Hamiltonian (2.1.22). The latter desribes the most general motionompatible with gauge transformations and onstraints.To onlude this setion, let us ount the number of degrees of freedom of asystem endowed with �rst- and seond-lass onstraints (see for instane Hen-neaux and Teiteboim, 1992). The number Nphys of physial anonial degrees offreedom7 is Nphys = Nan �Nf �Ns=2 ; (2:1:26)where Nan is the original (unonstrained) Lagrangian number of degrees of free-dom8, Nf is the number of �rst-lass onstraints, and Ns is the number ofseond-lass onstraints. From (2.1.26) we an see that the number of seond-lass onstraints is always even (for the proof, see Henneaux and Teitelboim,1992).2.2 Generally Covariant Systems.In the previous setion we have seen how onstrained Hamiltonian systems orre-spond essentially to gauge systems. A �rst-lass onstraint an be interpreted asthe in�nitesimal generating funtion of a gauge invariane of the system. Fromnow on we will onsider a speial lass of �nite-dimensional gauge systems, in-variant under reparametrisation of time, i.e. the generally ovariant systems.9We de�ne \generally ovariant" a �nite-dimensional system whose ation(2.1.4) remains invariant under the time rede�nitiont! �t = f(t) : (2:2:1)It is straightforward10 to see that if the anonial variables transform as salarsunder reparametrisation, the form of the ation must beS = Z t2t1 dt f _qipi �HEg ; (2:2:2)where the extended Hamiltonian is simply a linear ombination of �rst- andseond-lass onstraints HE = uaa(qi; pi) ; (2:2:3)i.e. the �rst-lass Hamiltonian in (2.1.22) must be identially (weakly) zero.7 We de�ne anonial degree of freedom eah pair fqi;pig.8 Nan=D, where D is the dimensionality of the on�guration spae, see (2.1.1).9 One of the most remarkable examples among generally ovariant systems is themassive relativisti free partile that will be disussed in set. [2.4℄.10 See Henneaux and Teitelboim (1992).



18 Constrained Hamiltonian SystemsThe system desribed by (2.2.2,3) is invariant under the (gauge) transforma-tion Æqi = "(t) _qi � "�qi; HE�P ; (2.2.4a)Æpi = "(t) _pi � "�pi; HE�P ; (2.2.4b)Æua = �ua"(t)�_; (2.2.4)with "(t1) = "(t2) = 0. In the ase of a single �rst-lass onstraint and noseond-lass onstraints11, i.e. HE = uH, where u is the Lagrange multiplier(non-dynamial variable), eqs. (2.2.4) an be written in the more ompat formÆqi = ��H�pi = ��qi; H�P ; (2.2.5a)Æpi = ���H�qi = ��pi; H�P ; (2.2.5b)Æu = d�dt ; (2.2.5)where � = u" and �(t1) = �(t2) = 0. From eqs. (2.2.5) we see that the transfor-mation (2.2.5) orresponds to the gauge transformation generated by H. We willdenote it as H. Note that the �nite form of the gauge transformation (2.2.5) hasthe same ontent of the solution of the equations of motion.To onlude this setion, let us spend a few words about the restritions tobe imposed on the Lagrange multiplier. We require u to be positive, at least onthe onstraint surfae. Indeed, with this hoie the evolution parameter�(t) = Z t0 u(pi(t); qi(t); t)dt (2:2:6)is a monotoni inreasing funtion in t on any trajetory. In quantum mehanisone never gets the Feynman propagator without this positivity restrition (seee.g. Teitelboim, 1991; 1983; Banks and O'Loughlin, 1991). Possibly, some simplezeroes may be harmless but one annot make any general statement about this.As a onsequene, in the rede�nition of the Lagrange multiplier u0 = f(qi; pi)uone has to impose f � 0.11 I.e. there are no gauge generators exept the generator of t-reparametrisation. Min-isuperspae models that will be disussed in the following hapters are systems of thissort.



2.3 Quantisation of Disrete Gauge Systems 192.3 Quantisation of Disrete Gauge Systems.This setion is devoted to the quantisation of the generally ovariant onstrainedHamiltonian systems disussed in the previous setion. Attention will be fousedon the so-alled disrete gauge theories, namely systems endowed only with �rst-lass onstraints whose Poisson brakets form a Lie algebra. Minisuperspaemodels that will be investigated in the following hapters are of this kind.12There are essentially two standard operator approahes to the quantisationof gauge systems. The �rst is the Dira method in whih the onstraints ofthe theory are promoted to quantum operators (quantise before onstraining).This leads in gravity to the Wheeler-DeWitt equation (see set. [2.5℄) whosesolutions need gauge �xing before being interpreted, in order to eliminate theunphysial degrees of freedom and de�ne the inner produt. The method su�ersfrom fator ordering ambiguities and the related problem of the representation ofthe operators. This diÆulty is usually overome by the de�nition of an invariantmeasure in the o�-gauge shell phase spae together with the implementation ofthe Faddeev-Popov proedure. The seond approah is the redued anonialmethod leading to a lassial redued gauge-�xed phase spae where quantisationan be arried out as usual (Shr�odinger equation) and wave funtions have theustomary interpretation (onstrain before quantising).In our treatment of the quantisation of disrete gauge systems we will disussboth methods. Further, in the partiular examples that will be examined in thefollowing hapters we will be able to show that the two methods lead to the sameresults for orret gauge �xing onditions, thus proving the equivalene of thetwo approahes when viable.We will start by disussing the gauge �xing and then we will investigate theDira and redued methods.2.3.a Gauge Fixing.We have seen in set. [2.1℄ that the number of physial degrees of freedom for asystem endowed with only �rst-lass onstraints is equal to the number of originaldegrees of freedom of the system minus the number of �rst-lass onstraints, eq.(2.1.26). Sine a anonial degree of freedom is represented by a pair fqi; pig, inorder to redue the system to the physial degrees of freedom we have to imposea number of extra onditions (gauge identities) equal to the number of �rst-lassonstraints.13 By means of these extra onditions the system is redued to aomplete set of physial observables.12 Examples of these systems are also the free relativisti partile, the theory of on�nedbound states of relativisti partiles, et.. See for instane Filippov (1996a).13 Here and throughout the setion we will onsider onstraints at least bilinear in themomenta.



20 Constrained Hamiltonian SystemsIn �eld theory, essentially four di�erent kinds of gauge �xing have been dis-ussed in the literature (see Filippov, 1996a). We retain here that nomenlature,aording to the type of gauge �xing ondition: unitary gauges, Lorentz gauges,axial gauges, and stohasti quantisation. Let us disuss briey the �rst threeapproahes.14a) Unitary Gauges. Remarkable examples of unitary gauge �xings are the Cou-lomb gauge in eletromagnetism and the light-one gauge in string theory.The gauge �xing identities are of the formFa(qi; pi; t) = 0 : (2:3:1)Sine the gauge �xing must be preserved in time, we require that the totaltime derivatives of (2.3.1) vanish. Further, we impose the Poisson brakets ofF with the onstraints to be di�erent (weakly) from zero. These requirementsare neessary and suÆient onditions leading to the redution of the systemto physial degrees of freedom and to the determination of the Lagrange mul-tipliers. Note that these onditions imply the system to beome seond-lass.After gauge �xing there are no �rst-lass onstraints left. In �eld theory gauge�xings of this sort destroy Lorentz invariane.b) Lorentz Gauges. Lorentz gauges are de�ned by the equations_ua = Fa(qi; pi;ub) ; (2:3:2)even though one usually sets simply _ua = 0. This sort of gauge �xing issuited to the Faddeev-Popov (FP) { Batalin-Fradkin-Vilkovisky (BFV) {Behi-Rouet-Stora-Tyutin (BRST) approah to quantisation. The gauge �x-ing (2.3.2) requires the introdution of additional (ghost) degrees of freedom.Gauge �xings used in the path-integral approah are of this sort. In eletro-magnetism the Lorentz ondition ��A� = 0 is of the form (2.3.2).) Axial Gauges. In this ase the gauge �xing identities areFa(qi; pi;ub) = 0 : (2:3:3)This sort of gauge orresponds to �x diretly the value of the Lagrange mul-tipliers. The analogue ase in eletromagnetism is n�A� = 0. Analogously to(2.3.1) we require the system to beome seond-lass.14 The stohasti quantisation is a sui generis gauge �xing not suitable for minisuper-spae models in whih we are interested here.



2.3 Quantisation of Disrete Gauge Systems 21To onlude the disussion on gauge �xing, let us stress that gauge �xing ondi-tions are loal relations that might not globally hold in phase spae. This phe-nomenon is known as Gribov obstrution (see Henneaux and Teitelboim, 1992)and in the ase of t-reparametrisation invariane is stritly related to the non-existene of a global time (see H�aj���ek, 1986). Usually, an integrable systeminvariant under t-reparametrisation does not su�er from the Gribov obstru-tion, sine it an be redued to the Shanmugadhasan form (Shanmugadhasan,1973) by a anonial transformation15. In that ase the onjugate variable to theHamiltonian de�nes a global time parameter and there is no Gribov obstrution.Geometrially, the existene of a global time parameter implies that the gaugeonditions interset the gauge orbits on the onstraint surfae one and only one.2.3.b Dira Method.We have seen that in order to quantise a disrete gauge system one has to re-due its degrees of freedom to the physial ones. This an be performed afterthe appliation of the quantisation algorithm or before. In the former ase thequantisation proedure is alled Dira method, in the latter it is alled anonialredued method. Let us �rst disuss the Dira method.The starting point of the Dira method is to set the ommutation relations16�q̂i; p̂j� = iÆij : (2:3:4)So far no gauge onditions have been imposed. Thus eqs. (2.3.4) hold in theentire (unonstrained) phase spae and the system arries unphysial information.Using (2.3.4) the quantisation of the system an be ahieved imposing that theonstraints be enfored by operator identities on the wave funtions. We havêa	 = 0 : (2:3:5)The relations (2.3.5) enfore the gauge invariane of the theory. Indeed, all phys-ial states remain unhanged if one performs the general �nite gauge transforma-tions generated by onstraints.One one has imposed the quantum relations (2.3.5), the gauge must be �xed.This an be performed using the Faddeev-Popov proedure to de�ne the innerprodut. The salar inner produt of solutions of (2.3.5) is de�ned as (see Hen-neaux and Teitelboim, 1992)(	2;	1) = Z d[�℄Ya 	�2(�)Æ(Fa)�FP	1(�) ; (2:3:6)where Fa(�i) = 0 are the gauge �xing identities, �i � �i(qj ; pj) are the po-larisation oordinates whih appear in the wave funtions, d[�℄ is the measure15 See later [2.3.℄.16 We represent operators with the symbol \^".



22 Constrained Hamiltonian Systemsde�ned in the unonstrained phase spae, and �nally �FP is the Faddeev-Popovdeterminant ��1FP = Z d[h℄ Æ�F (h)� ; (2:3:7)where hi are the oordinates on the (ompat) group manifold and d[h℄ is theprodut over t of the invariant measure of the group (see Itzykson and Zuber,1980; Henneaux and Teitelboim, 1992).Let us see how the method works in the ase of (one) simple onstraint p0 = 0.Just to �x ideas, let us use d[�℄ = dq0dq1; :::dqD�1 ; (2:3:8)and thus the operator representationq̂i ! qi ; p̂i ! �i ��qi : (2:3:9)The single onstraint equation (2.3.5) reads�i ��q0	(qi) = 0 : (2:3:10)Eq. (2.3.10) implies that the physial wave funtions do not depend on q0, i.e.the degree of freedom fq0; p0g is unphysial. A suitable gauge �xing ondition isF � q0 � k = 0 ; (2:3:11)where k is a parameter. Using (2.3.11) in the de�nition of the Faddeev-Popovdeterminant we �nd �FP = 1. Finally, the inner produt (2.3.6) is(	2;	1) = Z dq2:::dqn	�2(q2; :::qn)	1(q2; :::qn) : (2:3:12)In pratie, the main problems in order to implement the Dira proedure are thehoie of the fator ordering to be used in (2.3.5) and the hoie of the measurein superspae (and, as a onsequene, the hoie of the variables to be usedfor the wave funtions). Indeed, in order to represent the formal ommutationrelations (2.3.4) as di�erential operators one must �rst hoose a pair of ommutingvariables as oordinates and establish the form of the (non gauge-�xed) measured[�℄. For instane, the measure d[�℄ an be determined by the requirement that itbe invariant under the symmetry transformations of the system (rigid and gaugetransformations).1717 See Cavagli�a, de Alfaro, and Filippov (1996).



2.3 Quantisation of Disrete Gauge Systems 232.3. Redued Method.In this ase the quantisation of the system is implemented by �rst reduing thesystem to the physial degrees of freedom by gauge �xing and then applying thequantisation algorithm. Let us see the proedure in detail.The starting point to eliminate the gauge redundany and redue the anon-ial degrees of freedom is the introdution (at the lassial level) of a numberof unitary gauge onditions (2.3.1) equal to the number of �rst-lass onstraints.The diÆulty of the hoie of gauge identities lies in that the loal onditions(2.3.1) must be globally ompatible with the equations of motion. This an beheked using the �nite gauge transformations (2.2.4). The ompletion of the pro-edure depends thus on the integrability properties of the system. For instane,the gauge �xing an be suessfully implemented if the system is integrable18 orseparable in one degree of freedom sine one an pass to ation-angle variables(Arnold, 1978). Let us see this point in the ase of a single �rst-lass onstraintH = 0 { thus eqs. (2.2.5). To implement the redution proedure one needs thegeneral solution of the equationsdqid� = �H�pi ; dpid� = ��H�qi ; (2:3:13)where d� = udt. The solution of these equations, i.e.qi(�) = fi(q; p; �) ; pi(�) = gi(q; p; �) (2:3:14)satisfying the initial onditionsfi = qi ; gi = pi for � = 0 ; (2:3:15)de�ne the �nite gauge transformation. We an then eliminate the unphysialanonial degree of freedom as funtion of the remaining ones and time (seebelow); time is onneted to the original set of anonial variables and the problemis redued to the gauge shell with 2(Nan � 1) anonial oordinates (analogousto the unitary gauge in �eld theories). Naturally the Poisson braket [F;H℄Pmust not vanish even weakly, thus the set fF;Hg is seond-lass. The gaugeondition (2.3.1) determines the Lagrange multipliers u(t) as a funtion of timeand in general of anonial variables. Finally, the onsisteny of the proedurean be veri�ed using (2.3.14) and substituting the expliit form of u in eq. (2.2.6).The gauge-�xing funtion F must depend expliitly upon time sine we want tode�ne time as a funtion of the phase spae variables.The redution of the system is usually implemented by a anonial transfor-mation. For instane, if the gauge �xing funtion F is of the form F = p0�f(qi; t)18 An Hamiltonian system with D anonial degrees of freedom is alled integrable (�ala Liouville) if D independent �rst integrals in involution are known. See for instaneArnold (1978).



24 Constrained Hamiltonian Systemsone an hoose the anonial transformation fq0; p0g ! fQ0; P0g so that P0 =F; Q0 = q0. Then the gauge shell is obtained by imposing P0 = 0 and �xingQ0 from the onstraint H = 0 (see set. [2.6℄). One anonial degree of freedomis thus eliminated and the motion is redued to Nan � 1 anonial degrees offreedom with an e�etive Hamiltonian He� (that an be time-dependent) gen-erating anonial motion on the gauge shell.19 The gauge �xing identity is thefundamental gauge �xing equation that states how time is onneted to anonialvariables.In order to have a sensible quantum mehanis, usually one requires thatthe e�etive Hamiltonian be loal, Hermitian and unique. If these onditionsare satis�ed, the system an be quantised and the Hilbert spae reovered inthe e�etive redued anonial spae (gauge shell) by writing a time-dependentShr�odinger equation20 i��t = Ĥe� ; (2:3:16)where  is the on-gauge shell wave funtion de�ned in the Hilbert spae. In agiven gauge, time is now onneted to the anonial degree of freedom that hasbeen eliminated by the onstraint and gauge �xing.2.3.d Equivalene between Di�erent Approahes.For a generi system it is not proved that the two di�erent approahes to thequantisation (Dira vs. redued) lead to the same Hilbert spae. However, theequivalene between the two methods an be proved if we are able to pass, via aanonial transformation, to the Shanmugadhasan representation, namely to themaximal set of gauge-invariant anonial variables (Shanmugadhasan, 1973). Letus see this point in detail. Consider again for simpliity the ase of one singleonstraint H. The anonial variables in the Shanmugadhasan representation arede�ned asXi � Xi(q; p) ; Pj � Pj(q; p) ; H ; T � T (q; p) ;i; j = 1; :::Nan � 1 ; (2:3:17)where fXi; Pig and fH; Tg are anonial oordinates and momenta:�Xi; Pj�P = Æij ; �T;H�P = 1 : (2:3:18)(The remaining Poisson brakets are zero.) Consequently fXi; Pig are gauge-invariant quantities and T transforms linearly for the gauge transformation gen-erated by H. The quantities fXi; Pj; Hg form a omplete set of gauge-invariantquantities (observables) that are in a one-to-one orrespondene with the initial19 For the proedure see for instane Se. [2.4℄ or Se. [2.6℄.20 Or, what has the same ontent, the Heisenberg equations.



2.4 An Example: the Relativisti Free Massive Partile 25onditions.21 The lassial integrability of the system is thus a neessary on-dition to pass to the Shanmugadhasan representation. The expliit form of Xiand Pj is obtained using the solutions of the equations of motion to express theinitial onditions as funtions of the phase spae oordinates. Finally, T an befound using the relations (2.3.18).Now the quantity T an be used to �x the gauge sine its transformationproperties for the gauge transformation imply that time de�ned by this variableovers one and only one the sympleti manifold, i.e. time de�ned by T is aglobal time (see H�aj���ek, 1986). Using the Shanmugadhasan representation thequantisation proedure beomes trivial and the Dira and redued approaheslead to the same Hilbert spae.To onlude this setion let us stress that quantisations of lassial systems indi�erent representations usually lead to di�erent quantum theories. This remainstrue here of ourse (see �gure 2.1).2.4 An Example: the Relativisti Free Massive Partile.As a remarkable example of the methods illustrated above, let us disuss the aseof the relativisti free massive partile. Its ation isS = �m Z 21 ds � �m Z 21 (�dx�dx�)1=2 ; (2:4:1)where m is the mass of the partile and ds is the in�nitesimal path lenght. De�n-ing an arbitrary monotoni parameter t that labels the world line position of thepartile the ation (2.4.1) an be writtenS = �m Z t2t1 dtp� _x� _x� ; (2:4:2)where _x� = dx�=dt. One an verify that eq. (2.1.8) holds, so the system desribedby (2.4.2) is onstrained. Indeed the Lagrangian in (2.4.2) is invariant under thetransformation (2.2.1). One an show that (2.4.2) is equivalent toS = 12 Z dt �1u _x� _x� � um2� ; (2:4:3)where u is a non-dynamial variable beause no derivatives of u appear in theation.22 From (2.4.3) we an see that the relativisti free massive partile an beinterpreted as the one-dimensional gravity desribed by the line element ds2 =�u2(t)dt2 oupled to the matter �elds x�(t).21 These are indeed 2Nan�1 beause of the invariane under reparametrisation.22 The equivalene between (2.4.2) and (2.4.3) an be easily proved substituting in(2.4.3) the equation of motion for the non-dynamial variable.



26 Constrained Hamiltonian Systems

Figure 2.1: The �gure represents shematially the two alternativestandard operator methods of quantisation of gauge systems. The quan-tum physial theory (bottom right orner) is obtained through the ap-pliation of the quantisation algorithm (vertial lines) and of the gauge�xing (horizontal lines) to the lassial onstrained system (upper leftorner). The equivalene of all possible paths in the �gure represents theproblem of the equivalene between di�erent quantisation approahes.De�ning as usual the onjugate momenta, the ation an be ast in the Hamil-tonian form S = Z dt ��p0 _x0 + p _x� uH� ; (2:4:4)where HE � uH is the extended Hamiltonian23 and u � u(t) is the Lagrangemultiplier (analogous to the gauge potential in standard gauge theories) that23 Note that the �rst-lass Hamiltonian is zero, as expeted for generally ovariantsystems when oordinates transform as salars under time-reparametrisation. See set.[2.2℄.



2.4 An Example: the Relativisti Free Massive Partile 27enfores the onstraint H = 12(p2 � p20 +m2) = 0 : (2:4:5)Finally, the equations of motion are:_x = up ; _p = 0 ; _x0 = up0 ; _p0 = 0 : (2:4:6)Let us disuss �rst the redued method. The gauge an be �xed via the anonialmethod performing the following anonial transformationX0 = x0 � t p0 ; (2.4.7a)P0 = p0 : (2.4.7b)and imposing the gauge-�xing onditionF (X0; P0) � X0 = 0: (2:4:8)Note that the Poisson braket [X0; H℄P is not (weakly) vanishing (it is not alinear ombination of X0 and H). As a onsequene, the set of onstraints fF;Hgbeomes seond-lass and the system an be redued. The use of the onsistenyondition in the anonial equations of motion generated by the Hamiltonian �xesthe Lagrange multiplier as u(t) = 1 : (2:4:9)Using the gauge-�xing (2.4.8) and the onstraint equation (2.4.5) the onstrainedon-gauge shell ation is S = Z dt �p � x� 12P 20 � (2:4:10)with P 20 given by (2.4.5) and (2.4.8). Thus, with this hoie of gauge, in thesetor fx; pg the motion is generated by the HamiltonianHe� = 12P 20 = 12(p2 +m2): (2:4:11)Note that the Hamiltonian (2.4.11) generates the motion in the physial three-dimensional anonial spae fx; pg; this is equivalent to the motion in the setorfx; pg generated by the ation (2.4.1-3) with the onstraints (2.4.5) and (2.4.8).Let us note that the anonial transformation (2.4.7) must involve the time pa-rameter expliitly and that (2.4.8) an be thought of as the de�nition of timein terms of anonial variables. It is easy to verify that t de�ned in (2.4.7) is aso-alled global time (see H�aj���ek, 1986).Now the system an be quantised imposing the formal ommutators�x̂i; p̂j� = iÆij : (2:4:12)



28 Constrained Hamiltonian SystemsIn the Shr�odinger piture the algebra is realised byx̂i ! xi ; p̂j ! �i�j : (2:4:13)Using (2.4.13) we obtain the Shr�odinger equation (2.3.16)i��t (x; t) = 12 ��r2 +m2� (x; t) ; (2:4:14)whose stationary solutions are (k;x; t) = 1(2�)3=2 e�i(Et�kx) ; (2:4:15)where E = 12 (k2 +m2). This is obviously a positive de�nite Hilbert spae sinethe Hamiltonian is positive-de�nite and Hermitian. Usual quantum mehanisapplies.It is interesting to ompare this result with a di�erent gauge-�xing ondition.Let us hoose as time the zeroth omponent of x. To do that, eq. (2.4.7a) has tobe substituted by X0 = x0 � t: (2:4:16)Now, imposing the identity (2.4.8) we �ndHe� = p0 = �pp2 +m2 : (2:4:17)and the onsisteny equation gives the Lagrangian multiplieru = 1=p0 : (2:4:18)With this gauge �xing hoie, in order to have a positive Lagrange multiplier(see set. [2.2℄), and a sensible quantum mehanis of a single partile, we haveto hoose p0 > 0 in (2.4.17,18) and thus the positive sign in (2.4.17).24 So weend with the redued spae HamiltonianHe� =pp2 +m2 : (2:4:19)This is the gauge-�xed Hamiltonian of the relativisti partile. The hoie of the� sign in (2.4.17) would be wrong in quantum mehanis of a single partile (seee.g. Bjorken and Drell, 1964). The (non-loal) Shr�odinger equation is (+ standsfor u > 0) i ��t +(x; t) = Ĥe�  + ; (2:4:20)24 Thus using (2.4.16) a positive-de�ned Hamiltonian does not follow automatiallyfrom the theory.



2.5 Canonial Quantum Gravity 29and the eigenfuntions of p̂ are +(k;x; t) = 1(2�)3=2 e�i(Et�kx) ; (2:4:21)where of ourse E = pk2 +m2. As before this is obviously a positive-de�niteHilbert spae. Also with this hoie of time we an easily verify that t satis-�es the H�aj���ek onditions of global time (see H�aj���ek, 1986). We will see laterthat this result follows diretly from the method of gauge-�xing via anonialtransformation and it is not a property of the relativisti partile.Now let us see how the Dira method works for the gauge (2.4.7). In order toimplement the Dira quantisation proedure it is suitable to perform a anonialtransformation in the setor fx0; p0g. We writeX0 = x0p0 ; P0 = 12p20 : (2:4:22)In the new variables the onstraint (2.4.5) readsH = �P0 + 12(p2 +m2) = 0 : (2:4:23)Promoting as usual the anonial oordinates fX0; P0; xi; pig to the operatorsX̂0 ! X0 ; x̂i ! xi ;P̂0 ! i�X0 ; p̂i ! �i�i ; (2:4:24)the quantum onstraint beomes��i�X0 + 12��r2 +m2��	(X0;x) = 0 : (2:4:25)A basis of solutions of (2.4.25) is	(k;x; X0) = 1(2�)3=2 e�i(EX0�kx) ; (2:4:26)where E is de�ned as in (2.4.15). Imposing the gauge �xing identity F � X0�t =0 (where now t is a parameter) we obtain �FP = 1 and the gauge-�xed innerprodut beomes ( 2;  1) = Z d3x �(k2;x) (k1;x) ; (2:4:27)where the wave funtions are those in (2.4.26) with X0 = t. The Hilbert spaeoinides with that obtained by the redued method.



30 Constrained Hamiltonian SystemsThe Dira method an be also implemented for the gauge (2.4.16). In thisase using (2.4.16) the Faddeev-Popov determinant beomes �FP = �p0 and theinner produt (2.3.6) beomes( 2;  1) = Z d3x [ �2�x0	1 �  1�x0	�2℄x0=t : (2:4:28)The inner produt (2.4.28) is not positive-de�ned (see note 24). In the gaugex0 = t the wave funtion must be re-interpreted as a seond-quantised �eld.2.5 Canonial Quantum Gravity.Having disussed the theory of Hamiltonian onstrained systems, we are nowable to investigate the anonial approah to quantum gravity that forms thebakground of this thesis and a great deal of researh artiles in quantum gravity.In this setion we will deal �rst with the lassial formalism, devoting the lastpart of the setion to the quantum theory. We will see how to implement boththe Dira approah, that leads to the Wheeler-DeWitt equation, and the reduedmethod. Throughout the setion we will adopt the notations of Isham (1992).The basis of the anonial approah to quantum gravity is the Arnowitt-Deser-Misner (ADM) formalism for general relativity, or geometrodynamis (Arnowitt,Deser, and Misner, 1962; see also Wheeler, 1964). In geometrodynamis thestarting point is a four-dimensional hyperboli manifoldM endowed with a met-ri g�� with signature (�;+;+;+), and a three-dimensional manifold �.25 �plays essentially the role of the three-spae. In this setion we will onsider forsimpliity � ompat. We will also take the signature of � to be positive-de�nite,aording to the spirit of geometrodynamis. However, both onditions are notstritly neessary; we will relax them in hapt. 3 and hapt. 5. In the ADM for-malism the topology of M is assumed to be R� �. Thus it is possible to de�nethe map (a di�eomorphism of R� � with M)F : R� �!M ; (t; x) 7! F(t; x) ; (2:5:1)where t and x are respetively the oordinates of a point in R and � in a givenreferene frame. As a onsequene, M an be foliated by a one-parameter familyof embeddings Ft : �!M ; x 7! Ft(x) � F(t; x) : (2:5:2)Sine F is a di�eomorphism of R�� withM, for any point of M we an de�nethe inverse map F�1 � :M! R ; �(Ft(x)) = t ; (2.5.3a)� :M! � ; �(Fx(t)) = x : (2.5.3b)25 The generalisation to Riemannian manifolds is straightforward and we will omit it.



2.5 Canonial Quantum Gravity 31The map (2.5.3a) is usually alled the global time funtion and � the naturalparameter of the foliation. Finally, for any point of � the mapFx : R!M ; t 7! Fx(t) � F(t; x) ; (2:5:4)represents a urve in M and it is possible to de�ne a one-parameter vetor �eld(deformation vetor) given by the tangent vetors onM. The deformation vetor_Fx(t) an be deomposed in two omponents, one lying in the hypersurfae �and one along the normal vetor. In omponents we have_F�x (t) = N(t; x)g��F(t; x)n�(t; x) +N i(t; x)�iF�(t; x) ; (2:5:5)where n� is the normal vetor on the hypersurfae �, the greek indies refer toM and the latin indies to �. N and N i are usually alled the lapse funtionand the shift vetor assoiated to the foliation.The lapse funtion and the shift vetor depend on both the foliation and thegeometry of M. From the pull-bak of g by the map F in the oordinates ft; xgwe obtain (F�g)00(t; x) = N i(t; x)N j(t; x)hij(t; x)�N2(t; x) ;(F�g)0j(t; x) = N i(t; x)hij(t; x) ;(F�g)ij(t; x) = hij(t; x) ; (2:5:6)where hij = g��(F)�iF�(t; x)�jF�(t; x) (2:5:7)is the metri on �. hij is often alled the �rst fundamental form of the hypersur-fae. The line element of M an thus be loally ast in the formds2 � g��dx�dx� = (N iN jhij �N2)dt2 + 2Nidxidt+ hijdxidxj : (2:5:8)The inverse metri isg00 = � 1N2 ; g0i = gi0 = N iN2 ; gij = hij � N iN jN2 : (2:5:9)From (2.5.8) we an easily see that the lapse funtion and the shift vetor are re-lated respetively to the 00 and 0i omponents of the spaetime metri g�� . Givena foliation of the spaetime manifold, the lapse funtion relates the hypersurfaewith parameter t (�t) to the hypersurfae with parameter t + Æt (�t+Æt), i.e. itmeasures the proper distane between the two hypersurfaes. The shift vetorN i represents the distorsion of the hypersurfae as the parameter t inreases, i.e.measures for any point of � how a point x in �t+Æt is displaed with respet to
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Figure 2.2: The geometrial meanings of the lapse funtion and shiftvetor are illustrated. The lapse funtion (the vetor from P1 to P2)measures the proper distane between the hypersurfaes at onstanttime; the shift vetor (from P2 to P3) measures the distorsion of thehypersurfae as it evolves in time.the intersetion of the hypersurfae with the normal drawn in �t from the pointx (see �gure 2.2).Having hosen a foliation, the anonial analysis of the gravitational �eldproeeds as follows. The Einstein-Hilbert ation is (we onsider for simpliityvauum gravity) SEH [g�� ℄ = ZM d4xp�g [R[g��℄� 2�℄ ; (2:5:10)where g�� is the metri onM, g � det g�� , and � is the osmologial onstant.26The problem is now to �nd a set of anonial variables that determine the evo-lution of the metri of M. In partiular we are interested in the evolution ofthe foliation (2.5.2), i.e. we want to determine how the hypersurfae � evolvesin funtion of the parameter t. This represents a well-posed Cauhy problem.The omponents of the metri on � play the role of the on�guration variables.Their onjugate momenta represent the rate of hange of g�� in funtion of theevolution parameter. We de�neKij = 12N(t; x)[� _hij(t; x) + L ~Nhij(t; x)℄ ; (2:5:11)26 In the literature the ation (2.5.10) in the Eulidean regime is usually de�ned withan overall minus sign. In hapt. 3 we will also follow this onvention.



2.5 Canonial Quantum Gravity 33where L ~Nhij = Nijj + Njji is the Lie derivative of hij along the shift vetor onthe hypersurfae. Kij is usually alled the extrinsi urvature or the seond fun-damental form of the hypersurfae with respet to the embeddings (2.5.2). Nowwe an pull-bak the Lagrangian density in (2.5.10) by the foliation. The ation(2.5.10) an be thus expressed as a funtion of the metri of the hypersurfae hij ,the lapse funtion N , the shift vetor N i, and the extrinsi urvature (2.5.11).The result isSEH [N;N i; hij ℄ = Z dt Z� d3xNph�KijKij �K2 + (3)R[hij ℄� 2��+ ::::::+ surfae terms ; (2:5:12)where K is the trae of the extrinsi urvature (K = Kii) and (3)R is the salarurvature of the hypersurfae �. Note that in (2.5.12) we have negleted a surfaeterm arising from the integration by parts in (2.5.10).27 This is perfetly legiti-mate in order to obtain a genuine ation priniple. However, surfae terms playa very important role in the alulation of SEH (for example when we omputethe probability amplitude for a baby universe formation or when we deal withasymptoti quantities).28 For instane, for asymptotially at metris (2.5.10)must be substituted bySGR[g�� ℄ = ZM d4xp�g [R[g�� ℄� 2�℄ + 2 Z�M d3xph (K �K0) : (2:5:13)The �rst ontribution to the surfae integral makes the ation stationary underarbitrary variations of the metri when the variation of the latter is �xed on theboundary �M. K0 is the seond fundamental form of the asymptoti hyper-surfae embedded in at spae and must be introdued to remove the in�niteontribution oming from the asymptoti region.29The anonial analysis of (2.5.12) now proeeds as follows. De�ne via a Leg-endre transformation the onjugate momenta of variables in the ation. Notethat in (2.5.12) time derivatives of N and N i do not appear. So the onjugatemomenta vanish identially �N = 0 ; ~� ~N = 0 : (2:5:14)Hene, the lapse funtion and the shift vetor are non-dynamial variables. Theonjugate momenta to hij are�ij = �ph �Kij � hijK� : (2:5:15)27 See for instane York (1972) and Gibbons and Hawking (1977).28 For a deeper disussion on the role of surfae terms, see Teitelboim and Regge (1974).29 See for instane Hawking (1979).



34 Constrained Hamiltonian SystemsAs a onsequene of the non-dynamial nature of the lapse funtion and shiftvetor, the Legendre-transformed ation beomesSEH = Z dt Z� d3x(�ij _hij �NH�N iHi) ; (2:5:16)whereH andHi are respetively the super-Hamiltonian and the super-momentumgenerators H = Hijkl�ij�kl �ph�(3)R� 2�� ; (2.5.17a)Hi = �2�ij jj : (2.5.17b)Here Hijkl = 12ph (hikhjl + hilhjk � hijhkl) (2:5:18)is the metri on the spae of all three-metris (DeWitt supermetri).From (2.5.16) we see that N and N i are Lagrange multipliers. They enforethe onstraints H = 0 ; (2.5.19a)Hi = 0 ; (2.5.19b)that are alled the super-Hamiltonian onstraint and the super-momentum on-straint respetively. Finally, we have the Hamiltonian equations of motion for hijand �ij _hij = ÆHEÆ�ij ; (2.5.20a)_�ij = �ÆHEÆhij ; (2.5.20b)where HE = Z� d3x �NH+N iHi� (2:5:21)is the extended Hamiltonian of the system. The equation (2.5.20a) an be invertedand oinides with the de�nition of the extrinsi urvature (2.5.11,15). The equa-tions (2.5.20b) together with the super-Hamiltonian and the super-momentumonstraints are ompletely equivalent to the Einstein equations when the spae-time manifold M is ompatible with the foliation (2.5.2).30The lassial anonial algebra is given by the Poisson brakets[hij(x); hkl(x0)℄P = 0 ;[�ij(x); �kl(x0)℄P = 0 ;[hij(x); �kl(x0)℄P = Æ(x; x0)2 (Æki Ælj + Ækj Æli) : (2:5:22)30 For details see Isham (1992); Fisher and Marsden (1979).



2.5 Canonial Quantum Gravity 35However, not all the phase spae variables of the system are independent, beauseof the onstraints (2.5.19). The set of onstraints is �rst-lass, i.e. the algebra ofPoisson brakets of the onstraints is losed. Indeed[H(x);H(x0)℄P = �hij(x)Hi(x)�(x0)j � hij(x0)Hi(x0)�(x)j �Æ(x; x0) ;[Hi(x);H(x0)℄P = H(x)�(x)i Æ(x; x0) ;[Hi(x);Hj(x0)℄P = �Hi(x0)�(x)j �Hj(x)�(x0)i �Æ(x; x0) : (2:5:23)From (2.5.23) it is straightforward to show (see for instane Isham, 1992) thatthe �rst term of the Hamiltonian (2.5.21) an be interpreted as the generator ofthe deformations of the hypersurfae � normal to itself and the seond term asthe generator of spatial di�eomorphisms. This is a onsequene of the spae andtime reparametrisation invarianes of general relativity.The anonial struture that we have developed up to now is the starting pointof the anonial quantisation of the gravitational �eld. We have seen that theanonial treatment of general relativity leads to a theory endowed with gaugeinvarianes and �rst-lass onstraints. So the quantisation of theories of this kindrequires the areful analysis illustrated in the previous setions. Indeed, the non-dynamial variables of the system must be removed and the physial degrees offreedom isolated. The ompletion of this program is perhaps an impossible taskin the general ase, at least in the standard anonial formalism. The possibilityto simplify the anonial struture of the gravitational �eld is at the basis of theAshtekar programme (see Ashtekar, 1994).2.5.a Dira Quantisation of Gravity.Even though the quantisation of the gravitational �eld seems far to be ahieved,gravity an be formally quantised using both the Dira and redued approahes.So let us disuss how anonial gravity an be formally quantised. In this sub-setion we will deal with the Dira method. The next subsetion is devoted tothe redued method.We have seen in set. [2.3℄ that the �rst step in the Dira quantisation proe-dure is the imposition of formal Heisenberg ommutators in the (unonstrained)phase spae. By the usual proedure from (2.5.22) we write[ĥij(x); ĥkl(x0)℄ = 0 ;[�̂ij(x); �̂kl(x0)℄ = 0 ;[ĥij(x); �̂kl(x0)℄ = i Æ(x; x0)2 (Æki Ælj + Ækj Æli) : (2:5:24)
The operators in (2.5.24) are obviously de�ned on the three-dimensional mani-fold �. In order to implement the quantisation algorithm the hoie (2.5.24) is not



36 Constrained Hamiltonian Systemsunique. For instane the ommutation relations (2.5.24) an be slightly hangedin order to take into aount at the quantum level that the lassial three-metrihij is positive de�ned.31 However, in our appliations we will onsider only thehoie (2.5.24).In order to implement the Dira proedure, the �rst problem we meet is thehoie of the representation for the quantum operators in (2.5.24). The hoie ofthe measure in superspae and the hoie of the variables to be used for the wavefuntions are related problems. We will see in hapt. 5 that the invariane undergauge and rigid transformations in superspae may suggest a reipe to solve theseproblems, at least for simple redued models, as those investigated there.32The Dira quantisation an be implemented promoting the onstraints to fun-tional operators ating on wave funtions de�ned in a suitable spae. Identifyingthe lassial three-metri hij and the lassial momenta �ij de�ned in (2.5.15)with the funtional operators33̂hij(x)! hij(x) ; (2.5.25a)�̂ij(x)! �i ÆÆhij(x) ; (2.5.25b)the super-Hamiltonian onstraint (2.5.19a) beomes the Wheeler-DeWitt equa-tion (Wheeler, 1968; DeWitt, 1967)�Hijkl Æ2ÆhijÆhkl +ph�(3)R� 2���	(hij) = 0 ; (2:5:26)where we have suppressed the funtional dependene on the spae variables x.In (2.5.26) 	 represents the o�-gauge shell wave funtion of the system. Asstressed above, eq. (2.5.26) is de�ned apart from fator ordering ambiguities.From the super-momentum onstraints (2.5.19b) we obtain the super-momentumonstraint equations �2� ÆÆhij �jj	(hij) = 0 : (2:5:27)From the lassial meaning of (2.5.19b) we see that eqs. (2.5.27) enfore theinvariane of wave funtions under spatial di�eomorphisms. This means that 	is only a funtional of the three-geometry and not of the partiular three-metrihij .31 See for instane Isham (1992).32 Other problems that arise in the Dira approah onern the validity of the algebra(2.5.23) at quantum level and the self-adjointness of the super-Hamiltonian and super-momentum onstraints. For the disussion, see Isham (1992).33 For the moment we neglet fator ordering and representation problems.



2.5 Canonial Quantum Gravity 37At this point one ould in priniple reover the Hilbert spae of states by�xing the gauge and reduing the system to the physial degrees of freedom.34The diÆulty in the implementation of the gauge �xing lies in the identi�ationof the gauge �xing identities and is usually surmounted by reduing the originalsystem to a �nite number of degrees of freedom (minisuperspae model). Wewould like to stress that the gauge �xing implementation is a neessary step inorder to reover the dynamial evolution of the system from the Wheeler-DeWittequation beause time evolution is \hidden" in eq. (2.5.26).2.5.b Redued Quantisation of Gravity.Let us now briey disuss how the redution proedure of quantisation desribedin set. [2.3℄ an be implemented, at least formally, for the gravitational �eld.35In the redued approah to quantisation, the physial degrees of freedom mustbe identi�ed before the appliation of the quantisation algorithm. This an beperformed by a anonial transformation. So the �rst step is to de�ne the anon-ial transformation (hij ; �ij)! (Wa; Zb;wr; zs) ; (2:5:28)where a; b = 1; :::4, r; s = 1; 2, and the only non-zero Poisson brakets are[Wa(x); Zb(x0)℄P = ÆabÆ(x; x0) ; [wr(x); zs(x0)℄P = ÆrsÆ(x; x0) : (2:5:29)In (2.5.28,29) the quantities fWa; Zbg and fwr; zsg identify the four anonialunphysial degrees of freedom (per spae point) and the two physial ones respe-tively. The system an then be redued using the proedure illustrated in set.[2.3℄ imposing for instane the four gauge identitiesFa(hij ; �ij;x; t) � Wa(hij ; �ij;x)� fa(x; t) = 0 ; (2:5:30)where fa are four given funtions of the spaetime oordinates. The system isthen redued on the gauge shell and one obtains an e�etive Hamiltonian thatis funtion only of the physial variables. The system an be quantised on thegauge shell imposing the formal ommutator relations[ŵr(x); ẑs(x0)℄ = iÆrsÆ(x; x0) ; (2:5:31)or writing the Shr�odinger equation analogue to (2.3.16).As stressed above, the main problem in the redued quantisation proedurefor the gravitational �eld is that one does not know how to solve the super-Hamiltonian and the super-momentum onstraints in a losed form, or, in other34 Indeed the quantum system has only two physial degrees of freedom (per spaepoint), orresponding to the dimension of the phase spae (six) minus the number of�rst-lass onstraints (four).35 For a deep disussion, see Hanson, Regge, and Teitelboim (1976).



38 Constrained Hamiltonian Systemswords, how to write expliitly the global anonial transformation (2.5.28). Fur-ther, sine the gauge �xing identities are highly non-linear, quantisation in dif-ferent gauges may produe di�erent quantum theories. We will see that for thesimple (minisuperspae) models disussed in the following hapters, these prob-lems an be solved.2.6 Minisuperspae Models and De�nition of Time.We have seen in the previous setion that the anonial quantisation of the grav-itational �eld is far from being ompleted. However, something an be said ifone imposes by hand some additional onstraints to the theory. For instane, onean onsider gravity in lower dimensions (see for instane Carlip, 1995; Monrief,1990; Menotti, 1996), or restrit oneself to manifolds endowed with a suitablegroup of symmetries. In the latter ase, the implementation of additional spae-time symmetries an be formally obtained by reduing the degrees of freedomof the theory. As a onsequene, by retaining only a �nite number of degreesof freedom the quantum �eld theory redues to quantum mehanis and withinthis framework typial problems due to the �eld nature of the system, for ex-ample anomalies, disappear. Further, other oneptual problems (de�nition oftime, Hilbert spae of states,...) an be suessful investigated, at least for simplemodels.In this setion attention is foused on minisuperspae models. In partiularwe will see how the problem of time an be addressed in this framework.36 Sinethe identi�ation of time an be naturally disussed in the redued method, thissetion will be essentially devoted to the lassial redution of minisuperspaemodels using Coulomb-like gauges (see set. [2.3℄).37The dynamis of a minisuperpae model is expressed by the ationS = Z t2t1 dt fpi _qi �HE(qi; pi)g ; i = 0; :::Nan � 1 : (2:6:1)where the phase spae variables fqi; pig represent matter and gravitational de-grees of freedom. The ation (2.6.1) has been obtained from (2.5.10) by imposing36 The origin of the so-alled problem of time follows from the fat that the �rst-lassHamiltonian for general relativity is identially zero, due to general ovariane. Theevolution of the system is then \hidden" entirely in the onstraints: in other words,\onstraints generate dynamis". The problem of time is the problem of reoveringa suitable parameter to desribe evolution. See for instane Kuha�r (1992); Barbour(1994a, 1994b).37 Not all minisuperspae models admit a global time (see H�aj���ek, 1986). The existeneof a global parameter to desribe evolution depends on the geometry of the sympletispae and thus is stritly related to the model under onsideration.



2.6 Minisuperspae Models and De�nition of Time 39some suitable ansatz for the metri tensor g�� .38 The usual type of trunationfor the metri is of the formds2 = �N2(t)dt2 + hab(xa; qi(t))dxadxb ; (2:6:2)where the lapse funtion and the set of parameters qi depend only on time t. Theset of parameters qi labels the redued spae (minisuperspae). Inserting (2.6.2)in (2.5.10) and integrating over surfaes at onstant t one obtains (2.6.1).The Lagrangian (2.6.1) is of the generally ovariant type (see set. [2.2℄) andthus is invariant (up to a total t-derivative) under the in�nitesimal gauge trans-formation (2.2.5). We have stressed in set. [2.2℄ that the gauge invariane ofthe anonial equations orresponds to the invariane of the Lagrange equationsunder t-reparametrisation. The Lagrange multiplier u is analogous to the gaugepotential and enfores the vanishing of the Hamiltonian. So the extended Hamil-tonian for minisuperspae models will ontain only the onstraint (see set. [2.2℄)HE � u(t)H(qi; pi) ; H = 0 : (2:6:3)Hene, the models desribed by (2.6.1) have lose similarity to the dynamis ofthe free relativisti partile (see set. [2.4℄) or to the dynamis of the relativistiharmoni osillator. The system an thus be quantised along the lines of set.[2.3℄. In this setion we will restrit our disussion to the (lassial) issue ofthe de�nition of time in these models, in view of the appliation to quantumosmology that will be investigated in hapt. 4.We an eliminate redundany introduing the dynamial way of �xing thegauge disussed in set. [2.3℄, i.e. a relationship between anonial variables andtime F (q; p; t) = 0 (2:6:4)(Coulomb-like gauge). This allows us to determine time as a funtion of anonialvariables. Let us see this proedure in detail. De�ne a anonial transformationPi = pi � fi(qj ; t) ; (2.6.5a)Qi = qi : (2.6.5b)(the roles of the p's and q's may be interhanged of ourse). From the Poissonidentity [Pi; Pj℄P = 0 follows, at least loally, that fi = �=�qif(qj ; t). In thissetion we will denote partial di�erentiations by ommas. Then we havepi _qi = Pi _Qi � f;t(Qj ; t) + ddtf(Qj; t) : (2:6:6)38 ...and obviously a similar ansatz for matter degrees of freedom. In this ase we haveto onsider also additional matter ontributions in the ation (2.5.10).



40 Constrained Hamiltonian SystemsNow let us introdue the gauge-�xing ondition (2.3.1, 2.6.4) in the formP0 = 0 : (2:6:7)Note that the Poisson braket of the gauge-�xing funtion and the onstraint,[P0; H℄P , must not be (weakly) zero. The funtion f must depend expliitly ont in order that the proedure works (and ompletely determines the Lagrangemultiplier). Now the system has two onstraints of seond-lass, P0 = 0 and H =0. The variable Q0 onjugate to P0 is �xed by the onstraint: Q0 = Q(Q�; P�; t),where � = 1; :::Nan � 1 and Q is obtained from�H�Q0; Q�; p0 = f;Q0(Q0; Q�; t); P� + f;Q���Q0=Q = 0 : (2:6:8)The system is now on the gauge shell, the 2(Nan� 1)-hypersurfae in the 2Nan-phase spae (Qi; Pi) de�ned byP0 = 0; Q0 = Q(Q�; P�; t) : (2:6:9)The e�etive Lagrangian in the (Q�; P�) setor is obtained from (2.6.1,3) using(2.6.6), (2.6.7), and (2.6.9). Negleting a total derivative we haveLe� = L[P0 = 0; Q0 = Q℄ = P� _Q� �He�(Q�; P�; t) ; (2:6:10)where the e�etive Hamiltonian on the gauge shell isHe�(Q�; P�; t) = f;t�Q; Q�; t� : (2:6:11)The e�etive Hamiltonian is in general time-dependent. One an hek that theanonial equations _Q� = �He��P� ; (2.6.12a)_P� = ��He��Q� ; (2.6.12b)are equivalent to the original anonial system using (2.6.8) and (2.6.14) (seebelow).Finally, for onsisteny with the gauge-�xing ondition (2.6.7) we require also_P0 = 0 : (2:6:13)This determines the expression for the Lagrange multiplier:u(t) = �� f;tq0H;q0 + f;q0qiH;pi �q0=Qpi=fi : (2:6:14)



2.6 Minisuperspae Models and De�nition of Time 41In general the expression (2.6.14) an be ompliated, however this does notneessarily onern us: the important fat is that the gauge-�xing of the form(2.6.7) determines u(t). The problem of the motion is thus redued to the taskof determining the gauge funtion f(qi; t).Time is thus determined by the gauge-�xing ondition to be a funtion of thevariables qi and pi from the ondition P0 = 0. For the relativisti partile wehave seen that often t turns out to be a funtion only of a ouple of anonialvariables p0; q0, thus a single degree of freedom de�nes the time in that gauge.This is an interesting situation. A partiular situation ours when t dependsonly on q0 or p0. This allows identi�ation of time in that gauge with a anonialoordinate of immediate physial relevane. Obviously this ase is not in generalpossible. Further, the e�etive Hamiltonian an beome highly not polynomialand after the identi�ation of time with a degree of freedom He� is in generaltime-dependent.When t depends only on q0 or p0 it is straightforward to show that timedetermined by the gauge-�xing is a global time. Suppose for simpliity that thegauge-�xing is of the form (2.4.16) (x0 ! q0); in this ase it is straightforward toverify that the Hamiltonian vetor �eld is (using the notations of H�aj���ek, 1986):HA = u(H;p0 ; H;p� ;�H;q0;�H;q�) : (2:6:15)Then, onsidering the projetion of (2.6.15) on the on�guration spae we obtainthat t is a global time if and only if the onditionuH;p0 > 0 (2:6:16)holds. But (2.6.16) is ertainly true beause u is �xed by the gauge:u = 1H;p0 : (2:6:17)When t does not depend only on q0 or p0, one an perform in priniple a anonialtransformation reduing to the previous ase.39 Clearly, u determines the rangein whih anonial variables are de�ned.To onlude this disussion, let us spend some words on the usually alledintrinsi and extrinsi times. In the literature, the intrinsi time is de�ned as afuntion only of the three-metri hij , i.e. in our minisuperspae modelst � t(qi) : (2:6:18)39 If this is not possible a global time annot be de�ned. Thus the existene of a globaltime is related to the integrability properties of the model (see [2.3.℄).



42 Constrained Hamiltonian SystemsConversely, the extrinsi time depends not only on the �rst fundamental form hijbut also on the extrinsi urvature. In minisuperspae models we writet � t(qi; pi) : (2:6:19)In our general approah the above distintion disappears. From the general theoryof gauge �xing (see set. [2.3℄) we know that the di�erene between (2.6.18) and(2.6.19) is purely philosophial. Note that time an also be de�ned using matter(non-gravitational) degrees of freedom.



3
Minisuperspaes in EulideanQuantum Gravity: Wormholes
In the last setion of the previous hapter we have introdued minisuperspaemodels essentially as a rude approximation of general relativity. In this hap-ter and in the following ones we will see how minisuperspae models an besuessfully used to obtain lassial and quantum desriptions of well-de�nedgravitational systems, as wormholes, blak holes, and the early universe.The urrent hapter is devoted to minisuperspae models in Eulidean quan-tum gravity. In the �rst setion I shall present briey the Eulidean quantumgravity approah and introdue wormholes. Wormholes are indeed the most strik-ing example of minisuperspae models in Eulidean gravity. In the seond setionI shall illustrate the onsiderations of set. [3.1℄ by a model of wormhole gener-ated by the eletromagneti �eld. Set. [3.3℄ deals with the generalisation of themodel to string theory. Finally, the quantisation of the model is ompleted inset. [3.4℄. We will see from this partiular example that minisuperspae modelsallow to obtain interesting results about tunnelling proesses in quantum gravityand open the way to interesting speulations on the nature of singularities ingeneral relativity.The ontent of Sets. [3.2-4℄ is original work done by the author in ollabo-ration with Prof. Vittorio de Alfaro (Universit�a di Torino), Prof. Fernando deFelie (Universit�a di Padova), and Dr. Mariano Cadoni (Universit�a di Cagliari)(see Cavagli�a, de Alfaro, and de Felie, 1994; Cavagli�a, 1994a, 1994b; Cadoni andCavagli�a, 1995a, 1995b).3.1 Eulidean Gravity, Path-integral Approah and Wormholes.The starting point of the Eulidean quantum gravity approah is the observationthat the Hawking result on blak hole radiane an be derived using thermalGreen funtions (Gibbons and Perry, 1987). In the usual quantum �eld theory,thermal Green funtions are related to the omplexi�ation of time; the partition



44 Minisuperspaes in Eulidean Quantum Gravity: Wormholesfuntion of a thermodynamial system is formally obtained by the Wik rotationt! it in the path-integral.Let us see briey this point. Consider a quantum mehanial system witha single degree of freedom. Let fq; pg the phase spae oordinates and H theHamiltonian. At any time the system is desribed by the spetrum ofH. Let q1 �q(t1) and q2 � q(t2), where t2 > t1. The amplitude to go from the on�gurationq1 to the on�guration q2 is given by (see for instane Ramond, 1989; Feynmanand Hibbs, 1965)< q2jq1 >=< q2j exp(�iH(t2 � t1))jq1 >= Z D[q℄D[p℄eiS[p;q℄ ; (3:1:1)where S = Z t2t1 dt [p _q �H(q; p)℄ (3:1:2)is the ation of the system. The funtional integration in (3.1.1) is over allpossible paths in phase spae with �xed values of the oordinate q at the endpoints q(t1) = q1 and q(t2) = q2.Comparing (3.1.1) with the expression of the partition funtion for the samesystem at temperature TZ = tr e�H=T =Xq < qj exp(�H=T )jq > ; (3:1:3)it is straightforward to see that (3.1.1) and (3.1.3) oinide if the time separationin (3.1.1) is taken to be pure imaginary (Wik rotation: i(t2 � t1) = 1=T ) andthe on�gurations q1 and q2 oinide. Thus the partition funtion of the systemat temperature T is given by a path-integral where the funtional integration isover the spae of periodi funtions with period T�1.The Hawking result that blak holes produe a thermal emission with a tem-perature T = 1=8�M (Hawking, 1975) an be easily derived by notiing that theEulidean-Shwarzshild blak hole solution is periodi with period 8�M . Thisanalogy suggests to de�ne in gravitational theory the funtional (see Hawking,1979) 	(boundary) = ZC D[g�� ℄D['℄e�SE [g�� ;'℄ ; (3:1:4)where g�� is the positive-de�nite metri tensor de�ned on Riemannian manifolds,C, ' represents the matter �elds, and SE is the Eulidean ation for gravity plusmatter �elds. Eq. (3.1.4) is the basis of the Eulidean quantum gravity approah.11 The generalisation of the onstrution developed in set. [2.5℄ to the Eulidean aseis straightforward.



3.1 Eulidean Gravity, Path-integral Approah and Wormholes 45Starting from (3.1.4) one an prove that the wave funtional 	 satis�es, atleast formally, the Wheeler-DeWitt equation (2.5.26).2One of the main problems of this approah is that the funtional measure in(3.1.4) is not mathematially well-de�ned, so one does not know how to evaluatethe path-integral. A seond important diÆulty in giving a physial meaningto (3.1.4) is that the Eulidean gravitational ation SE is not positive-de�nite.Further, it is not obvious how to relate the Eulidean and the Lorentzian regimessine in general a real hyperboli metri annot be made Riemannian (and real)by a omplexi�ation proedure or vieversa. In other words, there is not aone-to-one relation between Riemannian and hyperboli metris: a given realfour-dimensional hyperboli metri has not in general a real and positive-de�nitesetion in the omplexi�ed spaetime (and vieversa). Finally, it is not lear whatboundary onditions have to be imposed in (3.1.4).3In spite of these mathemathial problems, the path-integral approah hasstimulated a great deal of work. A great amount of attention has been devotedto approximations of (3.1.4): saddle-point and one-loop approximations (see forinstane Esposito, 1993). The saddle-point approximation has been widely usedfor the study of gravitational istantons. Further, the funtional integral (3.1.4)is the basis for the so-alled wave funtion of the universe of Hartle and Hawk-ing (1983).4 We will see below that wormholes in semilassial approximationare desribed by gravitational instantons whose probability of formation an bealulated from (3.1.4).The Eulidean quantum gravity is the arena for the investigation of worm-holes. Semilassially, wormholes in dilute approximation5 are lassial Eulideansolutions for the gravitational �eld oupled to matter or gauge �elds, that asymp-totially onnet two four-dimensional manifolds (see for instane Hawking andPage, 1990; Carlini, 1991); they are interpreted as tunnelling proesses betweenthe two asymptoti on�gurations, namely as instantons6 joining two at (orasymptotially at) regions de�ned by � ! �1, where � is the Eulidean time.Hene, they an be seen as the saddle point approximations of (3.1.4) with par-tiular boundary onditions that identify the asymptotially at behaviour. Theexponential of the ation integrated on the solution gives the semilassial prob-ability amplitude for the wormhole formation per Plank volume and per Planktime.2 Of ourse matter ontributions must be inluded in (2.5.26). See for instane Halli-well and Hartle (1991).3 For a deeper disussion of the meaning of the funtional approah to quantum grav-ity, see Esposito (1992, 1993), Ashtekar (1991), and Hawking (1979).4 See hapt. 4.5 I.e. we neglet in �rst approximation interations between wormholes.6 See Coleman, 1977.



46 Minisuperspaes in Eulidean Quantum Gravity: WormholesIf a wormhole an be ontinued into a hyperboli universe whose spatial three-dimensional hypersurfae is ompat the Eulidean solution an be interpretedas nuleating a baby universe from an asymptoti region and gives the semilas-sial amplitude for reating a disonneted losed universe in that spae.7 Thebaby universe then evolves aording to its equations of motion (Hawking, 1990a;1990b).In the last years, a large amount of attention has been devoted to expliitwormhole solutions.8 However, in order to alulate the e�etive interationsaused by wormholes, one needs to go beyond the semilassial desription. Inthe quantum framework wormholes are de�ned as non-singular solutions of theWheeler-DeWitt equation with boundary onditions whih identify the asymptot-ially at spae (Hawking and Page, 1990). So let us onlude this introdutionde�ning boundary onditions in (3.1.4) that determine wormhole wave funtions.Following Hawking and Page (1990) we de�ne quantum wormholes as non-singular solutions of the Wheeler-DeWitt equation and onstraints (see set. [2.5℄)that for large three-metris redue to the vauum wave funtion. The latter isde�ned by a path-integral (3.1.4) over all asymptotially Eulidean metris C (notneessarily R4, depending on topology of the spae) and matter �elds vanishingat in�nity. Now C in (3.1.4) represents the lass of three-metris and matter �eldswhih satisfy the onditionshij(x; �) = ~hij , �(x; �) = ~�, (3.1.5a)�(x;1) = 0, hij(x;1) = h1. (3.1.5b)In (3.1.5b) h1 is the asymptoti three-metri orresponding to the spae withminimal gravitational exitation (Garay, 1991). Evaluating the path-integral inthe asymptoti limit, we obtain the asymptoti behaviour of the wormhole wavefuntion (see for instane Garay, 1991; Cavagli�a, 1994b)	(~hij) � exp�Z d3x�ijhij�� ; (3:1:6)Finally, (3.1.5) and (3.1.6) are the boundary onditions whih identify the worm-hole wave funtions.7 The analiti ontinuation is performed at the extremal on�gurations of the solution,namely where the extrinsi urvature of the three-surfae at onstant Eulidean time isvanishing.8 See for instane Giddings and Strominger (1988); Myers (1988); Halliwell and La-amme (1989); Coule and Maeda (1990); Hawking (1987); Hosoya and Ogura (1989);Keay and Laamme (1989); and Carlini (1991).



3.2 An Example: Kantowski-Sahs Eletromagneti Wormholes 473.2 An Example: Kantowski-Sahs Eletromagneti Wormholes.As a remarkable example of the ideas illustrated in the previous setion, let usdisuss a wormhole generated by the oupling of gravity to the eletromagneti�eld. 93.2.a Eulidean Solution as Tunnelling in Time.Let us onsider the Eulidean ation for gravity minimally oupled to the ele-tromagneti �eld:10SE = ZM d4xpg [�R+ 2� + "F��F�� ℄ � 2 Z�M d3xph (K �K0) : (3:2:1)where M is now a Riemannian four-dimensional manifold, F�� is the usual ele-tromagneti �eld tensor, and " = �1.11Now, we look for a solution of the form12ds2 = N2(�)d�2 + a2(�)d�2 + b2(�)d
22 ; (3:2:2)where � is the oordinate of the one-sphere, 0 � � < 2� and d
22 represents theline element of the two-sphere. The line element (3.2.2) is known as the EulideanKantowski-Sahs type (Kompaneets and Chernov, 1964; Kantowski and Sahs,1966) and desribes a R� � spae, where � is a three-dimensional homogeneusand non-isotropi hypersurfae with topology S1�S2. Sine we are interested inthe omputation of the lassial solution, let us hoose for the moment N(�) = 1.This orresponds to break the � -reparametrisation invariane of the ation.13Let us �rst disuss the ase of vanishing osmologial onstant. The ansatz forthe eletromagneti �eld must be hosen aording to the symmetry of (3.2.2).We hoose the potential one-formA = A(�) d� : (3:2:3)9 Reently wormholes generated by oupling of gravity to abelian and non-abeliangauge �elds have raised a great interest. See for instane Dzhunushaliev (1996) andreferenes therein.10 The overall hange of sign with respet to (2.5.13) is due to usual onventions forRiemannian spaes.11 The sign of " is �xed by the request that a real eletromagneti �eld in the hyperbolispae remains real when rotated in the Eulidean spae. See for instane Cadoni andCavagli�a (1995a). The disussion about the Eulidean formulation of the Maxwell theoryan also be found in Brill (1992).12 Here and throughout this hapter t represents the Lorentzian time and � the Eu-lidean time.13 Note the di�erene with set. [3.4℄ where we shall deal with the Hamiltonian formal-ism and �-reparametrisation invariant ations.



48 Minisuperspaes in Eulidean Quantum Gravity: WormholesThe only non-vanishing omponent of the eletromagneti �eld is thus along the� diretion. Note that the equations of motion for the eletromagneti �eld are��(pgF��) = 0 : (3:2:4)Sine the right-hand side of (3.2.4) is zero, there are no physial harges in thespae. This will be useful later. Solving the equations of motion for the ansatz(3.2.2) and (3.2.3) one reovers after some algebra the general solution (Cavagli�a,de Alfaro, and de Felie, 1994)ds2 = d�2 + �Q2 �2Q2 + �2 d�2 + (Q2 + �2)d
22 ; (3.2.5a)A(�) = � �QQpQ2 + �2 : (3.2.5b)where Q and �Q are integration onstants with dimension of length. In the fol-lowing we will set �Q = Q.Let us now study the asymptoti behaviour of (3.2.5a) to disuss the wormholeinterpretation of the solution. We have seen in the previous setion that the lineelement must beome asymptotially at in the Eulidean time � in order to beinterpreted as a wormhole. When � ! �1, the metri (3.2.5a) beomesds2 = d�2 +Q2d�2 + �2d
22 : (3:2:6)Clearly the spae beomes at with topology R3 � S1. At � = 0 the metri issingular. However, this singularity is due to the hoie of the oordinates thatover only half of the manifold. Indeed, in the neighbourhood of � = 0, (3.2.5a)beomes ds2 = d�2 + �2d�2 +Q2d
22 : (3:2:7)The singularity at � = 0 an thus be removed going to Cartesian oordinates inthe (t; �) plane. This partiular ase has been lassi�ed by Gibbons and Hawking(1979) as a \bolt" singularity. In this ase in the neighbourhood of � = 0 thetopology is loally R2�S2 with R2 ontrating to zero as � ! 0. The oordinatenature of the singularity an be proved also by �nding a new set of variables suhthat the whole Eulidean spae is represented by a single hart. Let us de�ne� = Q tan �2 ; (3:2:8)where � is de�ned in the interval (��; �). Introdue the new oordinatesu = 1� os �2sin �2 e1= os �2 os� ; (3.2.9a)v = 1� os �2sin �2 e1= os �2 sin� : (3.2.9b)



3.2 An Example: Kantowski-Sahs Eletromagneti Wormholes 49Using u and v, the line element beomesds2 = Q2�1 + Qp�2 +Q2�2e�2p�2+Q2=Q(du2 + dv2) + (Q2 + �2)d
22 : (3:2:10)Sine u2 + v2 = 1� os �21 + os �2 e2= os �2 ; (3.2.11a)vu = tan� ; (3.2.11b)the geodesis at onstant � are the straight lines passing through the origin whilethe geodesis at �xed � are irles of radiusr =vuut1� os �21 + os �2 e1= os �2 : (3:2:12)Let us now disuss the interpretation of the solution. The Eulidean instanton(3.2.5) an be joined to a real, Lorentzian-signature universe that is the \boune"solution of the gravitational tunnelling. To �nd the hyperboli metri desribingthe tunnelled spaetime, we have to investigate hyperboli solutions of the oupledgravity and eletromagneti �elds with the same symmetry as just disussed inthe Eulidean ase. We �ndds2 = �dt2 + �Q2 sin2� tQ�d�2 +Q2d
22 ; (3.2.13a)A(t) = � �Q os� tQ� : (3.2.13b)Here, as before, the topology is R � �, t 2 R, and we will set �Q = Q. A simpleanalysis shows that the line element (3.2.13a) desribes a non-isotropi universewith a onstant two-sphere radius and a periodi one-sphere sale fator takingvalues in the interval [0; Q℄. In the neighbourhood of t = 0 the line element(3.2.13a) redues to the formds2 = �dt2 + t2d�2 +Q2d
22 : (3:2:14)The eletromagneti �eld is well-de�ned for all values of the time. Analogouslyto the Eulidean ase (3.2.5a), the singularity at t = 0 an be removed; theurvature tensor is regular there even if at t = 0 the physial size in � is zero.Indeed, in the neighbourhood of t = 0 the topology is loally M2 � S2 andthe three-dimensional spatial hypersurfae � of (3.2.13a), beomes homotopito S2 and a point. The metri (3.2.13a) desribes a universe that periodiallyreprodues itself with period �Q.



50 Minisuperspaes in Eulidean Quantum Gravity: WormholesThe interpretation of the Eulidean instanton is related to the joining of (3.2.5)to the hyperboli solution (3.2.13). The joining must obviously take plae at� = 0, t = 0 where both the Eulidean and the hyperboli solutions beomeextremal. Let us see this point in detail. Solution (3.2.5) with � 2 R� and(3.2.13) with t 2 R+ satisfy the Darmois onditions for hange of signature at� = 0, t = 0 (see for instane Ellis and Piotrkowska, 1994) sinei) the �rst and seond fundamental forms of the three-dimensional hypersurfaes� in (3.2.5a) and (3.2.13a) are well-de�ned and oinide smoothly for � ! 0�,t! 0+;ii) the eletromagneti �eld is ontinuous with its derivative on the hypersurfae� = 0, t = 0, where the hange of signature ours.The eletromagneti �eld is well-behaved on the mathing hypersurfae � = 0,t = 0 beause both the Eulidean and the hyperboli manifolds are well-de�nedthere. The regularity of the solution (3.2.5) and its asymptoti behaviour for� ! �1 (where the eletromagneti �eld vanishes) allow us to interpret thatsolution as desribing a tunnelling between a at vauum Lorentzian spaetimeand the spaetime desribed by the solution (3.2.13). Hene, the Eulidean so-lution (3.2.5) desribes the nuleation of a non-isotropi baby universe startingfrom an original at spaetime. The baby universe is nuleated in the phase ofmaximum shrinkage of the spatial three-metri.To omplete the disussion we must ompute the probability amplitude forthe formation of the baby universe. This an be performed at the semilassiallevel evaluating the Eulidean path-integral of the set. [3.1℄ on the saddle point.In the semilassial approximation, the probability amplitude in a Plank volumeand in a Plank time is given by (Vilenkin, 1984, 1988; Rubakov, 1984)�BU = e�j �SE j ; (3:2:15)where �SE represents the Eulidean ation evaluated on the solutions of the las-sial equations of motion. Integrating the Eulidean ation (3.2.1), we obtain�SE = �M2PlQ2 ; (3:2:16)where we have restored the Plank mass for larity. The probability of formationof a baby universe in a Plank volume and in a Plank time is thus given by�BU = exp (��M2PlQ2) : (3:2:17)In order to have a probability of the order of unity, the onstant Q appearing inthe solution must satisfy the ondition Q2 � M�2Pl . The nuleation probabilityis thus maximal for baby universes with dimensions of the order of the Planklenght.



3.2 An Example: Kantowski-Sahs Eletromagneti Wormholes 51The above results an be easily generalised to the ase of non-vanishing os-mologial onstant (Cavagli�a, de Alfaro, and de Felie, 1994). Let us reviewbriey the formulae. Introduing for onveniene a new Eulidean time oordi-nate b � b(�), the general solution is given byds2 = b2�b4 + b2 �Q2 db2 + �Q2�b4 + b2 �Q2b2 d�2 + b2d
22 ; (3.2.18a)A(b) = � �QQb ; (3.2.18b)where � = ��=3. The solution (3.2.18) redues to (3.2.5) when � = 0 andb2 = Q2 + �2.The ases � > 0 and � < 0 must be disussed separately. In the �rst ase theline element (3.2.18a) is de�ned forb2 > Q20 � p1 + 4�Q2 � 12� : (3:2:19)With the transformation b2 = Q20 + �2 the metri (3.2.18a) takes the formds2 = �2�(Q20 + �2)2 +Q20 + �2 �Q2 d�2++ �Q2�(Q20 + �2)2 +Q20 + �2 �Q2Q20 + �2 d�2 + (Q20 + �2)d
22 ; (3:2:20)where now � 2 R.The asymptoti form of (3.2.20) for �2 !1 isds2 = 1��2 d�2 + � �Q2�2d�2 + �2d
22 : (3:2:21)Contrary to the � = 0 ase, this is not a at Eulidean spae. Let us rede�ne theEulidean time by � = � exp�p�� 02� (3:2:22)so that the asymptoti form (3.2.21) beomesds2 = d� 02 + e2p�� 02�� �Q2d�2 + d
22� : (3:2:23)This line element de�nes an anisotropi universe whose sale fators expand ex-ponentially; their ratio is �xed by the osmologial onstant.For � < 0 (3.2.18a) is de�ned whenQ2� < b2 < Q2+ ; (3:2:24)



52 Minisuperspaes in Eulidean Quantum Gravity: Wormholeswhere Q2� = 1�p1� 4j�jQ22j�j : (3:2:25)In this ase, we an introdue the Eulidean proper time� = 12pj�j arsin" 2j�jb2 � 1p1� 4j�jQ2#: (3:2:26)We then haveds2 = d�2 + �Q22 [1� 4j�jQ2℄ os2[2pj�j� ℄1 +p1� 4j�jQ2 sin[2pj�j� ℄d�2+ 12j�j�1 +p1� 4j�jQ2 sin[2pj�j� ℄�d
22 ; (3.2.27a)A(�) = � �QQp2j�j�1 +p1� 4j�jQ2 sin[2pj�j� ℄�1=2 : (3.2.27b)The important feature of (3.2.27a), whih will be relevant in the forthomingdisussion, is that of being a periodi solution in the Eulidean proper time� . Analogously to the ase of vanishing osmologial onstant, the Eulideansolution (3.2.18) desribes a tunnelling between two Lorentzian-signature regions.For instane, in the ase � < 0 the instanton (3.2.18) desribes a tunnellingbetween the hyperboli universesds2 = �dt2 + sin2"!��t+ �4pj�j�#d�2 +Q�d
22 ; (3.2.28a)and ds2 = �dt2 + sinh2"!+�t� �4pj�j�#d�2 +Q+d
22 ; (3.2.28b)where !2� =p1� 4j�jQ2=Q2� : (3:2:29)Here the tunnelling ours when the one-sphere radius is zero; they notably de-sribe an osillating baby universe in (3.2.28a) and an ever expanding universefor t > �=4pj�j in (3.2.28b).3.2.b Eulidean Solution as Tunnelling in Spae.The solution (3.2.5) an also be interpreted as an Eulidean wormhole joiningtwo isometri, asymptotially at spaetimes, desribed by Reissner-Nordstr�omtype of solutions.1414 Reently a great deal of attention has been devoted to Reissner-Nordst�om worm-holes. See for instane Shein and Aihelburg (1996).



3.2 An Example: Kantowski-Sahs Eletromagneti Wormholes 53To see this, let us make a hange of oordinates in (3.2.2) by substituting�! iT with T having the dimension of a length; for larity we shall put � � r.In the hyperboli regime we �nd (Cavagli�a, de Alfaro, and de Felie, 1994)ds2 = � r2r2 �Q2 dT 2 + dr2 + (r2 �Q2)d
22 ; (3.2.30a)A(r) = � Q2pr2 �Q2 ; (3.2.30b)where Q is a onstant. The solution (3.2.30) is de�ned for r2 > Q2; at jrj = jQjthere is a urvature singularity.In the region jrj < jQj we have no hyperboli solution. However, the solution(3.2.5) with � � r, redues to (3.2.30) if we Wik rotate the oordinate � as�Q� = iT and impose that the eletri �eld remains real. Now, sine (3.2.5)with � � r is well-behaved for r 2 R, we an interpret the two branhes ofsolution (3.2.30) as joined by the Eulidean solution (3.2.5) at some r2 = Q2+ �2with � arbitrary, via the omplexi�ation of � as stated. With this proedure,setting � ! 0� we obtain an Eulidean wormhole joining the two branhes ofthe solution (3.2.30). The interpretation of the Eulidean solution as a statiwormhole di�ers from the ustomary one (see for instane eq. (3.2.5)). This isdue to the partiular nature of the eletromagneti �eld and to the oordinateused for the omplexi�ation. This fat an be at �rst sight quite surprising.However, we will see in set. [3.4℄ that the quantum piture agrees with theabove interpretation.The parameter Q entering (3.2.30) an be given a partiular meaning. Denot-ing R2 � r2 �Q2, we obtainds2 = ��1 + Q2R2�dT 2 + �1 + Q2R2��1dR2 + R2d
22 ; (3:2:31)where the radial oordinate R ranges in R+.The line element in the form (3.2.31) an be regarded as of a Reissner-Nordstr�om solution with e�etive gravitational mass equal to �Q2=2R. How-ever, we an dedue from eq. (3.2.4) that the onstant Q is not a real hargesine there are no physial harges in the �eld, but is a measure of the eletri�eld ux through the wormhole throat at R = 0. Indeed, sine the eletri �eldis radial in R, its integral ux through a sphere ontaining the origin R = 0 isequal to � = 4�Q : (3:2:32)Therefore, the onstant Q only determines the amount of ux that we wantthrough any given surfae ontaining the origin, similar to what is done by Gid-dings and Strominger (1988) for the axioni �eld. Thus, the eletri �eld extends



54 Minisuperspaes in Eulidean Quantum Gravity: Wormholesbeyond the wormhole throat to the asymptoti in�nities of the isometri spae-times, generating in both ases an \apparent" harge Q.In order to omplete the disussion we might prove that the wormhole istraversable. This an be done studying the equation of motion for a test partile,having an eletri harge per unit mass q , total spei� energy E, and spei�angular momentum L with respet to the at in�nity, that approahes R = 0.This is relevant sine the partile an ross the wormhole throat only if it getsto R = 0 (lassially or via quantum tunnelling). We omit here for brevity thedisussion of this point. The reader may �nd the omplete disussion in Cavagli�a,de Alfaro, and de Felie (1994).3.3 Generalisation to String Theory.In this setion we generalise the model of the previous setion to string theory.We will see that the main results obtained for the Einstein gravity hold also forthe low-energy e�etive string theory. In addition we will obtain new interestingresults.Our starting point is a generalised four-dimensional low-energy string e�etiveation that takes into aount, apart from the dilaton and the eletromagneti�eld, a modulus �eld whih aquires non-minimal ouplings to the gauge �eldsowing to string one-loop e�ets (see Cadoni and Mignemi, 1993, 1994 and ref-erenes therein). The theory an be identi�ed as a Jordan-Brans-Dike gravitytheory with Brans-Dike parameter ! taking values in [�1;1[ and ontains,as partiular ases, both the dilaton-gravity theory of Gar�nkle, Horowitz, andStrominger (1991), and Gibbons and Maeda (1988), as well the Einstein-Maxwelltheory studied in the previous setion.Even though the solutions we are going to disuss do not seem to orrespond,at least in the general ase, to exat onformal string bakgrounds, however theyare interesting beause the dimensional redution of the four-dimensional theoryon the bakground de�ned by the magnetially harged solutions produes a two-dimensional e�etive theory whose hyperboli solutions have all the features oftwo-dimensional string osmologial solutions.3.3.a Eulidean Solutions as Spaetime Tunnelling.We start from the Eulidean ationSE = ZM d4xpg e�2���R� 4(r�)2 + 23(r )2 + "F 2 + "e2��(2=3)q F 2�+� 2 Z�M d3xph e�2�(K �K0) ; (3:3:1)where � is the dilaton �eld,  a modulus �eld, and q is a oupling onstant.



3.3 Generalisation to String Theory 55Following Cadoni and Mignemi (1993, 1994) we hoose for the modulus �eldthe ansatz e�(2=3)q = 3q2 e�2� : (3:3:2)Using (3.3.2), the ation (3.3.1) redues to the formSE = ZM d4xpg e�2���R+ 8k1�k (r�)2 + 3+k1�k "F 2�� 2 Z�M d3xphe�2�(K �K0) ; (3:3:3)
where k = 3� 2q23 + 2q2 ; �1 � k � 1 : (3:3:4)We have several interesting ases aording to the value of k. For k = �1 (i.e. q !1) the ation redues to the usual low-energy string ation when the modulus  is not taken into aount; (3.3.3) desribes then the (Eulidean) four-dimensionaldilaton-gravity theory onsidered by Gar�nkle, Horowitz, and Strominger (1991),and by Gibbons and Maeda (1988). For k = 0 we have a four-dimensional ationwhose two-dimensional redution gives the (Eulidean) Jakiw-Teitelboim theory(see for instane Cadoni and Mignemi, 1994). The ase k = 1 looks singular.However, inserting q = 0 in the ation (3.3.1) and using the equations of motionthat enfore the dilaton to be onstant, we reover the usual (Eulidean) Einstein-Maxwell theory. Using the ansatz (3.3.2) exat solutions an be obtained for anyvalue of the oupling onstant k 2 [�1; 1℄.One an easily realise that the ation (3.3.3) desribes a Brans-Dike theoryoupled to the eletromagneti �eld. Indeed, the rede�nition � = exp(�2�)brings the ation (3.3.3) in the Jordan-Brans-Dike form with a Brans-Dikeparameter ! = 2k=1� k. As expeted we reover general relativity (! =1) fork = 1.Let us �rst onsider the purely magneti ansatz. A suitable on�gurationompatible with the topology of the spaetime is given by the magneti monopoleon the two-sphere: F = Qm sin �d� ^ d' ; (3:3:5)where Qm is the magneti harge. Eq. (3.3.5) desribes a purely magneti �eld.Later on we shall onsider a purely eletri �eld with the only non-vanishingomponent along the � diretion as we have done in set. [3.2℄. We shall see thatthe solutions orresponding to the two hoies (3.3.5) and (3.2.3) are related bya duality transformation.



56 Minisuperspaes in Eulidean Quantum Gravity: WormholesThe Eulidean solution of the equations of motion is (Cadoni and Cavagli�a,1995a) ds2 = d�2 + 2(1�k)Q2 �2�2 +Q2�1 + Qp�2 +Q2�k�1d�2++ (�2 +Q2)d
22; (3.3.6a)F = p1� k2 Q sin �d� ^ d' ; (3.3.6b)e2(���0) = 2(1�k)=2�1 + Qp�2 +Q2�(k�1)=2 : (3.3.6)where we have rede�ned the magneti harge Qm throughQm = 12p1� kQ : (3:3:7)The solution (3.3.6) exists and is well-de�ned for any �1 � k < 1. For k = 1the rede�nition of the magneti harge (3.3.7) beomes singular. This is notsurprising beause the ansatz (3.3.2) is singular for k = 1 (i.e. q = 0); so, thesolution for this partiular ase must be determined by starting diretly from theation (3.3.1) with q = 0. One an easily verify that the orresponding solutionis desribed by (3.3.5) and (3.3.6a) where now k = 1 and Qm = Q and oinidewith the solution of set. [3.2℄.15As done in the previous setion, let us study the properties of the solution. Inthe asymptoti regions � ! �1, the line element beomesds2 = d�2 + 2(1�k)Q2d�2 + �2d
22 : (3:3:8)Thus the asymptoti Riemannian spae is at with topology R3 � S1. At � = 0,8k 2 [�1; 1℄, the metri is singular. Analogously to set. [3.2℄, the singularity isdue to a bad hoie of oordinates and it is possible to �nd a new hart that oversthe whole spae. One an easily verify this, observing that in the neighbourhoodof � = 0, (3.3.6a) redues to (3.2.7).The asymptoti behaviour of the line element (3.3.6a) and its regularity allowto interpret the instanton (3.3.6) as a wormhole that onnets two asymptotiat regions. Again, the instanton an be joined at � = 0 with a osmologialsolution. Hene, eq. (3.3.6) desribes the nuleation of a baby universe starting15 The Eulidean solution (3.3.6) has been reently generalised to the ase of multi-blak hole instantons by Demelio and Mignemi (1996).



3.3 Generalisation to String Theory 57from an original at region. The ase of set. [3.2℄ is of ourse a partiular aseof (3.3.6).It is straightforward (see Cadoni and Cavagli�a, 1995a) to �nd the magnetiharged solution of the Lorentzian-signature equations of motion:ds2 = �dt2 +Q2 sin2 (t=Q)�1 + os (t=Q)2 �k�1d�2 +Q2d
22 ; (3.3.9a)e2(���0) = �1 + os (t=Q)2 �(k�1)=2 : (3.3.9b)It is interesting to study the properties of the solution (3.3.9). The line element(3.3.9a) desribes a universe whose spatial setions are ompat with topologyS1 � S2. The sale fator of the two-sphere is onstant, while the radius of theone-sphere is periodi in time. The behaviour of the line element (3.3.9a) dependson k, so it is onvenient to study separately the following ases:a) k = 1, the Einstein-Maxwell theory. In this ase the line element reduesto the one found in the previous setion. The radius a of the one-spheretakes values in the range [0; Q℄ and the line element is singular at t = n�Q,n = 0;�1;�2; :::. Thus eq. (3.3.9a) represents a universe whih periodiallyreprodues itself with period �Q. The dilaton is onstant.b) 0 < k < 1. Contrary to the previous ase, when k takes values in the interval℄0; 1[, the metri has a urvature singularity for t = (2n + 1)�Q where thedilaton diverges and the theory beomes strong-oupled. At t = 2n�Q thereis a oordinate singularity analogous to the ase a). The radius of the one-sphere vanishes for t = n�Q and has a maximum for os(t=Q) = (k�1)=(k+1).In this ase (3.3.9a) desribes a universe whose two-sphere sale fator remainsonstant, whereas the radius of the one-sphere vanishes at t = 0, grows till amaximum value and beomes again zero after a time t = �Q.) k = 0. In this ase (3.3.9a) desribes a periodi universe with period 2�Q. Thesale fator a vanishes for t = 2n�Q, where there is a oordinate singularityanalogous to the ase a), and takes its maximum value amax = 2Q whent = (2n+ 1)�Q. Note that even though there are no urvature singularities,the dilaton diverges and the theory beomes strong-oupled for t = (2n+1)�Q.d) �1 � k < 0. The sale fator a vanishes for t = 2n�Q, where the metri showsa oordinate singularity, and goes to in�nity for t = (2n + 1)�Q where theline element has a urvature singularity. Hene, the radius of the one-spherestarts with zero at t = 0 and grows to in�nity at t = �Q. Note that k = �1orresponds to the usual dilaton-gravity theory.One an easily see that 8k 2 [�1; 1℄ the solution (3.3.9) an be joined at t = 0with the Eulidean instanton (3.3.6) and analogously to the previous setion an



58 Minisuperspaes in Eulidean Quantum Gravity: Wormholesbe interpreted as the line element of a baby universe nuleated starting from anasymptotially at region. Of ourse, the dilaton is ontinuous with its derivativeon the hypersurfae t = � = 0, where the hange of signature ours.As far as the probability amplitude of nuleation of the baby universe (3.2.15)is onerned, after a straightforward alulation and taking into aount theboundary terms to anel the divergent ontribution oming from the asymptotiregion, one �nds (we restore for a moment the Plank mass)�BU = exp [��M2Ple�2�0Q2(k + 1)=2℄ : (3:3:10)For k 6= �1, in order to have a probability of the order of unity, the hargeQ appearing in the solution must be of the order of the Plank lenght, so thenuleation probability is maximal for baby universes with dimensions of the orderof the Plank length. Conversely, for the usual dilaton-gravity theory (k = �1),the semilassial probability amplitude (3.3.10) does not determine the dimensionof the baby universe, beause one obtains �BU = 1 for any value of the harge Q.In this ase, in order to �x the probability amplitude one must onsider higherorder ontributions in the string tension �0 to the low-energy string e�etiveation.We an use the solution (3.3.6) to ompute the most probable value of thee�etive Brans-Dike parameter. This an be done following the Coleman's ar-gument for the vanishing of the osmologial onstant (Coleman, 1988b), as in(Garay and Garia-Bellido, 1993). Using a Jordan-Brans-Dike theory with aosmologial onstant Garay and Garia-Bellido argue that the most probablevalue of the e�etive Brans-Dike parameter is ! = 1, i.e. general relativity isthe low-energy e�etive theory of gravity. Let us prove that the result of Garayand Garia-Bellido holds also for the theory de�ned by the ation (3.3.3). Using adilute wormhole approximation (see set. [3.1℄) and taking into aount that themain ontribution to the path-integral omes from the lassial Eulidean ationevaluated at its saddle point, the Coleman's mehanism gives for the probabilitydistribution Z(k) of the parameter klnZ(k) = exp �32�2e�2�0Q2m 1 + k1� k� ; (3:3:11)where we have used eq. (3.3.7) to reinstate the full dependene of the ationon the parameter k. The probability distribution for the oupling onstant k isstrongly peaked at k = 1, i.e the most probable value for the e�etive Brans-Dikeparameter is ! =1, aording to the results of Garay and Garia-Bellido (1993).To onlude this subsetion, let us briey disuss the solution obtained inpresene of the purely eletri �eld (3.2.3). We �ndds2 = e4�0�1 + Qp�2 +Q2�1�k�d�2 + 2(1�k)Q2�



3.3 Generalisation to String Theory 59� �2�2 +Q2�1 + Qp�2 +Q2�k�1d�2 + (�2 +Q2)d
22� ; (3.3.12a)F = 12p1� kQ2e2�0 ���2 +Q2�3=2 d� ^ d� ; (3.3.12b)e2(���0) = 2(k�1)=2�1 + Qp�2 +Q2�(1�k)=2 : (3.3.12)Analogously to the purely magneti on�guration, one an easily verify that thesolution (3.3.12) an be joined at � = 0 to the eletri osmologial solution dualto (3.3.9) ds2 = e4�0�1 + os (t=Q)2 �1�k��dt2 +Q2 sin2 (t=Q)�� �1 + os (t=Q)2 �k�1d�2 +Q2d
22� ; (3.3.13a)F = 12p1� k e2�0 sin (t=Q)dt ^ d� ; (3.3.13b)e2(���0) = �1 + os (t=Q)2 �(1�k)=2 ; (3.3.13)at t = 0. Note that for k = 1 (3.3.9a) and (3.3.13a) oinide after taking �0 = 0;indeed, in this ase the dilaton is onstant and the duality invariane holds also inthe string frame. The solution (3.3.13) has properties analogous to the solution(3.3.9). The line elements di�er only for a onformal fator beause of the dualityrelation. The most striking di�erene between the two solutions resides in the fatthat di�erently from (3.3.9) the sale fator for the two-sphere in (3.3.13a) is notonstant. We shall see below that the two-dimensional setion of the magnetisolution (3.3.9) an be desribed in terms of an e�etive two-dimensional theoryobtained by dimensional redution of the ation (3.3.3). This is of ourse notpossible for the eletri solution. The probability amplitude for the nuleation ofthe baby universe oinides obviously with (3.3.10).3.3.b Digression: Two-dimensional Redution and Sale-Fator Duality.The line element of the magneti solution (3.3.9) has the form of a diret produtof a two-dimensional solution and a two-sphere of onstant radius. Thus, it isinteresting to study the two-dimensional e�etive theory obtained by retainingonly the time-dependent omponents of the four-dimensional metri. This two-di-mensional theory is expeted to desribe the essential four-dimensional physis forperturbations around the bakground solution (3.3.9). The hyperboli version of



60 Minisuperspaes in Eulidean Quantum Gravity: Wormholesthe ation (3.3.3) an be dimensionally redued by taking the angular oordinatesto span a two-sphere of onstant radius Q. The resulting two-dimensional ation(in the hyperboli regime) isS = Z d2xp�ge�2��R� 8k1�k (r�)2 + �2� ; (3:3:14)where �2 = (1� k)=2Q2. This two-dimensional ation has been studied in on-netion with its blak hole solutions and its duality invarianes by Cadoni andMignemi (1994, 1995). In this setion we shall study (3.3.14) from the osmo-logial point of view. As shown by Cadoni and Mignemi (1995) onsideringspae-dependent �eld on�gurations, the ation (3.3.14) possesses a duality sym-metry. It is easy to see that this duality invariane also holds for time-dependenton�gurations. Let us onsider the metri and the dilaton �eld of the formds2 = �dt2 + e2�(t)dx2; � = �(t) ; (3:3:15)where x 2 R+ [ f0g. The ation beomesS = Z dt e�2�+��2(��+ _�2) + 8k1�k _�2 + �2� ; (3:3:16)where dots represent time-derivatives. One an hek that the transformation�! k�� 2(k + 1)�; �! k � 12 �� k� (3:3:17)leaves the ation invariant modulo a total derivative. The duality transformation(3.3.17) is the generalisation for the ation (3.3.1) of the sale-fator dualitysymmetry of string theory (Veneziano, 1991; Gasperini and Veneziano, 1992;Tseytlin and Vafa, 1992). Indeed, for k = �1 we get the standard sale-fatorduality transformation � ! ��; � ! � � � whih exhanges the radius of thetwo-dimensional universe with its inverse.16Let us now disuss the osmologial solutions of the two-dimensional the-ory and their behaviour under the duality transformation (3.3.17). The time-dependent solution of the ation (3.3.14) isds2 = �dt2 + sin2 (t=2Q)�os2 (t=2Q)�kdx2 ; (3.3.18a)e2(���0) = �os2 (t=2Q)�(k�1)=2 : (3.3.18b)16 See set. [4.4℄. This result has been reently generalised by Lidsey (1995) and in2+1 dimensions by Cadoni (1996).



3.3 Generalisation to String Theory 61Considering a periodi spae, i.e. setting x = 2Q�, 0 � � < 2�; the solution(3.3.18) oinides with the two-dimensional setion of solution (3.3.9). The e�etof the duality transformation (3.3.17) on the solution (3.3.18) is to exhange thesine and the osine everywhere:ds2 = �dt2 + os2 (t=2Q)�sin2 (t=2Q)�kdx2 ; (3.3.19a)e2(���0) = �sin2 (t=2Q)�(k�1)=2 : (3.3.19b)The dual solution orresponds of ourse to a solution of the four-dimensionaltheory. Moreover, for k = 1 (3.3.18) and (3.3.19) are the same, i.e the solution isself-dual. Comparing eq. (3.3.18) with eq. (3.3.19), one realise that the e�et ofthe duality transformation (3.3.17) on the solutions with k 6= 1; 0 is to exhangethe oordinate singularities at t = 2n�Q with the urvature singularities at t =(2n + 1)�Q. For k = 0 there are no urvature singularities and the dualitytransformation simply exhanges strong string ouplings with weak ones.The previous osmologial solutions are further examples of the two-dimen-sional string osmologies studied by Veneziano (1991), Gasperini and Veneziano(1992), and Tseytlin and Vafa (1992). They exhibit all the peuliar properties ofstring osmologial solutions suh as the above-disussed duality invariane. Inpartiular for k = �1 the solutions (3.3.18) and (3.3.19) orrespond to well-knownD = 2 osmologial onformal string bakgrounds (Veneziano, 1991; Gasperiniand Veneziano, 1992; Tseytlin and Vafa, 1992). However, for generi k we do notknow if the interpretation of (3.3.18) and (3.3.19) as onformal string bakgroundsan be maintained. In this ontext the ase k = 0 seems very interesting. Wehave seen that the osmologial solution desribes an universe whih periodiallyreprodues itself without enountering a singularity, thus avoiding the singularity-problem whih a�ets the models with k 6= 0; 1.To onlude this digression, let us disuss the relationship between the two-dimensional osmologial solutions and the orresponding two-dimensional blakhole geometries. For the partiular ase k = �1, it has been already shown thatthe osmologial solution (3.3.18) desribes the region between the horizon andthe singularity of the blak hole geometry derived from (3.3.14) (Tseytlin andVafa, 1992) ds2 = �4Q2 tanh2 (x=2Q)d�2 + dx2 ; (3.3.20a)e2(���0) = �osh (x=2Q)��2 : (3.3.20b)This onstrution an be generalised for arbitrary k. Consider the metri (3.3.18a)expressed in terms of the periodi oordinate � = x=2Q and hoose the new



62 Minisuperspaes in Eulidean Quantum Gravity: Wormholesoordinates u = et�+� ; v = et��� ;t� = 12Q Z dtsin (t=2Q) osk (t=2Q) = y(1�k)=2k � 1 F�1� k2 ; 1; 3� k2 ; y� ; (3:3:21)
where F is the hypergeometri funtion and y = os2 (t=2Q). The line element(3.3.18a) beomes ds2 = �4Q2 (1� y)ykuv dudv : (3:3:22)An idential form for the metri an be obtained starting from the blak holesolution of the ation (3.3.14) (Cadoni and Mignemi, 1994)ds2 = �4Q2 sinh2 (x=2Q)�osh (x=2Q)�2kd�2 + dx2 ; (3.3.23a)e2(���0) = �osh (x=2Q)�k�1 ; (3.3.23b)and introduing the oordinatesu = ex�+� ; v = ex��� ;x� = 12Q Z dxsinh (x=2Q) oshk (x=2Q) = y(1�k)=2k � 1 F�1� k2 ; 1; 3� k2 ; y� ;(3:3:24)but now with y = osh2(x=2Q). In (3.3.21) y takes values in the interval [0; 1℄,whereas in (3.3.24) 1 � y <1. Hene, the solution (3.3.22) desribes the regionbetween the horizon and the singularity of the blak hole solution (3.3.23).17As shown by Tseytlin and Vafa (1992) for the ase k = �1, one an ontinuethe time past the singularity at t = �Q to get an idential opy of the interior ofthe blak hole where the universe now starts at the singularity and evolves till itreahes zero size at t = 2�Q. By ontinuing this proedure, i.e. not identifyingt! t+ 2�Q, we end up with an universe whih undergoes in�nitely many osil-lations. However, this onstrution annot be taken too seriously beause nearthe singularity, where the size of the universe beomes in�nitely large, one an-not trust anymore the low-energy string e�etive ation (3.3.14) and one shouldonsider the exat theory. We will not disuss this point further, we just note17 Stritly speaking, beause we are working with � periodi, this orrespondene holdsfor a wedge in the region between the horizon and the singularity (see Tseytlin and Vafa,1992).



3.3 Generalisation to String Theory 63that our model with k = 0 avoids the singularity problem. Indeed, for this valueof k the salar urvature stays everywhere �nite and only the dilaton diverges att = (2n+ 1)�Q indiating that the theory beomes strong-oupled.3.3. Eulidean Solutions as Instability of the Vauum.The instanton (3.3.6) an also desribe a di�erent physial proess taking plaein the theory. Indeed, using a di�erent analytial ontinuation to the hyperbolispae, the solution (3.3.6) an be interpreted as a semilassial deay proess ofthe ground state (vauum) of the low-energy e�etive string theory (Cadoni andCavagli�a, 1995b).The existene of a proess of semilassial deay is important sine it may leadto the instability of the vauum of the theory. Furthermore, a areful analysisof the geometri and topologial features of the instanton will enable us to iden-tify (3.3.6) also as a Hawking-type wormhole (Hawking, 1988) onneting twoasymptoti regions with topology R3 � S1.Here we shall follow an approah similar to the one used by Witten (1982) toprove the semilassial instability of the Kaluza-Klein vauum in �ve dimensions.Even though the theory onsidered here has little to do with the Kaluza-Kleintheory in �ve dimensions, both instantons have ommon geometrial and topo-logial features and onsequently most of the mathematial tehniques used byWitten an be implemented in this ase.Let us onsider the solution (3.3.6) written in the form (�! 2(k�1)=2�, �0 !�0 + (k � 1) ln(2)=4)ds2 = �1� Q2r2 ��1 dr2 +Q2�1 + Qr �k�1 �1� Q2r2 � d�2++ r2d
2 ; (3.3.25a)F = p1� k2 Q sin �d� ^ d' ; (3.3.25b)e2(���0) = �1 + Qr �(k�1)=2 : (3.3.25)The ruial point for the identi�ation of (3.3.25) with a vauum deay proessis the analytial ontinuation of the line element to the hyperboli spae. Hene,let us disuss the geometri and topologial properties of the Eulidean manifolddesribed by (3.3.25a). Sine the latter has by de�nition signature (+;+;+;+), ran take values only in the range [Q;1[. For r!1 the spae is asymptotiallyat with topology R3 � S1. For r = Q the metri tensor is singular. However,



64 Minisuperspaes in Eulidean Quantum Gravity: Wormholesin r = Q the manifold is smooth, as one an see putting r = pQ2 + �2 (� 2 R)and de�ning � as a periodi variable with period 2� � 2(1�k)=2 (see the previoussetion). This onlusion seems to indiate that the oordinate system (r; �; �; ')does not over the whole manifold. In order to obtain the maximal extension ofthe Eulidean metri (3.3.25a) we have to perform the oordinate transformationr = (x2 + �2) +Q22px2 + �2 ; tan � = x� ; (3:3:26)whose inverse is given byx = f(r) sin � ; � = f(r) os � ; (3:3:27)where f(r) =px2 + �2 = Q exp[arosh (r=Q)℄ : (3:3:28)The oordinate transformation (3.3.27,28) is never singular. Using (3.3.26) theEulidean solution (3.3.25) readsds2 = 14 �1 + Q2f2 �2 �d�2 + dx2 + x2d'2�++Q2�1� 2Q2f2 +Q2�2 �1 + 2Qff2 +Q2�k�1 d�2 ; (3.3.29a)F = 12p1� kQ xf3 [x d� ^ d' � � dx ^ d'℄ ; (3.3.29b)e2(���0) = �1 + 2Qff2 +Q2�(k�1)=2 : (3.3.29)Eq. (3.3.29a) represents the maximal extension of (3.3.25a). As before, whenx; � !1 the manifold is asymptotially at with topology R3�S1. The ritialsurfaes are x2 + �2 = Q2 and x2 + �2 = 0. Using the oordinate transformation(3.3.26-28) it is easy to verify that the �rst ritial surfae orresponds to r = Qand the seond one to r = 1. Eq. (3.3.25a) desribes thus two asymptotiallyat regions smoothly joined through the surfae r = Q. This strange strutureis related to the existene of a onformal equivalene between the region insidex2 + �2 = Q2 and the region outside. Indeed, the solution (3.3.25) is invariantunder the transformationy� ! Q2y2 O��y� ; �; � = 1; 2; 3: (3:3:30)Here y� are Cartesian oordinates of the three-dimensional spae y1 = t, y2 =x os', y3 = x sin', and O�� is a 3� 3 rotation matrix. As a onsequene, the



3.3 Generalisation to String Theory 65line element (3.3.29a) represents a Hawking-type wormhole (Hawking, 1988) thatonnets two asymptotially at spaes with topology R3 � S1. The minimumradius of the wormhole is equal to Q.In order to interpret (3.3.25) as a vauum deay proess, we have to on-tinue analytially the Eulidean solution to the hyperboli spaetime. In theprevious setions the analytial ontinuation has been performed �rst by de�n-ing � = pr2 �Q2 thereafter by the omplexi�ation of � , � ! i� . Finally, theresulting hyperboli manifold has been interpreted as a baby universe of spatialtopology S2 � S1 nuleated at � = 0. However, we an perform di�erent an-alyti ontinuations. For instane, we an omplexify the � oordinate of thetwo-sphere S2. In this ase, sine � = 0 is a oordinate singularity of the metri,it is onvenient to hoose as symmetry plane the surfae � = �=2 and to set�! �2 + i� : (3:3:31)Using (3.3.31) we obtain the hyperboli solutionds2 = �1� Q2r2 ��1 dr2 +Q2�1 + Qr �k�1 �1� Q2r2 � d�2+� r2d�2 + r2 osh2 �d' ; (3.3.32a)F = Qm osh �d� ^ d' ; (3.3.32b)e2(���0) = �1 + Qr �(k�1)=2 : (3.3.32)The eletromagneti �eld is real, and for r � Q the spaetime is nonsingular, theoordinate singularity at r = Q being harmless as it is for the Eulidean spae(3.3.25). The line element for r � Q represents the spaetime in whih the R3�S1vauum deays. The topology of the initial � = 0 hypersurfae is R2 � S1. Notethat the analyti ontinuation to the hyperboli spae of the previous setion,even though it has been obtained from the same Eulidean instanton, has insteadspatial topology S2 � S1.The topology of the analyti ontinuation to the hyperboli spae dependsthus on the oordinate hosen to omplexify. A better understanding of thefeatures of this spae an be ahieved starting from the hyperboli line elementthat overs only the region r � Q. Using the oordinate transformationx = f(r) osh � ; t = f(r) sinh � ; (3:3:33)



66 Minisuperspaes in Eulidean Quantum Gravity: Wormholeswhere f(r) = px2 � t2 is de�ned as funtion of r as in eq. (3.3.28), we obtainds2 = 14 �1 + Q2f2 �2 ��dt2 + dx2 + x2d'2�++Q2�1� 2Q2f2 +Q2�2 �1 + 2Qff2 +Q2�k�1 d�2 ; (3.3.34a)F = 12p1� kQ xf3 [x dt ^ d' � t dx ^ d'℄ ; (3.3.34b)e2(���0) = �1 + 2Qff2 +Q2�(k�1)=2 : (3.3.34)Sine �1 � t=x � 1, the new oordinates (x; t) do not over the whole plane.They over only the region outside to the light one x � t = 0, orrespondingto the physial region. Analogously to the Eulidean ase, the ritial surfaesare two: x2 � t2 = Q2 orresponding to r = Q, and x2 � t2 = 0 representingthe in�nity (see �gure 3.1). Of ourse, the manifold desribed by (3.3.34a) isgeodesially omplete and its topology is R3 � S1. Regions I and II in �gure3.1 are analogous to the Eulidean ones and their onformal equivalene an beproved using a oordinate transformation similar to (3.3.30).The region II is the starting point for the vauum deay interpretation of theEulidean instanton. One an easily verify that the origin of the Eulidean plane(x; t) { oiniding with an asymptotially at in�nity { is not the only surfaeone an use to pass to the hyperboli regime. At � = 0 we an join the Eulideanmanifold desribed by (3.3.29a) with a hyperboli spaetime, namely the regionx2 � t2 > Q2 of the spaetime (3.3.34a) (region II in �gure 3.1). Indeed, at� = 0 the metri, the dilaton and the eletromagneti �eld assume a minimalon�guration, so the extrinsi urvature vanishes and the joining is possible. Thehyperboli spaetime in whih the vauum deays is the region II in �gure 3.1.Let us explore in detail its properties. Due to the maximal analyti extension, theregions on the left and on the right of the plane (x; t) are idential, so attentionis foused on one of them. Choosing for simpliity hypersurfaes at onstant �,the line element (3.3.34a) beomes onformally equivalent to a R3 at Lorentzianspaetime. Of ourse the manifold is not geodesially omplete, sine there existgeodesis rossing the boundary x2� t2 = Q2. The meaning of the boundary anbe understood following its time evolution. Starting at t = 0, as t beomes largerand larger, the oordinate x of the boundary grows aording to x = pQ2 + t2(right region). Sine the oordinate x orresponds to a radius in the ylindrialsystem of oordinates (t; x; '), the boundary an be interpreted as a hole inspae starting with radius Q at t = 0 and growing up for t > 0. At t = 0 theeletromagneti �eld is a purely eletri �eld in the ' diretion E' = Qm=x; asthe time t ows and E' hanges in intensity, the latter generates a magneti �eld
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Figure 3.1: The two-dimensional setion of the hyperboli spae de-sribed by the line element (3.3.34a). The physial region orrespondsto the shaded part (region II) of the piture enlosed by the hyperbolax2 � t2 = Q2.in the perpendiular � diretion. Finally, when x; t ! 1, the eletromagneti�eld vanishes, as expeted beause the spaetime is asymptotially at. TheEulidean line element (3.3.29a) represents thus the deay proess of the atspaetime of topology R3 � S1 in a spaetime with a growing hole.In onlusion, the Eulidean instanton (3.3.29) represents either a wormholeor a vauum deay proess aording to the null-extrinsi urvature hypersurfaeused for the analyti ontinuation to the hyperboli spaetime.The previous results an be straightforwardly extended to the purely eletrieletromagneti �eld on�guration (3.2.3). Indeed, we have seen in the previ-ous setion that in this ase the line element di�ers from (3.3.25) only by theonformal fator e4�0(1�Q=r)1�k, so the onlusion remains unhanged.At this stage we an ask ourselves if the semilassial vauum deay proess isonsistent with energy onservation. Sine the R3 � S1 vauum has zero energy,the spae (3.3.32a) in whih it deays must also have zero energy. Using the ADMformula generalised to dilaton-gravity theories, the total energy of (3.3.32) an bealulated as usual by means of a surfae integral depending on the asymptotibehaviour of the gravitational and dilaton �elds. The line element (3.3.34a) isnot stati with respet to t, so the integral must be evaluated at the initial t = 0surfae, orresponding in (3.3.32a) to � = 0. The result of the integration is zero.



68 Minisuperspaes in Eulidean Quantum Gravity: WormholesIndeed, the terms of the gravitational and dilaton �elds whih ontribute to thetotal energy of the solution are those of order 1=r. However, in our ase theseterms give a null ontribution to the energy, owing to the R2�S1 topology of the� = 0 surfae. The spaetime desribed by (3.3.32) has thus zero energy. Thisfeature makes the R3 � S1 vauum not stable for the theory de�ned by (3.3.1),sine there exists a solution with zero energy and the same asymptoti behaviouras the R3 � S1 vauum. As a onsequene, the positive energy theorem (Shoenand Yau, 1979) does not hold for the theory (3.3.1) if one onsiders vaua withtopology R3 � S1.18 The failure of the positive energy theorem seems relatedto the presene of the eletromagneti �eld: in the R3 � S1 vauum there existexitations of the eletromagneti �eld for whih the positive energy theoremdoes not hold.The interpretation of the Eulidean solution (3.3.25) as an instability proessof the vauum has been established using the analytial ontinuation (3.3.31).Considering a further analytial ontinuation to the hyperboli spaetime, wehave also seen that the instanton an be interpreted as a Hawking-type wormhole.The latter has an intrinsially three-dimensional nature beause its topology isR3�S1 and the radius of S1 is equal to Q in the two asymptoti regions f =1,f = 0 and shrinks to zero for r = Q. Hene, the most natural interpretation ofthis solution an be found in the ontext of a 3 + 1 Kaluza-Klein theory.Starting from the ation (3.3.1), setting to zero the omponents of the ele-tromagneti �eld along the � diretion and splitting the four-dimensional lineelement as ds(4) = ds(3) +Q2e�2 d�2 ; (3:3:35)after some manipulations we obtain the three-dimensional ation:SE = ZM d3xpg(3)e�2���R(3) + k�12 [4(r�)2 � (r�)2℄� 3+k1�kF 2� ; (3:3:36)where � = �+ =2, � =  +2�(k+1)=(k�1), and we have dropped the boundaryterms.A solution of the ensuing equations of motion isds2 = 14 �1 + Q2f2 �2 �d�2 + dx2 + x2d'2� ;e2(���0) = f2 +Q2f2 �Q2 ; e2(���0) = �f +Qf �Q�2 ; (3:3:37)18 The positive energy theorem states that every non-at, asymptotially Lorentziansolution of the Einstein equations has positive energy. However, its validity for spae-times with arbitrary topology and theories as (3.3.1) has not been yet proved.



3.4 Beyond the Semilassial Interpretation 69where f = px2 + �2 and we have hosen the eletromagneti tensor F as in(3.3.29b). The solution of the three-dimensional theory is thus a Hawking-typewormhole onneting two asymptoti regions of topology R3.Finally, let us ompute the deay rate of the vauum. Evaluating the ation(3.3.1) on the Eulidean solution (3.3.25) as done for (3.2.17) and (3.3.10) wehave (as usual we reintrodue the Plank mass)SE = �M2Ple�2�0Q2(k + 1)=4 : (3:3:38)This result has been obtained by integrating r and � in the range Q � r < 1,0 � � � �=2, the appropriate one for the vauum deay proess. The rate ofdeay of the R3 � S1 vauum is�V D = exp���M2Ple�2�0Q2(k + 1)=4� : (3:3:39)The vauum is long-lived for values of Q muh greater than the Plank lengthand beomes unstable when Q is of the same order of magnitude of the Planklenght. Finally, it is interesting to ompare the vauum deay rate �V D with theprobability for the nuleation of a baby universe �BU in (3.3.10)�BU = (�VD)2 : (3:3:40)The probability of nuleation of a baby universe is thus smaller than the proba-bility of the vauum deay.3.4 Beyond the Semilassial Interpretation.The �nal stage in the disussion of our minisuperspae model is its quantisation.We have mentioned in the �rst setion that the path-integral (3.1.1) satis�esformally the Wheeler-De Witt equation of the system (Halliwell and Hartle, 1991).So in order to go beyond the semilassial approximation of set. [3.2℄ and set.[3.3℄ we have to investigate the solutions of the Wheeler-DeWitt equation.19 Weshall see later that the study of the Wheeler-DeWitt equation opens the way to anew interpretation of the solutions found in previous setions. At the end of thesetion we shall see that an analogous interpretation holds also for the Bianhi Ispaetime.Our starting point is again the ation (3.2.1), the line element (3.2.2) and theansatz (3.2.3).20 Substituting (3.2.2) and (3.2.3) in (3.2.1) and negleting surfaeterms21 the ation density in the minisuperspae beomesSE = 2 Z d���a_b2N � 2 _ab_bN � aN + b2aN _A2� ; (3:4:1)19 In this setion we shall deal with the quantisation �a la Dira as usual in the literature.20 We shall disuss only the Einstein gravity theory. The generalisation to the dilatonase is straightforward (see Cavagli�a, 1994a).21 We may do that, as we are only interested in the solutions of the equations of motion.



70 Minisuperspaes in Eulidean Quantum Gravity: Wormholeswhere dots represent derivatives with respet to � . From (3.4.1) the Einsteinequations an be reovered onsidering formally a(�), N(�), b(�), and A(�) asLagrangian oordinates evolving in � . We have seen in hapt. 2 that N(�) atsas a Lagrange multiplier and thus imposes the Hamiltonian onstraint H = 0.Of ourse, in the derivation of the lassial solutions we have the freedom tohoose N . The Eulidean instanton (3.2.5) oinides with the solution derivedfrom (3.4.1) by setting N = 1.The �rst step towards the Dira quantisation of the system is to �nd thelassial expression of the Hamiltonian onstraint. The latter an be ast in aquadrati form in the anonial momenta using the hange of variables (anonialtransformation) fa; bg ! fx; yg a = f � f(x) ; (3.4.2a)b = h(y)f(x) ; (3.4.2b)where f(x) and h(y) are arbitrary funtions of x and y respetively. We obtainthe extended HamiltonianHE = u"� 1(h;y=h)2 p2y + 1(f;x=f)2 p2x + 16h2 + f2p2A# = 0 ; (3:4:3)where we have de�ned the Lagrange multiplier u = Nf=8h2. px, py, and pA arethe anonial onjugate momenta of x, y, and A respetively.Now we an quantise the system �a la Dira substituting quantum operatorsfor lassial quantities (see hapt. 2). Starting from the lassial extended Hamil-tonian (3.4.3) written in the formHE = u�p2� � p2� + e2�p2A + 16e2�� ; (3:4:4)where f(x) = exp[�(x)℄ and h(y) = exp[�(y)℄, and hoosing the Laplae-Beltramiordering for the kineti part of the Hamiltonian,22 the Wheeler-DeWitt equationbeomes separable�� �2��2 + �2��2 + 16e2� + e2� �2�A2 �	(�; �; A) = 0 : (3:4:5)Now it is straighforward to write the solutions of (3.4.5) that are eigenstates ofthe operator p̂A 	(�;!)(f; h; A) = C(�; !)Ki�(!f)Ki�(4h)ei!A (3:4:6)22 In hapt. 5 we shall see that this hoie orresponds essentially to hoose a measureinvariant for the gauge and rigid transformations of the system.



3.4 Beyond the Semilassial Interpretation 71or, in terms of the sale fators a and b:	(�;!)(a; b; A) = C(�; !)Ki�(!a)Ki�(4ab)ei!A ; (3:4:7)where � and ! are real parameters and Ki� is the modi�ed Bessel funtion ofindex i� (see Bateman, 1953).Before dealing with gauge �xing and omplete the quantisation of the model,let us disuss the physial meaning of the solution (3.4.7) and fous attention onthe behaviour in the variable b. The wave funtions (3.4.7) are singular at theorigin, where they osillate an in�nite number of times sine 	 goes like b�i� asone approahes b = 0. The wave funtions osillate for 4ab < j�j (Lorentzianregion), and are exponentially damped for 4ab > j�j (Eulidean region). Theosillating region of (3.4.7) an be interpreted as the quantum analogue of (3.2.13)with an initial singularity at b = 0 and maximum dimension 4ab � �.Let us now disuss the asymptoti behaviour of the wave funtions (3.4.7) forlarge values of the sale fator b. From (3.4.7) we have	 � exp(�4ab) : (3:4:8)This is the asymptoti behaviour orresponding to the at R3�S1 spae.23 Hene,for any value of � the wave funtions (3.4.7) represent quantum wormholes joiningtwo asymptotially at regions with topology R3 � S1. The size of the throat isde�ned by the ondition 4ab = j�j and does not depend on the sale fator a noron the parameter !. Sine ! 2 R there is a real ux of the eletri �eld throughany losed hypersurfae due to the eletri �eld along �. The physial meaningof this ux will be lear in a moment.Considering a linear superposition of the wave funtions (3.4.7)	0 = Z d�f(�)	� ; (3:4:9)we an �nd regular wormhole wave funtions. For instane, hoosing the Konto-rovih-Lebedev transform (see Bateman, 1954)f(�) = � tanh(��) ; (3:4:10)we obtain the wave funtion	0!(a; b; A) = C 0(!) pb!! + 4be�a(!+4b)ei!A ; ! > 0 : (3:4:11)We an easily verify that (3.4.11) is regular and its asymptoti behaviour for b!1 oinides with (3.4.8). Again, the wave funtion (3.4.11) an be interpreted23 See eqs. (3.1.5,6) and Cavagli�a (1994a, 1994b).



72 Minisuperspaes in Eulidean Quantum Gravity: Wormholesas a wormhole generated by the eletromagneti �eld joining two at R3 � S1regions. Analogously to (3.4.7), the solution (3.4.11) is an eigenfuntion of theoperator p̂A, so there is a real ux through any losed hypersurfae . The physialinterpretation of (3.4.11) must take some are sine the regularity at small three-geometries means that the spae \loses regularly" there, so the eletromagnetiux annot go through the wormhole throat.This property makes (3.4.11) very di�erent from any other quantum wormholesolutions known in the literature. We have seen that there is a real ux both forsingular and regular wave funtions. For the solutions (3.4.7) this is not surpris-ing, beause one an imagine the ux oming out or going into the singularity atthe origin. However, for (3.4.11) where an the ux go?To answer to this question and shed light on the physial interpretation ofthe solutions, we have to onsider the struture of the Eulidean eletromagneti�eld (3.2.3). The ansatz (3.2.3) represents a purely eletri �eld along the �diretion, i.e. an eletromagneti �eld whose dynamis is on�ned in the one-sphere with radius a. The asymptoti behaviour of the wave funtion for largethree-geometries and the radius of the throat depend on b. Hene, the dynamisof the eletromagneti �eld is deoupled from the dynamis of the wormholeand the ux of the eletri �eld must oinide for regular and non-regular wavefuntions.Even though there are no physial harges in the �eld equations24, the observerin the asymptotially at region measures a real �nite ux and sees an apparentharge in the origin. Thus the geometry must be non trivial. Otherwise, sinethere are no physial soures for the eletromagneti �eld, the Gauss law shouldimply a vanishing ux through any losed surfae around the origin. Further, thesolution (3.4.11) desribes an asymptotially at spae, so the eletromagneti�eld is on�ned in a �nite region. We onlude that (3.4.11) desribes the quan-tum analogue of an eletromagneti geon beause the harge an be seen as aneletri �eld trapped in a �nite region of spae, without any soure.The interpretation skethed above agrees with the lassial piture of set. [3.2℄{ see eq. (3.2.31). As shown there, a marosopi observer measures an apparenteletri harge Q even though physial harges are absent. Sine the spaetimeis non-trivial, the eletri �eld extends beyond an Eulidean region joined to theisometri Reissner-Nordstr�om type spaetimes via a lassial hange of signatureourring in the naked singularity at R = 0. Indeed, the latter an be \expanded"and ontinued analitially in the Eulidean spae, where the solution is regular.This Eulidean region desribes the wormhole. The wave funtion (3.4.11) is thequantum analogue of this piture. In the full quantum treatment we avoid theproblems of the lassial ase, namely the ad ho hange of signature: the solution(3.4.11) is regular everywhere and thus desribes a geometry that loses regularly.24 See eq. (3.2.4)



3.4 Beyond the Semilassial Interpretation 73In the lassial theory, the lines of fore of the eletri �eld are onvergent atR = 0, where the Lorentzian spaetime beomes singular. So we need a littletrik, namely the transition from a Lorentzian to an Eulidean region. In thequantum theory, the solution is regular everywhere and no triks are neessary.These results depend of ourse on the ansatz (3.2.3) hosen for the eletro-magneti �eld but seem not to depend on the Kantowski-Sahs geometry. Indeed,we will see later that idential onlusions an be drawn for the Bianhi I model.Up to now the gauge has not been �xed and we have no Hilbert spae. Inorder to omplete the quantisation of the model, let us disuss how the Hilbertspae an be reovered in the Dira method. Sine the signature of the minisuper-spae metri is positive-de�ned in the setor f�; Ag, the setor f�; p�g is the bestandidate for gauge �xing. Analogously to the relativisti free massive partileof set. [2.4℄ in order to implement the gauge �xing with the Dira method it isonvenient to perform a anonial transformation in the setor f�; p�g and passto ation-angle variables (see Arnold, 1978). We write� = 12H� arsinh �H�4 e��� ; p� = �H2� ; (3:4:12)where H2� = p2� � 16e2�. Using the new variables, the extended Hamiltonian(3.4.4) beomes HE = u �p2� + e2�p2A + p�� : (3:4:13)The solutions (3.4.6,7) of the Wheeler-DeWitt equation that are eigenstates ofp̂A read in the new variables	(�;!)(a; �; A) = C(�; !)Ki�(!a)e��2�+i!A (3:4:14)Using in (2.3.6) the quantum measure (see hapt. 5)d[�℄ = daa dAd� = d� dAd� ; (3:4:15)and imposing the gauge F � � � � = 0 ; (3:4:16)where � is a parameter, we obtain �FP = 1 and the salar inner produt (2.3.6)an be written ( 2;  1) = Z daa dA �2  1 ; (3:4:17)One an easily hek that the solutions (3.4.14) of the Wheeler-DeWitt equationwith a suitable normalisation fator form an orthonormal basis in the Hilbertspae de�ned by (3.4.17)( 2;  1) = Z 10 daa dA  �(�2;!2)(a;A) (�1;!1)(a;A) = Æ(�1 � �2)Æ(!1 � !2) :(3:4:18)



74 Minisuperspaes in Eulidean Quantum Gravity: WormholesTo onlude this setion let us disuss briey the Bianhi I model. In this asethe line element readsds2 = N2(�)d�2 + a2(�)d�2 + b2(�)d�2 + 2(�)d'2 ; (3:4:19)where �, � and ' are de�ned in the interval [0; 2�[. We hoose the eletri �eldalong the � diretion, analogously to what done for the Kantowski-Sahs ase.25The asymptoti behaviour of the wormhole wave funtions in terms of thesale fators is (Cavagli�a, 1994b)	(a; b; ) � exp�� 2N dd� (ab)�� : (3:4:20)Note that the asymptoti behaviour of the wormhole wave funtions does notdepend on the struture onstants of the three-dimensional isometry group Ggenerating the homogeneous hypersurfae (see for instane Jantzen, 1984; Ryanand Shepley, 1975), so (3.4.20) holds for the all Bianhi and Kantowski-Sahsmodels. Using the lassial Eulidean equations of motion and the Hamiltonianonstraint we �nd for the Bianhi I spae (Cavagli�a, 1994b)	 �e�!a(a�b��)=2;� = � + � or � = 2(� + �)� 1; (3:4:21)where � and � are two arbitrary positive parameters. The wormhole wave fun-tions behave for large three-geometries essentially in two di�erent ways aordingto the asymptoti three-metri. This ours beause the asymptoti region withminimal gravitational exitation is not unique and does not have the topologyR3 � S1 as it happens, for instane, to the Kantowski-Sahs model. Hene, thewormhole wave funtions that for large three-geometries behave as	 � e�!a2pb=2 (3:4:22)represent Riemannian spaes asymptotially of the forma = (��)�1=2, b =  = (��)1=2, (3.4.23a)and a = (��)�1=3, b =  = (��)2=3. (3.4.23b)Wave funtions with behaviour (3.4.22) orrespond thus to wormholes joiningtwo asymptotially at regions with metri (3.4.23a,b) respetively.25 Clearly, idential results an be obtained hoosing � or ' diretions.



3.4 Beyond the Semilassial Interpretation 75Now we are able to �nd wormhole solutions for the Bianhi I model. Choosingthe Hawking-Page presription for the fator ordering (Hawking and Page, 1990),the Wheeler-DeWitt equation an be ast in the form�	(a; b; ; A) = 0; (3:4:24)where � is the Laplae-Beltrami ovariant operator in the minisuperspae:� = 2 �a�b + 2b�a� + 2a�b� � ab�2a � ba�2b � ab�2++ 1b�a � 1a�b � 1ab� � ab�2A: (3:4:25)A set of solutions of (3.4.24) is	(a; b; ; A; p; k; !) = 1pbai(p+k)=2bip=2ik=2Kippk(!a)ei!A; (3:4:26)where p, k and ! are real onstants and K is the modi�ed Bessel funtion. As inthe Kantowski-Sahs ase, the wave funtions (3.4.28) osillate an in�nite numberof times approahing the origin. They are damped for large values of a but notfor large b and  beause they osillate in the (b; ) plane. This feature is notsurprising, sine we have hosen a eletromagneti �eld that \lives" in the one-sphere with radius a, so its dynamis does not depend on b and . Using thevariables log b and log , we see that the osillating fators bip=2 and ik=2 lookformally as ei!A. So, as far as the dynamis of the wormhole is onerned, thesale fators b and  behave essentially as matter �elds and together with Adetermine the extent of the wormhole mouth. Note that for real values of ! thereis a real ux of the eletri �eld through any losed T 2(�; �) surfae due to theeletri �eld along �. The fator 1=pb is eliminated by the ovariant measurein the integral when we deal with matrix elements.Analogously to the Kantowski-Sahs ase, we an �nd regular wormhole wavefuntions. Let us put p = �2k, where � is a real number, and take the Fouriertransform. We obtain (see for instane Bateman, 1954)	(a; b; ; A;�; �; !) = Z dkei�k	(a; b; ; A; k; �; !)= 1pbei!Ae�!a osh [log(a�+�b��)+�℄; (3:4:27)where � = �=2 and � = 1=2�. The wave funtions (3.4.27) represent Riemannianspaes asymptotially of the form (3.4.23a) and are again eigenfuntions of theoperator p̂A, so there is a real ux through any losed T 2(�; �) surfae analogouslyto (3.4.26).



76 Minisuperspaes in Eulidean Quantum Gravity: WormholesChoosing � = 1 we obtain	(a; b; ; �; !) = 1pbei!Ae�!a osh [log(apb)+�℄: (3:4:28)Now, let us put for simpliity � = 0. The solution (3.4.28) an be ast in theform 	(a; b; ; A;!) = 1pbe�!a2pb=2e�!=2pbei!A; (3:4:29)whih oinides with a Kontorovih-Lebedev transform (see Bateman, 1954) of(3.4.26) with respet to the index k = p. Using a di�erent type of Kontorovih-Lebedev transform we an �nd a further solution	(a; b; ; A;!) = 1pb�a2pb� 1pb�e�!a2pb=2e�!=2pbei!A: (3:4:30)The asymptoti behaviour of (3.4.29) and (3.4.30) suggests to use in the Wheeler-DeWitt equation the new variables�2 = !a2pb=2; �2 = !=2pb: (3:4:31)Realling (3.4.24) we obtain	n(�; �; A;!) =  n(� + �) n(� � �)�2ei!A; (3:4:32)where  n(x) is the harmoni wave funtion of order n: n(x) = 1�2nn!p��1=2Hn(x)e�x2=2: (3:4:33)Solutions (3.4.29) and (3.4.30) orrespond (apart from normalisation fators) to	0 and 	1. As in the Kantowski-Sahs ase, we have a non-zero ux even if thewave funtions are regular for small three-geometries.The physial interpretation of these solutions as geons and the gauge �xingimplementation follow the lines of the Kantowski-Sahs ase (Cavagli�a, 1994b).3.5 Results.Let us summarise the results that we have obtained in this hapter. We haveinvestigated an Eulidean minisuperspae model with symmetry R � S1 � S2.The gravitational �eld is oupled to the eletromagneti �eld. The study hasbeen performed both for Einstein gravity (lassial and quantum) and in the low-energy string theory regime. The Eulidean solutions of the lassial equations ofmotion and the solutions of the Wheeler-DeWitt equation have been interpreted



3.5 Results 77

Figure 3.2 The �gure represents shematially the results obtainedfrom our model with symmetry R � S1 � S2. One an easily see howapparently unorrelated e�ets in quantum gravity are indeed stritlyrelated in the phenomenologial regime.as wormholes. Further, the model leads to di�erent interpretations aording tothe framework in whih the analysis is ompleted.The Eulidean instanton found in set. [3.2℄ an be interpreted in severalways, depending on the Wik-rotated oordinate. This is an important propertythat remains true also in the low-energy string e�etive theory (set. [3.3℄). Thefat that di�erent omplexi�ations of a given Eulidean solution may lead todi�erent interpretations in the Lorentzian regime is an unexpeted and intriguingresult. This property opens the way to interesting speulations about the relationsbetween typial Plank-sale phenomena (topology hanges, singularities, deayof the vauum...) and/or low-energy phenomena (e�etive theory of gravity atlow-energy sales, renormalisation of oupling onstants...) { see �gure 3.1. Forinstane, we have seen in set. [3.3℄ that in the Jordan-Brans-Dike regime theEulidean instanton an be interpreted either as a tunnelling proess leadingto the nuleation of a baby universe starting from a at vauum region, or asdesribing a semilassial deay proess of the ground state of the low-energy



78 Minisuperspaes in Eulidean Quantum Gravity: Wormholesstring e�etive theory. Further, the solution is haraterized by the Brans-Dikeparameter and its behaviour depends ruially on this parameter. This fat hasbeen used to show that the probability distribution for the e�etive ouplingonstant is strongly peaked at the value of the e�etive Brans-Dike parameterorresponding to general relativity (Coleman's mehanism). The above resultonnets quantum gravity e�ets at Plank-sales with low-energy properties ofthe gravitational �eld (the value of oupling onstants). In this sense we an saythat the model gives \experimental preditions".We have also seen that the theory an be dimensionally redued to a two-di-mensional theory that exhibits a sale-fator duality symmetry whih is a gener-alisation of the duality symmetries found for exat osmologial onformal stringbakgrounds. For a partiular value of the Brans-Dike parameter the two-dimen-sional solution redues to a well-known string onformal bakground (Veneziano,1991; Gasperini and Veneziano, 1992; M�uller, 1990; Tseytlin and Vafa, 1992).These two-dimensional time-dependent solutions desribe the region between thehorizon and the singularity of the blak hole solution of the two-dimensional the-ory and lead to possible speulations about the relation between blak holes andwormholes (see hapt. 5).Finally, in set. [3.4℄ we have disussed the model from the point of view ofanonial quantisation. We have seen that the solutions an also be interpretedas the quantum orresponding of an Einstein-Rosen-Misner-Wheeler eletromag-neti geon sine the eletri harge an be viewed as eletri lines of fore trappedin a �nite region of spaetime. This interpretation makes more transparent andmathematially oherent the semilassial suggestion of set. [3.2℄ and perhapsan shed light on the meaning of lassial singularities in general relativity.In onlusion, these results give a striking example of the physial informationthat an be extrated fromminisuperspae models. Even though we do not expetour model really to explain the meaning of singularities, the vauum deay, orother proesses possibly taking plae in quantum gravity, however it representsan intriguing \phenomenologial" piture useful to obtain some insight on theseissues and so it is worth to be explored.



4
Minisuperspaes in QuantumCosmology: Early Universe
This hapter is devoted to minisuperspae models in osmology. The idea ofinvestigating the birth of the universe from the quantum point of view (quantumosmology) dates bak to the beginning of the researh in quantum gravity (seehapt. 1). Indeed, the present desription of the hot big bang universe is lassial;quantisation of the metri and matter �elds seems appropriate to the investigationof the very early stages. Hene, in the past two deades the hypotesis of the birthof the universe as a quantum e�et has raised a great interest.We have stressed in hapt. 2 that the investigation of quantum osmologialmodels is very appealing for two reasons: i) there is not a omplete quantumtheory of gravitation yet, in spite of the e�orts and muh progress ahieved; ii)in the general present piture of the theoretial foundations of physis, generalrelativity is believed to be the proper theory at low-energy sales and a morefundamental theoretial struture is needed in order to represent physis at theinitial sales, when the universe gets very near to the singularity (see hapt. 1).It is then plausible that for intermediate sales, of order of few Plank lenghts,a redued quantum representation is e�etive, namely a universe with a �nitenumber of degrees of freedom, similarly to what happens in eletrodynamis: atsmall energies the quantum mehanis of a proton and an eletron is all we needto understand the hydrogen atom and p � e� sattering. In turn this quantumrepresentation of the universe as a �nite-dimensional system in phase spae givesrise to a region of large sale fators where the semilassial approximation holdsand the transition to a lassial universe is thus ahieved. Finally, the formulationof a onsistent quantum theory for these gravitational models with a �nite numberof degrees of freedom is by itself a very interesting problem.The outline of the hapter is the following. After a few general onsiderations,in set. [4.2℄ I shall present and disuss the quantisation proedure for modelsdesribing the primordial universe �lled with di�erent �elds. In the next setionI shall illustrate in detail the model of a FRW universe �lled with radiation �elds



80 Minisuperspaes in Quantum Cosmology: Early Universederived from Einstein gravity. Setions [4.4-5℄ deal with a model for the birthof the universe derived from string theory: set. [4.4℄ is devoted to illustrate theissue of the formation of the universe evolving from the perturbative vauum ofstring theory; the quantisation of the model and the graeful exit (see Gasperiniet al., 1996; Gasperini and Veneziano, 1996) will be the subjet of set. [4.5℄.Finally, in the last setion I shall draw onlusions and introdue briey the issueof third quantisation.The ontent of this hapter (exept set. [4.4℄) is original work done by theauthor in ollaboration with Prof. Vittorio de Alfaro (Universit�a di Torino) andProf. Alexandre T. Filippov (JINR, Dubna) (see Cavagli�a and de Alfaro, 1994;1996b; Cavagli�a, de Alfaro, and Filippov, 1995a; 1995b; 1995; Cavagli�a, 1994).4.1 The Wave Funtion of the Universe.The idea of investigating the early universe using �nite-dimensional redued mod-els dates bak to the end of sixties (Misner, 1969) (see hapt. 1). In the lastyears quantum osmology has undergone a renewed interest sine the de�nitionof the so-alled wave funtion of the universe by Hartle and Hawking (1983) andVilenkin (1984).The importane of minisuperspae models in osmology (see set. [2.6℄) is dueto the fat that these models are haraterized by a �nite number of gravitationaland matter degrees of freedom. This property allows to disuss at a simpler levelthe oneptual problems of quantum gravity as well as give a physial desrip-tion { in �rst approximation { of the possible quantum e�ets that took plaeduring the �rst stages of the evolution of the universe (see for instane Anini,1991). Indeed, the standard (lassial) osmologial model annot be arbitrarilyextended bakward in time without running into inonsistenies. This impliesthat the universe was in a non-lassial regime at a given time of its history. Inthis regime a quantum treatment of a few degrees of freedom ould make sense(Misner 1969, 1972).The usual starting point for quantum osmology is the Friedmann-Robert-son-Walker (FRW) ansatz for the line element, even though in the last yearsmore ompliated models, like Kantowski-Sahs and Bianhi models, have beendisussed. The use of the FRW ansatz is based on the observation that theuniverse is today essentially homogeneus and isotropi and that the deviationfrom homogeneity and isotropy has been growing during its thermal history. TheFRW ansatz is then appropriate to disuss the early stages of the universe if weneglet typial �eld e�ets as spaetime foam, topology hanges, et...The goal of the quantum desription of the universe is to obtain the wave fun-tion of the universe to investigate quantum mehanially the birth of the universe(tunnelling from nothing).1 The �rst main problem in ompleting this task lies in1 See Vilenkin (1984, 1988); Hartle and Hawking (1983).



4.2 Cosmologial Models Coupled to Di�erent Fields 81the fat that one deals with a losed system (the entire universe). This is stritlyrelated to the problem of the determination of time evolution (see set. [2.6℄) andhas an important onsequene on the de�nition of the observables. Indeed, thereare no \external observers" to the universe able to perform measurements. A re-interpretation of the usual quantum mehanis (the Copenhagen interpretation)is then neessary. We have seen in set. [2.6℄ that a areful anonial analysisof the reparametrisation properties of minisuperspae models allows to overomethese problems.The wave funtion of the universe an be obtained essentially through twoomplementary proedures: the path-integral formalism and the standard oper-ator quantisation. In the �rst ase the wave funtion is de�ned starting from apath-integral similar to the one introdued in set. [3.1℄ to desribe wormholes.2In the last years a great debate has been developing about boundary onditionsto be imposed on the path-integral to obtain the orret wave funtion of theuniverse { see Hartle and Hawking (1983) and Vilenkin (1984, 1995). The mainproblem is the interpretation of the wave funtion so de�ned. The naive inter-pretation laims that the wave funtion simply gives the probability amplitudefor a given on�guration. This interpretation su�ers from the problem that ainner produt is not de�ned. Indeed, in quantum osmologial models there is aresidual invariane under the reparametrisation of time, similar to what we �ndfor the free massive partile in speial relativity, so in the path-integral approahtheir anonial treatment requires an analysis of the gauge invariane and theredution of the redundant degrees of freedom by the BRST formalism. In thestandard approah the quantisation of the system an be ompleted along thelines disussed in hapt. 2. Solving the Wheeler-DeWitt equation is not suÆientto determine the Hilbert spae. Indeed, the Wheeler-DeWitt equation, funda-mental as it is, ontains well-known ambiguities about whih muh has beenwritten: absene of time, absene of onserved urrent, hoie of boundary on-ditions, interpretation of the wave funtions and normalisation, and so on. Thegauge �xing proedure allows to overome these ambiguities. We shall see in thefollowing that the redution method is the best suited proedure for quantumosmologial models.4.2 Cosmologial Models Coupled to Di�erent Fields.We shall apply the ideas exposed in set. [2.6℄ to some simple general ases ofrelevane to the disussion of FRW or de Sitter models oupled to zero-modes ofdi�erent �elds (Cavagli�a, de Alfaro, and Filippov, 1995a; 1995b; 1995). In thenext setion we shall apply the tehniques disussed here to models derived fromEinstein general relativity; set. [4.5℄ will be devoted to the low-energy e�etivestring theory.2 Of ourse the signature is now Lorentzian.



82 Minisuperspaes in Quantum Cosmology: Early UniverseFor the models under onsideration the onstraint (2.6.3) has the formH � 12p20 + V (q0)�H1(qi; p�) = 0 ; (4:2:1)where we may identify q0 as the gravitational degree of freedom, even though thisis not always needed (see next setion).In the relevant models the onstraint turns out to be separable. Let us assumethat the zeroth degree of freedom has the form of a harmoni osillator: we shallsee in the next setion that this happens, for instane, when we deal with aonformal salar �eld or a FRW losed metri.3 So we haveV (q0) = 12q20 ; (4.2.2a)H1 � H1(q�; p�) : (4.2.2b)We hoose the anonial transformation (2.6.5) asP0 = p0 + q0tg t ; (4.2.3a)Q0 = q0 ; (4.2.3b)and the gauge-�xing ondition to be of the form (see hapt. 2)4F � p0 + q0 tg t = 0 : (4:2:4)By the method exposed in set. [2.6℄ one obtains a very interesting result for thee�etive Hamiltonian on the gauge shell:He� = H1 : (4:2:5)The simpliity of (4.2.5) shows the interest of the gauge-�xing (4.2.4). Note thatthe gauge identity (4.2.4) �xes the Lagrange multiplier asu(t) = �1 : (4:2:6)Thus u(t) is t-independent. Finally, the quantisation an be ompleted writingthe Shr�odinger equation as in (2.3.16). In this problem the natural hoie of theglobal time is thus artg q0=p0 as one sees from (4.2.4).Intuitively it is appealing to identify q0 (or even p0) with time. Let us seewhat happens if one assumes gauge-�xing onditions of the form3 See also Cavagli�a, de Alfaro, and Filippov (1995a, 1995b, 1995).4 Gauge-�xing onditions of this kind were introdued by Filippov (1989) in the on-text of a gauge approah to systems of many relativisti partiles.



4.2 Cosmologial Models Coupled to Di�erent Fields 83p0 = p2 t ; or q0 = �p2 t : (4.2.7)We have respetively u(t) = �p2q0 ; u(t) = �p2p0 : (4:2:8)With this hoie the e�etive (non-loal) Hamiltonian is time-dependent:He� = �2pH1 � t2: (4:2:9)The positive-de�niteness of the operator under square root implies that the sup-port of q0 or p0 (and thus of the time) is restrited, in agreement with the generalproperties of the osillatory motion in q0, p0.5 One sees the advantage of thegauge hoie (4.2.4) sine in that ase He� is independent of time and loal.6Using the general approah outlined in set. [2.6℄ it is easy to �nd the gaugetransformation relating both gauges7. Let us distinguish the variables in the twogauges by the supersript (i), where i = 1 for the gauge (4.2.4) and i = 2 for thegauge q0 = �p2t. Then u(1) = u(2) + _� andq(1)0 = q(2)0 os(�) + p(2)0 sin(�) ; p(1)0 = �q(2)0 sin(�) + p(2)0 os(�) ; (4:2:10)where � � �(t) = �t+ arsin� tH1� : (4:2:11)Note that sine H1(q�; p�) = 12(p20 + q20) ; (4:2:12)is a gauge-invariant funtion of the variables, q�; p� need not be transformed.8In the next setion we shall enounter a quarti potential when we shall disussthe zero-mode of the Yang-Mills �eld and the ase of the osmologial onstant.So let us disuss the gauge-�xing when V (q0) of (4.2.1) has the formV (q0) = kq20 � �q40 ; (4:2:13)5 Indeed we have H1�t2>0 that implies p20<2H1 or q20<2H1 for (4.2.7) respetively.6 Thus the gauge �xing onditions (4.2.7) are not suited for the quantisation of thesystem.7 It is not so easy for the more ompliated Lagrangians onsidered below beause theequations for the gauge transformations are non-linear.8 Of ourse a non-ompat osillator requires hyperboli funtions in plae of irular.



84 Minisuperspaes in Quantum Cosmology: Early Universeand (4.2.2b) holds. In this ase it is onvenient to hoose as new anonialoordinates (2.6.5) P0 = p0 �p2��q20 + g(t)� ; (4.2.14a)Q0 = q0 ; (4.2.14b)where g(t) = t2 � k=2�. The gauge-�xing ondition isp0 = p2��q20 + g(t)� ; (4:2:15)whih together with (4.2.1) allows to �x the Lagrange multiplier u(t) asu(t) = � 1p2�tq0 : (4:2:16)The e�etive Hamiltonian in the physial degrees of freedom beomesHe� = p2� _g(t)Q : (4:2:17)Now Q must be obtained from the onstraint as in (2.6.8). We haveQ2 = 1k + 2�g(t)(H1 � �g2(t)) ; (4:2:18)and thus He� = �2pH1 � �(t2 � k=2�)2 : (4:2:19)It is evident that the �nal form of He� is not simple and is time-dependent.9Time is essentially �xed by (4.2.15) as a funtion of p0 and q0.Now let us give some hints about the ase of a general potential in (4.2.1).10Eq. (2.6.8) that de�nes Q(q�; p�; t) is now�12�f;Q0(Q0; Q�; t)�2 + V (Q0)�H1(Q0; Q�; P� + f;Q�)�Q0=Q = 0 : (4:2:20)From (4.2.20) we see that a good hoie for f is f � f(Q0; t); now one needs toonnet f;Q0 to f;t. We may proeed for instane as follows. Set12�f;q(q; t)�2 + V (q) = g(t) F (q) ; (4:2:21)9 The partiular ase k=0, �=0 has been reently disussed by Lemos (1996). Inthis ase the e�etive Hamiltonian does not depend on time and a sensible quantummehanis an be developed.10 Often this proedure is not the best one to follow as it happens, for instane, in thease just disussed.



4.2 Cosmologial Models Coupled to Di�erent Fields 85where g(t) and F (q) are arbitrary funtions of t and q respetively. Thenf(Q0; t) = p2Z Q0 dq �H1(q;Q�; P�)� V (q)�1=2 ; (4:2:22)and the e�etive Hamiltonian has the expressionHe� = _gp2 Z Q dqpF (q) �g(t)� V (q)F (q)��1=2 : (4:2:23)We have still the freedom to hoose F (q) so as to simplify the expression (4.2.22):for instane, if V (q0) is of the form q20v(q0) with v(q0) a polynomial, then F = q2is a suitable hoie. Of ourse if the potential is partiularly simple one may setF (q) = V (q) : (4:2:24)Then He� = p2 ddt (g � 1)1=2 Z Q dqpV (q) : (4:2:25)Note that He� is in general time-dependent also beause of Q. Finally, theLagrange multiplier isu(t) = �� f;tq0V 0(q0) + f;q0f;q0q0 �H1;q0(q0; q�; f;q�)�q0=Q : (4:2:26)The previous results about the harmoni osillator an be obtained from thesegeneral formulae hoosing f(q0; t) = �12q20tg t : (4:2:27)Let us now apply the method disussed above to a onstraint of the formH = 12p20 � 12q20 p21 � q40V1(q1) + V0(q0) = 0 : (4:2:28)We will see in the next setion that this ase orresponds to the zero-mode of asalar �eld minimally oupled to gravity. Now Q(q�; p�; t) is de�ned by�12�f;Q0)2 �Q40V1(Q1) + V0(Q0)� (P1 + f;Q1)2 12Q20 �Q0=Q = 0 : (4:2:29)Choosing f � f(Q0; t) and setting12�f;q(q; t)�2 + V0(q) � q4g(t) ; (4:2:30)



86 Minisuperspaes in Quantum Cosmology: Early Universewe obtain the e�etive HamiltonianHe� = _gp2 Z Q dqq2 �g(t)� V0(q)q4 ��1=2 ; (4:2:31)where Q = � P 212�g(t)� V1(Q1)��1=6 : (4:2:32)In partiular, if V0(q0) = q40 ; (4:2:33)eq. (4.2.31) beomesHe� = �13 ddtpg � 1 P1�g(t)� V1(Q1)�1=2 : (4:2:34)Analogously to the ases disussed before, a suitable hoie for g(t) simpli�esthe e�etive Hamiltonian. Clearly, (4.2.34) depends expliitly on time and isnon-loal. Finally the Lagrange multiplier readsu(t) = �� q0f;tq02V0 + q0V 00 � 6q40V1 + f;q0�f;q0 + q0f;q0q0��q0=Q : (4:2:35)Let us disuss the simple ase V1(q1) = 0 and V0(q0) = q20 .11 In this ase it isonvenient to hoose f(q0; t) = 1p2q20 sinh t : (4:2:36)Using (4.2.29) we �nd that Q(Q�; P�; t) is de�ned byQ2 = � 1p2 P1osh t ; (4:2:37)and the e�etive Hamiltonian (4.2.34) beomesHe� = �12P1 (4:2:38)A surprising feature of (4.2.34) and (4.2.38) is that the e�etive Hamiltonian islinear in P1.11 We will not give here a omplete disussion of the gauge redution of (4.2.28) sinethe oupling term q40V1(q1) makes it diÆult to obtain a simple e�etive Hamiltonian.However, when the system is separable, the problem of �nding the proper time gaugeis redued to quadratures.



4.3 FRW-like Universes Filled with Radiation and Matter Fields 87To onlude this setion let us disuss briey the quantisation �a la Dira.Consider for simpliity the ase (4.2.1,2). In this ase the Dira method an beimplemented by the anonial transformation in the setor fq0; p0gQ0 = artan q0p0 ; P0 = 12(p20 + q20) : (4:2:39)Using (4.2.39) the onstraint beomesH = P0 �H1(q�; p�) = 0 : (4:2:40)The system an be quantised using the quantum measure (2.3.8) and as a onse-quene (2.3.9) as the operator representation.12 The Wheeler-DeWitt equationis thus Ĥ1(q�; p̂�)	(q�; Q0) = i ��Q0	(q�; Q0) : (4:2:41)The gauge an be �xed by the onditionF � Q0 � t = 0 : (4:2:42)where t is a parameter. Using (4.2.42) the Faddeev-Popov determinant (2.3.7)is �FP = 1 and the equation (4.2.41) oinides with the Shr�odinger equation(2.3.16) in the redued spae de�ned by the e�etive Hamiltonian (4.2.5). In thenext setion we shall apply all these results to some example of minisuperspaemodels.4.3 FRW-like Universes Filled with Radiation and Matter Fields.In this setion our aim is to apply the tehniques developed in the previoussetion to models desribing FRW-like universes �lled with radiation and matter�elds, thus a single gravitational degree of freedom, its sale fator a (Cavagli�a,de Alfaro, and Filippov, 1995a; 1995b; 1995).Aiming to have onsistently radiation with the same symmetry as the FRWmetri, we shall introdue an SU(2) Yang-Mills �eld and onsider its zero-mode(Henneaux, 1982; Cavagli�a and de Alfaro, 1994). Of ourse, the presene of aYang-Mills �eld is very welome, as the SU(2) Yang-Mills �eld is a gauge �eld,and gauge �elds onstitute a fundamental ingredient of matter. This model hasthe right properties of a radiation-dominated universe, i.e. a separable Wheeler--DeWitt onstraint, orresponding to the lassial property of radiation densitysaling as a�4. A further omponent of matter that does not spoil this simpliity isa onformal salar �eld, and we shall introdue its zero-mode for ompleteness.1312 Where of ourse q0!Q0, p0!P0.13 See also the reent disussion by Lemos (1996).



88 Minisuperspaes in Quantum Cosmology: Early UniverseThe model under onsideration does not ontain, as it stands, interationterms produing ination; ination must be introdued by hand in the Lagrangianin the form of a osmologial term and we shall disuss briey a form of gauge�xing for this ase. The next step will be to onsider a minimally oupled salar�eld. This is of great interest as it introdues a oupling to gravitation thatindues ination in a dynamial way.The ation for Einstein gravity minimally oupled to the SU(2) Yang-Mills�eld A and the onformal salar �eld ' is the sum of three terms:S = SGR + SYM + SCS ; (4:3:1)where SGR represents the Einstein-Hilbert ation (2.5.13) and the seond andthird terms represent respetively the Yang-Mills and the onformal salar �eldations SYM = 12 Z F ^ �F ; (4.3.2a)SCS = 12 Z d4xp�g���'��'+ 16R'2� : (4.3.2b)In (4.3.2a) F = dA+A^A is the �eld strength two-form and we have set equalto one the gauge oupling onstant.We shall study a spaetime of topology R��, where � is a homogeneous andisotropi three-surfae. Following Henneaux (1982) we writeds2 = �N2(t)dt2 + a2(t) !p 
 !p ; (4:3:3)where !p are the one-forms invariant under translations in spae and N(t) is thelapse funtion. The osmi time orresponds to N = 1 and the onformal time toN = a. In the ases we disuss here, the !p's satisfy the Maurer-Cartan strutureequations d!p = k2 �pqr !q ^ !r ; (4:3:4)where k = 0; 1 and thus the metri (4.3.3) desribes a at or a losed Friedmann-Robertson-Walker universe respetively. When k = 1, (4.3.3) has the SU(2)L� SU(2)R group of isometries. Using (4.3.3) and integrating over the spatialvariables, apart from the (�nite or in�nite) spae volume fator the gravitationalation reads SGR = 6 Z dt��a _a2N + kNa� �3Na3� : (4:3:5)Introduing the onjugate momentumpa = �12a _aN ; (4:3:6)



4.3 FRW-like Universes Filled with Radiation and Matter Fields 89the ation (4.3.5) an be ast in the formSGR = Z dt�pa _a + Na HGR� ; (4:3:7)where HGR is HGR = 112�12p2a + Va(a)� ; (4:3:8)and Va(a) = 72a2�k � �3 a2� : (4:3:9)Let us now introdue a Yang-Mills �eld on�guration with the same symmetryas the metri. We shall onsider a Yang-Mills group SU(2) for simpliity and aform of the Yang-Mills �eld with a single degree of freedom that was proposedby Henneaux (1982) (see also Cavagli�a and de Alfaro, 1994); the ase of a moregeneral group has been investigated by Bertolami et al. (1991). The form of the�eld, written in the dreibein otangent spae, isA = i2�(t)�p!p : (4:3:10)where �p are the Pauli matries. With the de�nition (4.3.10) A is evidently left-invariant; it is also right-invariant up to a gauge transformation (Henneaux, 1982;Galt'sov and Volkov, 1991). �(t) is the single degree of freedom of the Yang-Mills�eld.The �eld strength F is:F = i2�p _� dt ^ !p + i4�r�rpq�(k � �)!q ^ !r : (4:3:11)Using (4.3.11) the ation of the Yang-Mills �eld (4.3.2a) readsSYM = 32 Z dt� aN _�2 � Na �2(k � �)2� : (4:3:12)Introduing the onjugate momentump� = 3 aN _� ; (4:3:13)the ation (4.3.12) an be ast in the formSYM = Z dt�p� _� � Na HYM� ; (4:3:14)



90 Minisuperspaes in Quantum Cosmology: Early Universewhere HYM = 13�12p2� + V�(�)� ; (4:3:15)and V�(�) = 92�2(k � �)2 : (4:3:16)Finally, let us disuss the onformal salar �eld. Using (4.3.3) the onformalsalar �eld ation beomesSCS = 12 Z dt� aN (a _'+ _a')2 � kNa'2� : (4:3:17)The ation (4.3.17) an be simpli�ed de�ning the resaled salar �eld � = 'a. Interms of � (4.3.17) readsSCS = 12 Z dt� aN _�2 � kNa �2� : (4:3:18)Introduing as in the previous ases the onjugate momentump� = aN _� ; (4:3:19)(4.3.18) beomes SCS = Z dt�p� _�� Na HCS� ; (4:3:20)where HCS = 12�p2� + k�2� : (4:3:21)In the onformal gauge N = a, when k = 1, the Hamiltonian (4.3.21) desribes aone-dimensional harmoni osillator in the � variable.The 00 omponent of the Einstein equations of motion is the onstraint equa-tion HYM +HCS = HGR : (4:3:22)From the equations of motion for the Yang-Mills and the onformal salar �eldsit is easy to obtain � aN _��2 + �2(k � �)2 = K2YM ; (4.3.23a)� aN _��2 + k�2 = K2CS ; (4.3.23b)where KYM and KCS are onstants; using (4.3.23), (4.3.22) beomesa2 _a2N2 + �ka2 � �3 a4� = 112K2 ; (4:3:24)



4.3 FRW-like Universes Filled with Radiation and Matter Fields 91where K2 = 3K2YM +K2CS : (4:3:25)The meaning of K2 is made lear in the osmi gauge. Setting N = 1, (4.3.24)reads _a2a2 + ka2 = �3 + 112K2a4 : (4:3:26)We see that, as due to radiation, the energy density sales as a�4. ThusK2 = 2�(a = 1) ; (4:3:27)and the meaning of K2 is obvious: K2=2 is the energy density of the radiationin a FRW universe with sale fator a of one (Plank length).Now let us quantise the system. The omplete ation of our radiation �lleduniverse is S = Z dt�pa _a+ p� _� + p� _��HE� ; (4:3:28)where the extended Hamiltonian isHE � u[HYM +HCS �HGR℄ ; (4:3:29)and the Lagrange multiplier is u(t) = N(t)a : (4:3:30)We see that we may hoose the gauge-�xing in essentially di�erent ways. A veryspontaneous and physially appealing hoie onsists in using the gravitationaldegree of freedom as onneted to time. Let us �rst disuss the ase � = 0, i.e.the absene of the osmologial term, and a losed universe, k = 1. Then HGRis a harmoni osillator and we may use the gauge-�xing identity of the form(4.2.4),14 F � pa + 12a tg tf = 0 ; tf � t: (4:3:31)As a onsequene, the Lagrange multiplier is �xed asu(tf) = 1 : (4:3:32)This gives the onformal time gauge ondition, N = a.With this hoie of time, the Hamiltonian is time-independent; the Shr�odin-ger equation on the gauge shell takes the formi ��tf  (�; �; tf) = �HCS +HYM� (�; �; tf) : (4:3:33)14 Or (4.2.42) in the Dira formalism.



92 Minisuperspaes in Quantum Cosmology: Early UniverseIn this gauge the lassial Friedmann equation (4.3.24) for k = 1 and � = 0reads _a2 + a2 = K212 � a2M ; (4:3:34)and a solution for the lassial motion isa = aM sin tf (4:3:35)From the de�nition of pa, eq. (4.3.6), we havepa = �12 _a (4:3:36)in agreement with the gauge ondition (4.3.31). Note that with the presentde�nition of time, tf = artg a= _a, the region 0 � tf � �=2 maps the expandingphase of the losed universe. Boundary onditions are of ourse expressed in theform  (�; �; tf = t0) = f(�; �) : (4:3:37)Eq. (4.3.33) expresses the evolution of the on�guration in the onformal time tfand represents as usual in quantum mehanis the orrelation amplitude for thedi�erent omponents of matter (�; � in the present ase) in the universe.Let us point out that a gauge hoie identifying a with time,15a = jtajp6 ; ta � t ; (4:3:38)leads to a non-loal time-dependent Hamiltonian16He� = �2pHYM +HCS � t2a: (4:3:39)The real problem omes with a osmologial term. In that ase Va has theform (4.3.9) and we then use the form (4.2.23) with g ! 12g for He� with thehoie F (a) = a2. ThenHe� = p6 _g Z da a�g � 6k + 2�a2��1=2= � 12p2� _gg1=2 �g(g � 6k) + 2�(HYM +HCS)�1=2 : (4:3:40)Let us now disuss an interesting di�erent gauge-�xing for the present ase. Weould very easily hoose the time so as to be onneted to the onformal salardegree of freedom, sine its Hamiltonian is a simple harmoni osillator.1715 This hoie has been reently disussed by Lemos (1996).16 The e�etive Hamiltonian does not depend on time if k=0. See Lemos (1996).17 This leads to ambiguities, already present in the lassial disussions of the Wheeler-DeWitt equation, about the self-adjointness of the quantum Hamiltonian HGR, and thedi�erential representation of the (now) operator p̂a. This hoie has been reentlyinvestigated by Lemos (1996).



4.3 FRW-like Universes Filled with Radiation and Matter Fields 93Let us write the gauge-�xing ondition asF � p� � � tg ts = 0 ; ts � t : (4:3:41)Again this is a onformal time gauge, u(ts) = 1. With this hoie of time theShr�odinger equation takes the formi ��ts (a; �; ts) = �HYM �HGR� (a; �; ts) : (4:3:42)The gauge identity (4.3.41) onnets the time to a physially unlear entity asthe onformal salar �eld. However, this form is suited to disuss orrelationbetween a and �. We will see that we may draw some onsequenes in agreementwith the orrespondene priniple. Sine ts is physially not well-de�ned, let usdiret attention to stationary states. With (a; �; ts) = e�iEts�(a; �) ; (4:3:43)we obtain the stationary Shr�odinger equation�HYM �HGR��(a; �) = E�(a; �) : (4:3:44)This equation is similar to the Wheeler-DeWitt equation for pure gravity oupledto the Yang-Mills �eld (see Cavagli�a and de Alfaro, 1994; Bertolami and Mour~ao,1991), the di�erene being the presene of the term E�. The separability of theequation is the quantum form of the request that the density sales like a�4. Letus write �(a; �) = �(a)�(�) : (4:3:45)The equation for the Yang-Mills wave funtion is13�12p2� + V�(�)��(�) = EYM �(�) : (4:3:46)For the gravitational degree of freedom, again in the ase of a losed universe wehave 112�12p2a + Va(a) ��n(a) = Egn�n(a) : (4:3:47)The gravitational degree of freedom is a harmoni osillator. So we set the bound-ary ondition at a ! 1 by asking the square integrability of the wave funtion(for this suggestion see e.g. Cavagli�a and de Alfaro, 1994; Conradi and Zeh,1991; Kung, 1993). About the ondition at a = 0, if we ask that � ! 0, thenpa = �id=da is formally Hermitian and HGR is self-adjoint. Let us aept for themoment these boundary onditions. Then the spetrum is given by the odd partof a harmoni osillator (ng odd) Egn = 12 + ng (4:3:48)



94 Minisuperspaes in Quantum Cosmology: Early Universeand the wave funtions are the harmoni osillator ones (Cavagli�a and de Alfaro,1994). The eigenvalues of the two degrees of freedom are onneted byEgn = EYMn � E : (4:3:49)Let us now onsider the orrespondene priniple with the lassial gravitationalmotion for large osillator quantum numbers ng in the gauge u(ts) = 1 (Cavagli�aand de Alfaro, 1994). We interpret of ourse, as we are led by the Shr�odingerequation, j j2 as the probability density for the value a for the sale fator, tobe ompared through the orrespondene priniple to the lassial probabilitydensity in the onformal time gauge distribution of the physial quantity a foran ensemble of trajetories. Now this is inversely proportional to the speed of ain that time gauge. Thus (probability not normalised)Pl(t) = 1da=dt : (4:3:50)From the lassial equation of motion (4.3.34) we have in the onformal timegauge Pl(t) = 1pa2M � a2 : (4:3:51)Now for the harmoni osillator�av j n(a)j2 ! 1pa2M � a2 : (4:3:52)So from the boundary onditions hosen it follows that the orrespondene prin-iple works properly in the onformal gauge N = a as noted by Cavagli�a and deAlfaro (1994).The extension of the disussion of the orrespondene priniple to the ase ofa universe with a osmologial term an be arried out along the same lines.To onlude this setion, let us explore briey the ase of gravity minimallyoupled to a salar �eld �. Its ation isSMS = Z d4xp�g�12������� V (�)� ; (4:3:53)and the omplete spae density ation in minisuperspae redues toS = Z dt fpa _a+ p� _��HEg ; (4:3:54)where the extended Hamiltonian isHE � u(HMS �HGR) ; HMS = �12 p2�a2 + a4V (�)� : (4:3:55)



4.4 String Cosmology 95Let us put, for simpliity, V (�) = 0 and onsider a losed universe k = 1. Notethat analogous results hold for the at ase k = 0.18 Using the linear gauge-�xingF � pa � 12a sinh (tms=p3) = 0 ; tms � t ; (4:3:56)we obtain the e�etive HamiltonianHe� = �p� : (4:3:57)We are essentially in the onformal gauge, indeed from (4.3.56) we haveu = 12p3 osh (tms=p3) : (4:3:58)Then the Shr�odinger equation is� ��tms � ���� = 0 ; (4:3:59)whih has the general solution  = f(�� tms) : (4:3:60)The orrespondene priniple works orretly also in this ase. To see this, weneed the lassial equations of motion in the gauge (4.3.56). The Friedmannequation is now a2 _a2N2 + a2 = 112a2K2� : (4:3:61)Substituting (4.3.58), we easily �nda = �K2�12 �1=4 1qosh (tms=p3) : (4:3:62)Note that (4.3.62) agrees with the gauge ondition (4.3.56). From the equationfor � _� = Na3K� ; (4:3:63)using (4.3.58) and (4.3.62) we obtain _� = �1, i.e. � = �tms. This result agreeswith the quantum solution (4.3.60). Indeed, let us onsider a wave paket of theform  = Ae�(��tms)2=2� ; (4:3:64)18 This ase orresponds indeed to the low-energy e�etive string model with �=0 andwill be disussed in detail in set. [4.5℄.



96 Minisuperspaes in Quantum Cosmology: Early Universewhere A and � are two onstants. Clearly, (4.3.64) represents a quantum loalizeduniverse whose maximum probability follows the lassial trajetory < � >=�tms.4.4 String Cosmology.String theory is at the moment one of the best andidates for the ultimate theoryof gravity. The possibility that the short-distane modi�ations of general relativ-ity due to string theory be ruial in order to understand long-standing problemsof quantum gravity { as the nature of the initial singularity { has stimulated theinvestigation of string osmologial models during the last years. In partiularritial and non-ritial string osmologial solutions have been disovered andanalysed in detail (see Cadoni and Cavagli�a, 1995a and referenes therein). Thetypial feature of these solutions is the sale-fator duality (target-spae duality)that is at the basis of the alternative piture of the birth of the universe proposedin the early 90's by Gasperini and Veneziano (1992).19In the ustomary standard model for the thermal history of the universe, allphysial quantities as urvature, energy density, temperature, inrease monoton-ially going bakward in time and beome in�nite at a given time in the past(initial singularity or big bang). We have already remarked that this fat is usu-ally interpreted as a failure of general relativity. Symmetries of string theoryprovide an alternative piture. In this framework the birth of the universe oin-ides with the transition between a pre-big bang aelerated phase and the usualpost-big bang deelerated phase, traed by a maximum value of the urvature (seeGasperini and Veneziano, 1992, 1993). Let us see this point in detail.Our starting point is the low-energy e�etive ation for string theory in D-dimensions S = 12�2s ZV dDxp�ge�2� (R+ 4������� 2�) ; (4:4:1)where � > 0 is the osmologial onstant20 and �s is the fundamental string-lenght parameter.The main argument supporting the pre-big bang piture is the property of theation (4.4.1) to be invariant under the disrete transformationai ! a�1i ; �! �� ln ai ; (4:4:2)where ai are the sale fators of the diagonal, not neessarily isotropi, D-dimen-sional spatially at metri21ds2 = �dt2 + a2i (t)dxidxi : (4:4:3)19 We have already met the sale-fator duality in hapt. 3, see eq. (3.3.17).20 �=0 if the dimension of the spaetime is ritial.21 This transformation an be generalised in several ways. In partiular it an beextended to inlude non-diagonal line elements. In this ase the transformation mixesthe omponents of the metri and the omponents of the antisymmetri tensor (seeGasperini et al., 1996).



4.4 String Cosmology 97The disrete symmetry (4.4.2) implies that for any solution with dereasing salarurvature, there exists a solution with inreasing salar urvature. By the sametransformation the Hubble parameter hanges sign, so an expanding solution ismapped in a ontrating one and vieversa. Further, sine the solutions with de-reasing monotoni behaviour of the salar urvature are de�ned on a half line inthe time parameter22 one an reverse the sign of t when performing the disretetransformation (4.4.2). The �nal result is that we an assoiate to any given deel-erated and monotonially dereasing salar urvature solution an aelerated andmonotonially inreasing salar urvature solution through the transformationa(t)! a�1(�t) : (4:4:4)Note that the presene of the dilaton is essential. Indeed, in the ase of vanishingdilaton (4.4.4) redues to the trivial time reversal transformationa(t)! a(�t) : (4:4:5)In this ase the duality symmetry is alled \broken".In this framework the initial singularity an be avoided by a transition, att = 0, between the two regimes onneted by the transformation (4.4.4) (grae-ful exit). In this ase string osmology desribes the formation of a FRW-likeuniverse with essentially the present harateristis as evolving from the stringperturbative vauum.At the lassial level the transition from the aelerated phase to the deel-erated one an be obtained if one �nds an exat solution joining smoothly thetwo regimes. However, a smooth transition requires at least the introdutionof seond-order terms in the low-energy ation.23 A seond possibility is givenby the hypotesis of a tunnelling in the quantum osmologial regime. This ap-proah to the problem has been reently proposed by Gasperini and Veneziano(1996). The idea is very simple. In the ustomary quantum gravity approahto the origin of the universe (see for instane Vilenkin, 1995), use is made ofthe Wheeler-DeWitt equation whose solutions with appropriate boundary on-ditions desribe the tunnelling from nothing.24 In string osmology the birth ofthe universe is desribed by a transition from an initial pre-big bang phase tothe present one. So in the quantum piture the analogous of the string transitionproess is represented by a sattering and reetion of the Wheeler-DeWitt wavefuntion in superspae (Gasperini and Veneziano, 1996; Gasperini et al., 1996).One an imagine that the transition between the pre-big bang and the post-bigbang regimes be forbidden by a sort of potential barrier. However, quantum me-hanially one expets a small, but not vanishing, probability of transition. The22 I.e., by a suitable hoie of the initial onditions, for t>0.23 For the proof, see Kaloper et al. (1995).24 See set. [4.1℄.



98 Minisuperspaes in Quantum Cosmology: Early Universealulation of this probability needs of ourse the building up of a mathematiallyself-onsistent quantum model, together with the determination of an univoaltime parameter and the Hilbert spae (Cavagli�a and de Alfaro, 1996b). Thisprogramme will be the subjet of the next setion.4.5 Birth of the Universe as Wave Funtion Reetion.Let us start from the four-dimensional version of the ation (4.4.1) and the usualFRW line element ansatz (4.3.3). Aordingly the dilaton �eld is assumed todepend only on time. De�ning = ln a; ' = �� 32 ln a ; (4:5:1)(' is usually alled the shifted dilaton �eld { see Gasperini et al, 1996) and usingthe Lagrange multiplier u = N e2' ; (4:5:2)the ation (4.4.1) beomes25S = V2�2s Z dt �3 _2u � 4 _'2u + ue�4' �6ke�2 � 2��� ; (4:5:3)where V is the spatial volume element with a = 1 and dots represent di�erenti-ation with respet to t. In the following we will set V=2�2s = 1. The anonialform of the ation (4.5.3) isS = Z dt f _p + _'p' �HEg ; (4:5:4)where p = 6 _u ; p' = �8 _'u ; (4:5:5)are respetively the onjugate momenta of  and ', andHE � uH = u"p212 � p2'16 + 2�e�4' � 6ke�2# ; (4:5:6)is the extended Hamiltonian. From now on, sine the string osmologial piturerequires a spatially at manifold, we shall set k = 0.4.5.a Critial Dimension Case.Let us disuss �rst the ase of null osmologial onstant, orresponding to astring with ritial dimensions (Veneziano, 1991; Gasperini and Veneziano, 1993).25 As usual we have integrated on surfaes at onstant time and negleted inessentialsurfae terms.



4.5 Birth of the Universe as Wave Funtion Reetion 99In this ase the idea of wave reetion annot be implemented beause the solu-tions are free waves. However, it is interesting to investigate this model sine allthe ingredients for the disussion of the wave funtion reetion are already on-tained in it. In this ase the extended Hamiltonian orresponds to the D'Alembertone HE � uH = u"p212 � p2'16# : (4:5:7)The �nite gauge transformation (2.2.5) an be integrated expliitly (Cavagli�a andde Alfaro, 1996b). The result is = 0 + p6 � ; (4.5.8a)p = onstant ; (4.5.8b)' = �p'8 � ; (4.5.8)p' = onstant ; (4.5.8d)� = Z tt0 u(t0) dt0 ; u(t0) > 0 : (4.5.8e)where 0, p , and p' are gauge-invariant quantities.Let us disuss briey the solution (4.5.8) and onnet the Gasperini-Veneziano(1996) parameter tGV to the parameter � . The two parameters are related bydtGV = e�2'd� ; (4:5:9)that is p'tGV = 4ep'�=4 : (4:5:10)From (4.5.10) we see that the sign of tGV is related to the sign of p'. This willbe relevant to identify the pre-big bang and the post-big-bang branhes. Using(4.5.10) in (4.5.8a) and realling (4.5.1) the solution for the sale fator a in theGasperini-Veneziano time readsa = a0(�tGV)2p=3p' ; (4:5:11)where a0 is a onstant and tGV > 0 for p' > 0 and tGV < 0 for p' < 0.From (4.5.11) we see that the post-big bang regime (tGV > 0 and expandingsale fator) and the pre-big bang regime (tGV < 0 and ontrating sale fator)require p > 0. Thus the post-big bang phase is identi�ed by p > 0 and p' > 0;the pre-big bang phase by p > 0 and p' < 0. Finally, setting the onstraint tozero, we obtain the on-gauge shell solution of Gasperini et al. (1996).We may de�ne new variables similarly to those de�ned for the relativisti freemassive partile of set. [2.4℄ (ation-angle variables)� = 6 p ; (4.5.12a)p� = 112p2 ; (4.5.12b)



100 Minisuperspaes in Quantum Cosmology: Early Universethat will be used later. The Poisson braket of � and p� is obviously��; p��P = 1 : (4:5:13)Thus f'; p'; �; p�g form a omplete set of anonially onjugate variables. Notethat p' and p� are gauge-invariant quantities and � tranforms by the gauge tran-formation (4.5.8) as � ! �� = � + � : (4:5:14)This is the reason for the interest in �. Eq. (4.5.14) suggests that � is a propervariable to �x the gauge and obtain an unitary evolution in the gauge-�xed spae.We all the set f'; p'; �; p�g hybrid variables beause they are not the maximalgauge-invariant hoie of anonial oordinates. Indeed we an identify the Shan-mugadhasan variables (see set. [2.3℄)x = '+ 34 p p' ; (4.5.15a)px � p' ; (4.5.15b)y � � = 6 p ; (4.5.15)py � H = 112p2 � 116p2' ; (4.5.15d)whih is a set of anonially onjugate variables.The variables x and px are gauge-invariant and thus generate rigid invarianetransformations. Of ourse the meaning of gauge invariant variables is transpar-ent in the ase of x: it is the initial value of '. These variables and the funtionsf(x; px) are the observables: \The set of the observables is isomorphi to the setof funtions of the initial data" (Teitelboim, 1991).For sake of ompleneness, we write the generating funtion of the anonialtransformation f; p;'; p'g ! fx; px; y; pyg:F = �32y + 4y ('� x)2 : (4:5:16)Eah set, f'; p'; �; p�g or fx; px; y; pyg, an be used in the quantisation pro-gramme and leads to idential results, both in the Dira method and in theredued method. Let us �rst quantise in the hybrid variables.264.5.aa Quantisation in Hybrid Variables.Let us start by the Dira method. Wave funtions are solutions of the Whee-ler-DeWitt equation. Hene, the gauge has to be �xed in the salar produt ofsolutions of the Wheeler-DeWitt equation.26 Note that the Hamiltonian (4.5.7) is essentially symmetri for f;pg$f';p'g. Soboth in the lassial and quantum treatments one an exhange the f';p'g degree offreedom with the f;pg one.



4.5 Birth of the Universe as Wave Funtion Reetion 101The �rst problem is the hoie of variables and measure in (2.3.6). We requirethe measure to be gauge-invariant and invariant with respet to the rigid sym-metries of the system. The hoie d[�℄ = dp'dp� is gauge-invariant and invariantunder rigid transformations generated by p' and p�, however it is not suitablefor �xing the gauge. The suitable measure isd[�℄ = dp'd� ; (4:5:17)whih is gauge-invariant and invariant under rigid transformations generated byp' and p�. The use of � in the measure allows to enfore the gauge �xing proe-dure.In this representation f�; p'g are di�erential operators. We havep̂� ! �i�� ; '̂! i�p' ; �̂ ! � ; p̂' ! p' : (4:5:18)Thus the Wheeler-DeWitt equation is��i�� � 116p2'�	(�; p') = 0 : (4:5:19)The solutions of (4.5.19) that are eigenstates of p̂' with eigenvalues �k, k > 0are 	�k(p'; �) = C(k)Æ(p' � k)eik2�=16 : (4:5:20)Now we have to �x the gauge. There is a lass of viable gauges for whih thereare no Gribov opies and the Faddeev-Popov determinant �FP is invariant undergauge transformations (for the proof, see hapt. 5). Let us simply hoose � astime, i.e. take F (�; p') � � � t = 0 (4:5:21)(t is the gauge-�xed time parameter); then �FP = 1. This gauge is unique and�nally the gauge-�xed salar produt is(	2;	1) = Z dp'	�2(p'; t)	1(p'; t) ; (4:5:22)of ourse a positive-de�nite Hilbert spae.The gauge-�xed funtions in the representation f'; � = tg read	�k('; t) = 1p2�e�ik'+ik2t=16 : (4:5:23)They are obviously orthonormal in the Fourier-transformed gauge-�xed measured'.



102 Minisuperspaes in Quantum Cosmology: Early UniverseLet us disuss now the redued method. We impose the gauge identity F �� � t = 0 that gives the e�etive HamiltonianHe� = � 116p2' : (4:5:24)The gauge identity implies u = 1 sine from the de�nition of � and the lassialgeneral solution of the gauge equations it follows � = �+onst:. The Shr�odingerequation is i��t (�; p') = � 116 p̂2' (�; p') : (4:5:25)The stationary eigenfuntions of p̂' oinide with (4.5.23) and are orthonormal inthe redued spae measure. This proves the equivalene of the two quantisationproedures.4.5.ab Quantisation in Shanmugadhasan Variables.We an quantise the system also in the Shanmugadhasan representation. Per-forming the anonial transformation to the new variables the ation beomesS = Z dtf _xpx + _ypy � upyg : (4:5:26)Let us �rst quantise the system by the Dira method. The �rst step is again thedetermination of the measure in the inner produt (2.3.6). The requirement ofinvariane of the measure under the rigid transformations generated by px or xand the gauge transformation generated by py selets d[�℄ = dxdy (equivalentlyd[�℄ = dpxdy), where �1 < x; y; px <1. The measure d[�℄ = dpxdpy annot behosen sine the gauge �xing funtion must ontain y. So, onsider the measured[�℄ = dxdy: the onjugate variables px and py are represented asp̂x ! �i�x ; p̂y ! �i�y ; x̂! x ; ŷ ! y ; (4:5:27)and the Wheeler-DeWitt equation beomes�i�y	(x; y) = 0 : (4:5:28)The solutions of (4.5.28) that are eigenfuntions of p̂x with eigenvalues �k, k > 0are 	�k(x) = C(k)e�ikx : (4:5:29)Now we introdue the gauge �xing. The onvenient gauge isF (x; y) � y � t = 0 : (4:5:30)Obviously this gauge is unique and �FP = 1. The wave funtions (4.5.29) are ofourse orthonormal (hoosing C(k) = (2�)�1=2) in the inner produt so de�ned.



4.5 Birth of the Universe as Wave Funtion Reetion 103Let us now quantise the system by the alternative method of reduing �rstthe phase spae by a anonial identity. Again the gauge �xing ondition is F �y�t = 0 whih determines the Lagrange multiplier as u = 1. Using the onstraintH = 0 and the gauge �xing ondition, the e�etive Hamiltonian on the gaugeshell beomes He� = �py = 0. The Shr�odinger equation in the redued spaejust tells that the gauge-�xed wave funtions do not depend on y. Diagonalizingp̂x we obtain again the wave funtions (4.5.29). The two quantisation methodsgive idential gauge-�xed positive-norm Hilbert spaes.We have seen that the quantisation of the system an be suessfully ompletedboth in hybrid and Shanmugadhasan variables. The two quantisation proeduresare equivalent. Further, the sets of physial wave funtions (4.5.23) and (4.5.29)oinide when represented in the same variables. Let us disuss this point.In order to relate the two representations (4.5.18) and (4.5.27) we need thegenerating funtion F of the anonial transformation between the Shanmuga-dhasan and the hybrid variables:F('; �; px; py) = 'px + �py + 116�p2x : (4:5:31)The relation between the wave funtions in the two representations is given by	(�; ') = Z dpxdpy eiF(';�;px;py)	(px; py) : (4:5:32)Substituting in (4.5.32) the Fourier transform of the wave funtion (4.5.29)	�k(px; py) = Æ(px � k)Æ(py) ; (4:5:33)it is straightforward to obtain (4.5.23). This proves the equivalene betweenhybrid and Shanmugadhasan representations.In the Shanmugadhasan representation the redued Hamiltonian oinideswith the original H and vanishes. The reason is that after the time gauge �xingwe are left with gauge-invariant variables; hene, inner produts and matrix ele-ments are purely algebrai relations beause all operators are built from lassialonstant of the motion. The wave funtions ontain one less variable beausethere is no dependene on the gauge-�xed time.On the ontrary, the gauge-�xed wave funtions for hybrid variables evolvewith time, and the redued Hamiltonian does not vanish, so these variables seemto ontain more physis. However, the physial ontent is the same. The timedependene expresses the fat that the hybrid observables are funtions of timeand gauge-invariant quantities.Let us now disuss how one an implement in this framework the idea oftransition between the pre-big bang and the post-big bang phases by sattering



104 Minisuperspaes in Quantum Cosmology: Early Universeand reetion of the wave funtions. We have said before that we annot ompletethe proedure in the present ase beause the solutions are free waves. However,all ingredients are already present in the model, so it is useful to give a loser lookat it. The �rst step is the identi�ation of the wave funtions orresponding tothe pre-big bang and post-big-bang regimes. This an be performed realling thatthe lassial solutions orresponding to these two regimes are identi�ed by thesign of the anonial momentum p'. Hene, the wave funtions orresponding tothe pre-big bang and post-big bang regimes are the right and left moving wavesin (4.5.23) or (4.5.29) respetively. The transition between the two regimes isobtained by a reetion of wave funtions (4.5.23) or (4.5.29). Obviously there isno reetion in absene of a potential (in the Wheeler-DeWitt equation).4.5.b Non-ritial Dimension Case.Let us onsider now the ase of non-vanishing osmologial onstant and disussthe mehanism of wave reetion. In this ase a potential is present in theWheeler-DeWitt equation and the reetion mehanism is possible (Gasperinie Veneziano, 1996; Gasperini et al., 1996). The extended Hamiltonian isHE � uH = u"p212 � p2'16 + 2�e�4'# : (4:5:34)Again the gauge equations generated byH are integrable (Cavagli�a and de Alfaro,1996b). We have  = 0 + p6 � ; (4.5.35a)p = onstant ; (4.5.35b)e2' = �p2�! sinh(!�) ; (4.5.35)p' = �4! oth(!�) ; (4.5.35d)� = Z tt0 u(t0) dt0 ; u(t0) > 0 ; (4.5.35e)where ! = �rp2'16 � 2�e�4' : (4:5:36)In (4.5.35) the two signs orrespond � > 0 and � < 0 respetively. 0, p and !are gauge-invariant quantities. On the onstraint H = 0, p = �p12j!j. Againthe hoie of positive p orresponds to a pre-big bang aelerated ontrationfor � > 0 and a post-big bang deelerating expansion for � < 0.Note that  and p transform very simply for the gauge transformation; for-mulae (4.5.8a,b) hold. Again let us onnet the Gasperini-Veneziano parametertGV to the parameter � . The relation between the two parameters issinh(j!j�) sinh(tGV2p�) = �1 : (4:5:37)



4.5 Birth of the Universe as Wave Funtion Reetion 105The use of � is suggested by the simpliity of eqs. (4.5.35) with the hoie (4.5.2)of the Lagrange multiplier. From these equations it is easy to obtain the on-gaugeshell solution of Gasperini and Veneziano (1996)� pre-big bang regime, tGV < 0:a = a0 "tanh � tGVp�p2 !#�1=p3 ;2('� '0) = � ln hsinh��tGVp2��i ; (4.5.38a)� post-big bang regime, tGV > 0:a = a0 "tanh tGVp�p2 !#1=p3 ;2('� '0) = � ln hsinh�tGVp2��i : (4.5.38b)
Analogously to the D'Alembert ase, we an de�ne hybrid and Shanmugadha-san variables. The hybrid variables are those de�ned in (4.5.12) for the ritialdimension ase. The Shanmugadhasan anonial set isw � ! ; (4.5.39a)pw = �12! p � 2 arth �4!p'� ; (4.5.39b)z � � = 6 p ; (4.5.39)pz � H = 112p2 � 116p2' + 2�e�4' : (4.5.39d)All variables are gauge-invariant exept z (Æz = �); w and pw generate rigidsymmetry transformations. Let us now quantise the system.4.5.ba Quantisation in Shanmugadhasan Variables.Performing the anonial transformation to the Shanmugadhasan variables theation beomes S = Z dtf _wpw + _zpz � upzg : (4:5:40)Let us quantise �rst the system by the Dira method. The requirement of invari-ane of the measure under both the rigid transformations generated by w or pwand the gauge transformation generated by pz selets the measures d[�℄ = dwdz



106 Minisuperspaes in Quantum Cosmology: Early Universeor equivalently d[�℄ = dpwdz, where �1 < w; z; pw <1. Choosing for instanethe �rst one, we have the representationp̂w ! �i�w ; p̂z ! �i�z ; ŵ ! w ; ẑ ! z : (4:5:41)The Wheeler-DeWitt equation beomes�i�z	(w; z) = 0 : (4:5:42)The solutions of (4.5.42) that are eigenfuntions of ŵ with eigenvalues �k, k > 0are 	�k(w) = C(k)Æ(w � k) : (4:5:43)The gauge an be �xed as F (w; z) � z � t = 0 : (4:5:44)(t is thus the gauge-�xed time). Finally, the salar produt is(	2;	1) = Z dw	�2(w)	1(w) : (4:5:45)Choosing C(k) = 1, the eigenfuntions (4.5.43) are orthonormal in the gauge-�xed measure.Let us now quantise the system by the redued method. Again the gauge �xingondition is (4.5.44). Analogously to the ase � = 0, this hoie determines theLagrange multiplier as u = 1. Using the onstraint H = 0 and the gauge �xingondition, the e�etive Hamiltonian on the gauge shell beomes He� = �pz = 0(typial of the Shanmugadhasan hoie of oordinates). The wave funtions donot depend on z and all matrix elements are of purely algebrai nature. Diag-onalizing ŵ we obtain again the wave funtions (4.5.43) in the redued Hilbertspae. As in the D'Alembert ase, this proves the equivalene of the Dira andredued quantisation methods in the representation used.4.5.bb Quantisation in Hybrid Variables.Let us start using the Dira method. Analogously to the ase of set. [4.5aa℄we have to hoose the representation and establish the measure. Quite similarly,the right measure is (4.5.17). In this ase it is better to work in the Fourier-transformed spae, so d[�℄ = d'd� : (4:5:46)Note that (4.5.46) is not gauge-invariant nor invariant under rigid transforma-tions. However, it is related to (4.5.17) by a Fourier transformation.In the representation f�; 'g the onjugate variables to � and ' are di�erentialoperators. We havep̂� ! �i�� ; p̂' ! �i�' ; �̂ ! � ; '̂! ' : (4:5:47)



4.5 Birth of the Universe as Wave Funtion Reetion 107The Wheeler-DeWitt equation is��i�� + 116�2' + 2�e�4'�	(�; ') = 0 : (4:5:48)The solutions of (4.5.48) that are eigenstates of !̂ with eigenvalues �k, k > 0 areof the form 	�k('; �) = A�(k)Z�2ik �2p2�e�2'� eik2� ; (4:5:49)where Z is a generi linear ombination of Bessel funtions. By applying to thisase similar onsiderations as in the D'Alembert ase (see also Gasperini andVeneziano, 1996; Gasperini et al., 1996) one sees that the hoies	(�)k ('; �) = A(k)J�2ikeik2� (4:5:50)represent the Wheeler-DeWitt wave funtions orresponding to the post-big bangand the pre-big bang phases respetively.Now, in order to de�ne the inner produt we must �x the gauge. Imposingthe identity F � � � t = 0 we have(	2;	1) = Z d'	�2('; t)	1('; t) = Z dzz 	�2(z; t)	1(z; t) : (4:5:51)where z = 2p2�e2'. Note that the hoie  = t does not yield a positive-de�nitenorm.The two sets of real orthonormal funtions in the gauge-�xed measure (4.5.51)are (Cavagli�a, de Alfaro, and Filippov, 1996)�(1)�k(z; t) =sk osh(�k)2 sinh(�k) he��kH(1)�2ik(z) + e�kH(2)�2ik(z)i eik2t ; (4.5.52a)�(2)�k(z; t) = isk sinh(�k)2 osh(�k) he��kH(1)�2ik(z)� e�kH(2)�2ik(z)i eik2t :(4.5.52b)Let us disuss now the redued method. The gauge F � � � t = 0 gives thee�etive Hamiltonian He� = �w2 = �p2'16 + 2�e�2' ; (4:5:53)and the Shr�odinger equation oinides with (4.5.48). The stationary Shr�odingerequation reads � 116�2' + �e�4'� (') = E (') ; E < 0 : (4:5:54)



108 Minisuperspaes in Quantum Cosmology: Early UniverseThe solutions of eq. (4.5.54) are those of eq. (4.5.48) where k = p�E. They anbe hosen orthonormal as in (4.5.52).Having the Hilbert spae, we an ompute the probability of transition fromthe pre-big bang regime to the post-big bang regime. The probability amplitudeoinides with that found by Gasperini and Veneziano (1996)27Rk = j (�)k (�1; t)jj (+)k (�1; t)j = e�2�k ; (4:5:55)where  (�)k are the gauge-�xed wave funtions orresponding to (4.5.50). Finally,by realling the de�nition of k and (4.5.1) we an obtain the transition probabilityfor a three-dimensional portion of spae with a given initial proper volume att! �1 (for details and the disussion see Gasperini and Veneziano, 1996).4.6 Beyond Minisuperspaes: Third Quantisation.In this hapter we have seen how quantum osmologial models an be suessfullyused to investigate the very early universe. The mathematial framework in whihthis investigation has been ompleted is given by the theory of �nite-dimensionalonstrained systems. Our treatment follows thus the lines of analytial mehanis.We have onsidered the lassial minisuperspae Lagrangian at its fae valueand have implemented the proedure of gauge �xing in the anonial shemealong the lines traed in hapt. 2. The redution of the model to the physialdegrees of freedom is the �rst step in order to obtain the Hilbert spae. Thus theinterpretation of wave funtions is the usual one and quantum mehanial e�etsan be disussed. Note that this proedure amounts to a de�nition of time interms of anonial oordinates.The hoie of the gauge is in general a �ne art and there is no a priori rule.Within this (well-de�ned) approah we an solve problems about whih muh hasbeen written: absene of time, absene of onserved urrent, hoie of boundaryonditions, interpretation of the Wheeler-DeWitt wave funtion and normalisa-tion, and so on. Further, we have lari�ed the essential role of �xing the gauge (inboth approahes to quantisation) in order to de�ne a positive norm Hilbert spae.We have systematially studied a wide lass of gauge-�xings and shown that bya lever hoie of the gauge the problem may be signi�antly simpli�ed and om-pletely solved. Finally, using maximal gauge-invariant anonial representationswe have been able to prove that for integrable or partially integrable systemsthere exists gauge �xings leading to time-independent e�etive Hamiltonians.27 Gasperini and Veneziano do not have a Hilbert spae struture nor an univoalhoie of the time parameter. The proedure illustrated in this setion allows to reovertheir result in a matematially self-onsistent framework.



4.6 Beyond Minisuperspaes: Third Quantisation 109Of ourse several problems remain to be solved. In partiular, our proedureis stritly related to the form of the Hamiltonian. So, the de�nition of time anbe unstable with respet to hanges of the model. Muh work must be done, butthis is the right diretion for further investigations.Another possibility is to investigate quantum osmologial models from thepoint of view of a quantum �eld theory (see for instane Ghoroku, 1991; Giddingsand Strominger, 1989). We have already noted the similarity of minisuperspaeosmologial models to the relativisti free massive partile of set. [2.4℄. It is well-known that the Klein-Gordon Lagrangian an be intepreted as a quantised �eld.Thus one an build by analogy a theory of \third quantised universes". In thisframework proesses like hanges of topology and interations between universeshave been proposed to solve the osmologial onstant problem (Coleman, 1988).Let us onlude this hapter disussing briey a toy model desribing interatinguniverses. This model may illustrate how possible third quantisation e�ets mayplay a major role on the osmologial onstant problem.The Wheeler-DeWitt equation is essentially a Klein-Gordon equation in su-perspae. Let us assume that a omplete set of solutions do exist and label thisset by an index n. To disuss interations between universes, we assume theexistene of a �eld theory on superspae whose free �eld equation is given bythe Wheeler-DeWitt equation. We form linear ombinations of the reation anddestrution operators of universes y and 	(h) =Xn 	n(h)n ;	y(h) =Xn 	yn(h)yn ; (4:6:1)where h represents the three-dimensional metri of the manifold mapping thesuperspae. 	 and 	y are �eld operators in the abstrat oupation numberHilbert spae and the operators n, yn satisfy the boson ommutation relations(universes are bosons). The kineti term of the �eld theory ation takes the form(Ghoroku, 1991; Giddings and Strominger, 1989)S = �12 Z Dh	yH	 : (4:6:2)It is not diÆult to onvine oneself that the interations between universes mod-ify the Wheeler-DeWitt equation (tree level) with a potential term (Giddings andStrominger, 1989): H	 = �dV [	℄d	 : (4:6:3)The idea is that an observer in a given universe ould interpret the potential termas an e�etive potential term in the Wheeler-DeWitt equation of the universewhere he lives, for instane a osmologial onstant. Let us onsider for simpliity



110 Minisuperspaes in Quantum Cosmology: Early Universethe model of a FRW losed universe �lled with the onformal salar �eld ofset. [4.3℄. Using the latter to identify time, the positive and negative frequenysolutions of the Wheeler-DeWitt equation read28	(�)n = �n(a)e�iEnts ; (4:6:4)where �n is the n-th harmoni osillator wave funtion that is the solution of theequation HGR�n(a) = En�n(a) ; En > 0 : (4:6:5)The energy En is related to the energy density of the matter �eld. The wavefuntions (4.6.4) represent quantum losed spherially symmetri universes whosedimensions depend on the quantum number n. For instane, a universe with thepresent harateristis is desribed by n � 10120. However, a typial solution(4.6.4) has small quantum numbers, i.e. dimensions of order of the Plank length.This is the quantum analogue to the atness-oldness problem in lassial generalrelativity. The onformal salar �eld is a pure radiation �eld and its Lagrangiandoes not ontain interation terms produing ination.Suppose now the existene of a foam of baby universes (4.6.4) and a two-bodyinteration v(a; a0) between universes in the minisuperspae (Cavagli�a, 1994).In the Hartree-Fok approximation (see for instane Fetter and Waleka, 1971)eq. (4.6.5) is substituted by �He� + VH�~�n = ~En ~�n ; (4:6:6)where VH is the Hartree-Fok potentialVH = Z da0Xl ~�2l (a0)v(a; a0) : (4:6:7)In partiular if we onsider N � 1 universes in the foam ground state (n = 0)and one universe in an exited state with a small quantum number, the one-bodyequation for the exited universe beomes (v(a; a0) = �gv(a)Æ(a� a0), where g isa positive oupling onstant O(1))12�� d2da2 + a2 � 2g(N � 1)v(a)~�20�~�n = ~En ~�n : (4:6:8)Eq. (4.6.8) is the third-quantised modi�ation of eq. (4.6.5). As a toy model, letus disuss a potential of the form v(a) � exp(a2). In this ase eq. (4.6.6) simplify28 They orrespond respetively to having �xed the Lagrange multiplier equal to �1.Analogously to the Klein-Gordon ase, if we want to intepret the wave funtions asseond-quantised �elds we must onsider both negative and positive values of the La-grange multiplier, i.e. positive and negative energies. On the ontrary, in the �rstquantisation formalism the sign of the Lagrange multiplier must be �xed.



4.6 Beyond Minisuperspaes: Third Quantisation 111and an be ast in the form of a Shr�odinger equation for a harmoni osillator.The energy levels are �En � ~En + g(N � 1) = (n+ 1=2) : (4:6:9)In absene of interations, ~En = En, then 0 < ~En � g(N � 1) and we haven � g(N � 1) : (4:6:10)Therefore, supposing a suÆiently large number of interating universes, we seethat the solutions have neessarily large quantum numbers and (4.6.5) an a-tually desribe our (lassial) universe without introduing other �elds nor theosmologial onstant: the third quantisation mehanism depends only on thee�etive Shr�odinger equation. This result is of ourse stritly dependent on thepotential v(a) hosen. This problem an be overome by assuming a onden-sate of baby universes in the ground state (the foam) and alulating the vertexbetween an exited universe and the foam in the presene of an external poten-tial. The ondensate provides the \energy reservoir" to \inrease" the exiteduniverse. Further, the presene of the ondensate enhanes the baby-large uni-verse interations with respet to the large-large universe interations. With thisproedure, a wide lass of potentials produes results analogous to those of theHartree-Fok theory disussed previously.





5
Minisuperspaes in Blak HolePhysis: Quantum Blak Holes
In this hapter I shall deal with minisuperspae models desribing quantum blakholes. In the �rst hapter we have seen that the investigation of the blak holephysis at quantum level is very relevant for the \phenomenologial" quantumgravity programme. The Hamiltonian formalism is a fundamental key to ob-tain a quantum desription of blak holes. So reently a good deal of work hasbeen dediated to the anonial formulation of the spherially symmetri gravity(Kuha�r 1994; Kastrup and Thiemann, 1994; Lau, 1996). Kuha�r has ast thedynamis of primordial Shwarzshild blak holes in anonial formalism startingto disuss the quantisation proedure. A omplete bibliography that overs thehistory of the subjet is ontained in his paper (Kuha�r, 1994).The outline of the hapter is the following. In the next setion I shall brieypresent the two main motivations for studying a quantum formalism for blakholes, namely the problem of the origin of the blak hole entropy and the possi-bility of a deep onnetion between blak holes and wormholes. In set. [5.2℄ I shalldevelop a anonial approah to the study of the vauum spherially symmetrimetri starting from the usual Lagrangian formulation of the Einstein equations.I shall onsider a foliation in a single parameter �, thus the Lagrangian oordi-nates as funtions only of �. This leads to a struture of minisuperspae. Thetheory is endowed with a gauge invariane (reparametrisation in �) and a on-straint, as it happens for the quantum osmologial models investigated in theprevious hapter. I shall investigate the properties of the operators that generaterigid symmetries of the Hamiltonian, establish the form of the invariant measureunder rigid transformations, and determine the gauge �xed Hilbert spae of statesboth in the Dira-Wheeler-DeWitt and redued methods. Finally, I shall provethat the two quantisation methods lead to the same Hilbert spae for a suitablegauge �xing. Set. [5.3℄ is devoted to the generalisation of the model to stringtheory. I shall show that the presene of the dilaton �eld hanges ompletely thepiture. In the last setion I shall draw onlusions.



114 Minisuperspaes in Blak Hole Physis: Quantum Blak HolesThe ontent of this hapter is original work done by the author in ollabo-ration with Prof. Vittorio de Alfaro (Universit�a di Torino) and Prof. AlexandreT. Filippov (JINR, Dubna) (see Cavagli�a, de Alfaro, and Filippov, 1995d; 1996;Cavagli�a and de Alfaro, 1996a).5.1 Quantum Blak Holes: Why?.We have mentioned that a great amount of researh has been devoted to thede�nition of a self-onsistent anonial formulation of the spherially symmetrigravity and to its quantisation. The great interest in investigating quantumblak hole models is due to the hope that a self-onsistent quantum treatmentof the gravitational �eld ould explain the origin of the blak hole entropy (seefor instane Barvinsky, Frolov, and Zelnikov, 1995). So, in the last years theanonial formalism and the quantisation proedure for spherially symmetriblak holes have been widely investigated (Kuha�r, 1994; Kastrup and Thiemann,1994; Lau, 1996) also in minisuperspae approximation (M�ak�ela, 1996; Louko andM�ak�ela, 1996).Classially a non-rotating, unharged, spherially symmetri blak hole is om-pletely de�ned by its mass. We expet then that the Shwarzshild mass beomesa quantum observable in the quantum theory of blak holes. The possibility thatthe mass an take only disrete values has important onsequenes on the spe-trum properties of the Hawking radiation and an lead, at least in priniple, toobservational tests.1 Let us see briey this point.The area of a lassial Shwarzshild blak hole is expressed in terms of theShwarzshild mass by the relation2A = 16�G24 M2 : (5:1:1)If the mass of the blak hole takes only disrete values3 the Hawking radiationmust be emitted in multiples of a fundamental frequeny. From (5.1.1) we seethat the wavelenght of the Hawking radiation must be of the order of the radius ofthe blak hole horizon. Thus the radiation must di�er from the thermal spetrumand the di�erene an be in priniple deteted by experiments.To omplete this programme, the introdution of matter �elds ould be ofimportane in order to speify the physial degrees of freedom inaessible toobservation by an external observer, whose traing out ould explain the originof the blak hole entropy (see e.g. Barvinsky, Frolov, and Zelnikov, 1995, andreferenes therein). Finally, the fat that in lassial physis only positive masses1 See for instane Louko and M�akel�a (1996).2 We restore for a moment the Newton onstant G and the veloity of light .3 Or, better, \If the mass squared of the blak hole...". We will see in the next setionthat in minisuperspae approximation the di�erene is not trivial.



5.2 Quantisation of the Shwarzshild Blak Hole 115are present may be probably related to quantum gravity e�ets. It is then worth-wile to explore the role of the mass operator in the anonial formalism andquantisation. Perhaps some light ould ome.Finally, a stritly related problem that an be addressed in a quantum for-malism for blak holes is the onnetion with wormholes. What is the �nal stateof the blak hole evolution? The onjeture that the region inside the horizon ofa blak hole ould be onneted to a seond spaetime region through a worm-hole was proposed by Hawking (see for instane Hawking, 1992, and referenestherein). Already at the lassial level it is possible to speulate about the onne-tion between blak holes and wormholes (see for instane Shein and Aihelburg,1996). However, wormholes are essentially quantum objets (see hapt. 3), so itis natural to investigate this possibility in the quantum regime.In the next setion we will see how these issues appear in the quantum min-isuperspae formalism.5.2 Quantisation of the Shwarzshild Blak Hole.The �rst step towards the quantum desription of the Shwarzshild blak holein minisuperspae approximation is to express the Einstein equations as a anon-ial system in a �nite-dimensional phase spae. This an be done in a simplediret way by a foliation in a single parameter, analogously to what done forosmologial models.4Classially the general vauum spherially symmetri solution of the Einsteinequations is loally isometri to the Shwarzshild metri. Let us onsider thegeneral stati spherially symmetri line element (see for instane de Felie andClarke, 1990)ds2 = �A(r)dt2 +N(r)dr2 + 2F (r)dtdr+ B2(r)d
22 ; (5:2:1)where A, N , F , and B are real funtions of r. Usually, rede�ning the oordinatet and �xing B = r, (5.2.1) is ast in the formds2 = �A0(r)dt2 +N 0(r)dr2 + r2d
2 ; (5:2:2)where r is now the area oordinate sine the area of the two-sphere at r andt onstant is 4�r2. One is then left with two funtions A0(r) and N 0(r) thatan be determined by the Einstein equations. The line element (5.2.2) is the so-alled standard form of the general stati isotropi metri (5.2.1) (see for instaneWeinberg, 1972; de Felie and Clarke, 1990). From the above onsiderations weare led to hoose the ansatzds2 = �4a(�)d�2 + 4n(�)d�2 + 8f(�)d�d�+ b2(�)d
2 ; (5:2:3)4 A di�erent approah to quantisation of the Shwarzshild blak hole in minisuper-spae approximation has been reently disussed by M�akel�a (1996).



116 Minisuperspaes in Blak Hole Physis: Quantum Blak Holeswhere a, n, b, and f only depend on the oordinate �. The numerial fators arehosen for later onveniene in alulations.We allow in priniple for hanges of signs of the omponents of the metritensor but we require the signature to be Lorentzian over the whole manifold:for instane, if f = 0 an > 0. � an be a timelike oordinate and � spaelikeover part of the manifold, so it is a matter of preferene to de�ne a priori � or �as the timelike variable. Hene, we develop a formal anonial struture in � inwhih the �-super Hamiltonian H is a generator of gauge anonial transforma-tions that orrespond to reparametrisations of the � oordinate in the Lagrangianformulation.5 Note that the line element (5.2.3) orresponds essentially to use aGaussian normal system of oordinates with respet to the three-surfae (�; �; �),i.e. to perform the 3+1 sliing of set. [2.5℄ with respet to the � oordinate. Thevariable 2pjnj plays essentially the role of the ADM lapse funtion (Arnowitt,Deser, and Misner, 1962) with respet to the �-sliing and it is just a Lagrangemultiplier in the ation enforing the onstraint that generates reparametrisa-tions of �. Sine we must allow for negative values of n(�), we need a slightmodi�ation of the ADM formalism, similar to what has been done, for instaneontinuing from a Lorentzian to an Eulidean signature (see e.g. Martin, 1994).Finally, let us stress that the line element (5.2.3) does not over the maximalextension of spaetime sine it desribes only a half of the Kruskal-Szekeres planeand pure �-oordinate transformations do not lead to a omplete overing of theKruskal-Szekeres manifold starting from the metri (5.2.3). In spite of this, theanalysis of reparametrisations from this point of view may lead to interestingonsequenes.Sine the metri tensor in (5.2.3) does not depend on �, no �-di�erentiationappears in the expression of the ation; so starting from the Lagrangian we maydevelop a formal Hamiltonian sheme in the variable � and obtain the orre-sponding �-super Hamiltonian after having introdued the �-onjugate momentaas done in the ase of osmologial models. It is easy to hek that this formalismis equivalent to the Einstein equations for the stati solution (Cavagli�a, de Alfaro,and Filippov, 1995d).Introduing the Ansatz (5.2.3) in the Einstein-Hilbert ation (2.5.10) andnegleting surfae terms one obtains (Cavagli�a, de Alfaro, and Filippov, 1995d;1996) S = Z �2�1 d� Z �2�1 d� L(a; b;u) ; (5:2:4)where apart from an overall onstant fator 1=4 the Lagrangian L isL = 2u _ab_bu2 + a_b2u2 + 1� �b24 ! : (5:2:5)5 Thus in the region where � is timelike it generates as usual the dynamis.



5.2 Quantisation of the Shwarzshild Blak Hole 117In eq. (5.2.5), dots denote di�erentiation with respet to � and the Lagrangianmultiplier u(�) is u(�) = 4pan+ f2 : (5:2:6)Sine the Lagrangian must be real, we require an + f2 > 0. The signature of(5.2.3) is thus Lorentzian for any value of �. From (5.2.5) the Einstein equationsof motion an be reovered onsidering formally a(�), n(�), f(�) and b(�) asLagrangian oordinates evolving in �. Of ourse, u ats as a Lagrange multiplier(we still have the freedom of hoosing f(�) and n(�)). It is easy to see thatdi�erent hoies of n orrespond to the Shwarzshild line element written indi�erent oordinates (standard, Eddington-Finkelstein, et. { see Cavagli�a, deAlfaro, and Filippov, 1995d). In the following we will put f = 0 for simpliity.With this hoie, a and n must have the same sign; we will see in a moment thaton the lassial solutions positive values of a represent the exterior of the blakhole and negative values of a represent the region inside the horizon.6Let us now set up the Hamiltonian formalism in �. The extended Hamilto-nian HE an be alulated by the usual Legendre transformation. De�ning theanonial �-momenta pa = 2b_bu ; (5.2.7a)pb = 2u ( _ab+ 2a_b) ; (5.2.7b)we obtain HE � uH ; (5.2.8a)H = 12b2 [pa(bpb � apa)℄� 12(1� �b2) : (5.2.8b)H is the generator of �-reparametrisations (gauge transformations). The on-straint equation H = 0 is obviously independent of �, indeed there has been nogauge �xing and � is not determined. The identi�ation of � will be obtained byonneting it to the anonial oordinates of the problem (gauge �xing) analo-gously to what done in the previous hapter for quantum osmologial models.7Let us set from now on � = 0; for the ase of non-zero osmologial onstantthe reader is referred to Cavagli�a, de Alfaro, and Filippov (1996).86 a=0 de�nes then the horizon.7 Note that if we do not �x the oordinate gauge by expressing � in terms of theanonial oordinates, the nature of � is vague: for instane the trivially di�erent �xingsb=� (area gauge) and b=exp � lead to obviously di�erent values for the horizon in termsof �. However, this does not matter muh: there is a region where � is timelike.8 The results of this hapter an be also easily extended to the Reissner-Nordstr�om



118 Minisuperspaes in Blak Hole Physis: Quantum Blak HolesThe Hamiltonian (5.2.8b) has very interesting invariane transformations;�rst, the gauge transformations generated by H (see set. [2.2℄, eqs. (2.2.5))an be integrated expliitly. On the onstraint shell the result is:b! �b = b+ h(�) pa2b ; (5.2.9a)pa ! �pa = pa + h(�) p2a2b2 ; (5.2.9b)a! �a = a+ Nb2 h(�)=21 + h(�)pa=2b2 ; (5.2.9)pb ! �pb = pb + Jb2 h(�)=21 + h(�)pa=2b2 ; (5.2.9d)u(�)! �u(�) = u(�) + dhd� ; (5.2.9e)where J and N are gauge-invariant quantities de�ned below. The simpliity ofthe gauge transformations of b and pa is an essential property for the quantisationof the system and will be exploited later.We have three gauge-invariant anonial quantities, namelyI = b=pa ; (5.2.10a)J = 2b� papb + 4bH ; (5.2.10b)N � IJ = bpb � 2apa : (5.2.10)I, J , N play a fundamental role in the theory. The algebra of H; I; J;N is simple:�I;H�P = 0 ; �J;H�P = 0 ; �J; I�P = 1 ;�N;H�P = 0 ; �N; I�P = I ; �N; J�P = �J : (5:2:11)So the anonial formalism allows for an interesting algebrai struture of on-stants of the motion.ase, i.e. to a stati eletrially harged blak hole. Indeed, onsidering a radial eletri�eld, and rede�ning suitably the Lagrange multiplier, the Hamiltonian an be ast in theform HRN=H+P 2A, where PA is the onjugate momentum to the eletromagneti potentialone-form (Cavagli�a, de Alfaro, and Filippov, 1995d). This Hamiltonian is separable andwe an solve the equation of motion for the eletromagneti �eld. We have PA=Q whereQ is the harge of the blak hole: HRN=H+Q2=0. Thus the Reissner-Nordstr�om ase isequivalent, for a suitable hoie of the Lagrange multiplier, to the Shwarzshild asewith �Q2 in the right-hand side of the onstraint equation.



5.2 Quantisation of the Shwarzshild Blak Hole 119For sake of ompleteness, we write also the unonstrained solution of theequations of motion:9 b = �2I ; (5.2.12a)pa = bI ; (5.2.12b)a = I2�2H + 1� Jb � ; (5.2.12)pb = I �4H + 2� Jb � ; (5.2.12d)� = Z ��0 u(�0) d�0 ; u(�0) > 0 : (5.2.12e)It is easy to hek that eq. (5.2.12) orresponds to the Shwarzshild solution ifwe setH = 0. Then a vanishes for b = J and so J=2 �M is the lassial anonialexpression of the Shwarzshild mass M.10 Again from (5.2.12), remembering(5.2.3), we see that T � 2I is the ratio between proper and oordinate time inthe asymptoti region b ! 1. The Shwarzshild mass is thus expressed in theanonial formalism by a onstant anonial quantity, of ourse gauge-invariant.11There is a very important point onerning the support of the variables b andpa. Naturally b has a de�nite sign, sine for all lassial solutions with J 6= 0b = 0 is a singular point; we may take it positive sine b2 appears in the metri.Also the value I = 0 is not allowed (see eqs. (5.2.12b-d) and the next (5.2.14)).From (5.2.12a) we see that I has the sign of � .Now u(�) must have a de�nite sign (see set. [2.2℄), or else one annot de�nea unique trajetory by the boundary ondition b(�(�1)) = b1; b(�(�2)) = b2. Wemay hoose u(�) > 0 without loss of generality and aordingly we take � positive.Hene, from (5.2.12a) we see that I > 0. Furthermore, pa never hanges signin a gauge transformation { see next (5.2.13-15) { and an be restrited to bepositive. These properties will be essential in the following.Consider the rigid symmetries generated by I, J and N . Any gauge invariantfuntion of the anonial variables an be written as F (H; I; J). The requeststhat it be N and I invariant, or N and J , or I and J , are equivalent as they leaveus with F (H), so we need only onsider two of the three rigid transformations.Analogously to the model of set. [4.5℄ the invariane under rigid transformations9 For H=0 they have of ourse the same ontent as the gauge equations.10 For the Reissner-Nordstr�om ase the two roots of a=0 orrespond to the two horizonsof the Reissner-Nordstr�om metri.11 The expression (5.2.10b) oinides with the anonial expression given by Kuha�r(1994) if the t-dependene of the variables is negleted.



120 Minisuperspaes in Blak Hole Physis: Quantum Blak Holesis an essential tool to investigate the quantum measure. Let us write down thesetransformations.The �nite transformations generated by I (denoted as If ) are:b! �b = b ;pa ! �pa = pa ;a! �a = a� fbp�2a ;pb ! �bb = pb � fp�1a : (5:2:13)The �nite transformations generated by J (denoted as Jq) are:b! �b = b1� q=I ;pa ! �pa = pa(1� q=I)2 ;a! �a = a (1� q=I)2 + Nb q (1� q=I)2 ;pb ! �pb = pb (1� q=I) + Jb q (1� q=I) : (5:2:14)
The �nite transformations generated by N (denoted as Ng) on the anonialvariables are dilatations, due to the form of N :b! �b = egb ;pa ! �pa = e2gpa ;a! �a = e�2ga ;pb ! �pb = e�gpb : (5:2:15)Now looking at these three sets of transformations and at the gauge transfor-mation (5.2.9) we see that the anonial variables fb; pag transform separatelyunder all transformations. So these variables will be most appropriate as oordi-nates in the quantum ase. We also note that the J transformations may hangethe sign of b, in ontrast with our assumption that b > 0. Thus we onsider asfundamental symmetries Ng and If .Analogously to what done in set. [4.5℄12 it is useful to perform a anonialtransformation to the Shanmugadhasan (1973) anonial variables fJ; I;Y; PY g,where Y = 2b2pa ; PY = H : (5:2:16)This hoie is motivated by the invariane properties of the new anonial vari-ables: I; J;H are gauge-invariant and Y transforms linearly under the gauge12 See also set. [2.3℄.



5.2 Quantisation of the Shwarzshild Blak Hole 121transformation (2.2.5). For ompleteness the generating funtion of the anoni-al transformation is F = 2ab2Y � Y J2b + 12Y : (5:2:17)Note that we an use alternatively N = IJ and pN = ln I instead of J and I.13In the anonial variables fJ; I;Y; PY g, the extended Hamiltonian reads simplyHE = uPY : (5:2:18)The transformation properties of the Shanmugadhasan variables under gauge andrigid transformations are obvious� If : I ! �I = I ;J ! �J = J + f ;Y ! �Y = Y ;PY ! �PY = PY ; (5.2.19)� Jq: I ! �I = I � q ;J ! �J = J ;Y ! �Y = Y ;PY ! �PY = PY ; (5.2.20)� Ng: I ! �I = e�gI ;J ! �J = egJ ;Y ! �Y = Y ;PY ! �PY = PY ; (5.2.21)� Hh: I ! �I = I ;J ! �J = J ;Y ! �Y = Y + h(�) ;PY ! �PY = PY : (5:2:22)
Finally, another set of anonial hybrid variables that will be used for the13 I is positive-de�ned.



122 Minisuperspaes in Blak Hole Physis: Quantum Blak Holesquantisation is14 � = ln jaj ; = 2pjajb ;p� = �N2 ;p = pb2pjaj : (5:2:23)Contrary to the previous set, in this ase there are two di�erent anonial transfor-mations, for positive and negative a; in the representation (5.2.23) the onstraint(5.2.8b) reads H = 12 ���p2 � 4p2�2 �� 1� = 0 ; (5:2:24)where � = a=jaj. The gauge transformation laws of these anonial oordinatesare Æp� = 0 ;Æ� = �4�� p�2 ;Æp = �4�� p2�3 ;Æ = ��p : (5:2:25)Thus from (5.2.25) we see that p� is gauge-invariant.Having introdued the lassial Lagrangian and Hamiltonian, and integratedthe gauge and rigid transformations, we may arry out the onstrution of thequantum theory. We start with the Dira method and establish the Wheeler-DeWitt equation. For the string osmology models of set. [4.5℄ we have seenthat the request of preserving at the quantum level both the gauge invarianeand the lassial rigid symmetries, together with the support properties of thevariables used as quantum oordinates, determines ompletely the quantum mea-sure and �xes the representation of the quantum operators. So we identify thesolutions of the Wheeler-DeWitt equation that are eigenfuntions of the opera-tors orresponding to the most important invariants of the lassial theory. AFourier transform will relate the results to the usual on�guration spae.5.2.a Dira Quantisation.As usual, in order to implement the Dira proedure, we have to hoose themeasure in superspae and, as a onsequene, the variables to be used for thewave funtions. We start with the formal ommutation relations�â; p̂a� = i ; (5.2.26a)�b̂; p̂b� = i : (5.2.26b)14 This set of variables is reminisent of the hybrid variables of set. [3.4℄ and set.[4.5℄.



5.2 Quantisation of the Shwarzshild Blak Hole 123We may represent them as di�erential operators hoosing a pair of ommutingvariables as oordinates and establishing the form of the (non gauge-�xed) mea-sure d[�℄. The measure d[�℄ an be determined by the requirement of invarianeunder the symmetry transformations of H, namely rigid and gauge transforma-tions.At the end of this setion we shall see that the wave funtions obtained with themeasure introdued above are onneted by a Fourier transform to the solutionsof the Wheeler-DeWitt equation that uses the ovariant measure in the a; b spae.Let us ome bak to the algebra of fI, J , N , Hg. This is a powerful inspirationfor physial onsequenes to be found in the struture of the gauge-�xed positive-de�nite Hilbert spae. Sine the algebra of I, J , N is a dilatation algebra, it isuseful to reall some important points about the self-adjointness of the dilatationoperator (see for instane Messiah, 1959).Let us onsider a realisation of the dilatation algebra on di�erentiable fun-tions of a single variable r. If the support of the eigenvalues of both r̂ and p̂r isR, then r̂ and p̂r are self-adjoint while the dilatation operator D̂ = (rpr + prr)=2is not self-adjoint. If instead r 2 R+ [ f0g, then (as typial for radial variables)the dilatation generator is self-adjoint and the onjugate momentum p̂r is not.So we expet that the support of the variables in the present problem will be thekey to the properties of the Hilbert spae.In order to determine the quantum measure, we require that the latter beinvariant under rigid and gauge transformations that preserve the sign of b. Thenthe measure is (we denote by x; j; y the ontinuous eigenvalues of Î, Ĵ , Ŷ ):d[�(x; y)℄ = dxx dy : (5:2:27)This measure makes sense as we have seen that lassially I > 0 sine bothpa; b > 0. We annot use the Ng and Jq form of the rigid symmetries, as theyhange the sign of b and I. The hoie of implementing the rigid symmetries Ng,Jq implies that b beomes negative, for whih there is no basis. In that ase theinvariant measure would be d[�(j; y)℄ = djj dy ; (5:2:28)that requires j > 0. Of ourse one ould argue that j > 0 beause we haveto exlude negative masses, but this hoie would introdue an external riterioninto the disussion. We will see in a moment that the operator Ĵ is not self-adjointin the measure (5.2.27).The measure (5.2.27) an be obtained through di�erent onsiderations, i.e.using as variables the pair fb; pag whose behaviour is simple under both rigidand gauge transformations. This pair of non-onjugate variables is a basis for a



124 Minisuperspaes in Blak Hole Physis: Quantum Blak Holesrepresentation of the gauge group and therefore b and pa are good andidates asoordinates in the wave funtions. It is straightforward to determine the form ofthe invariant measure in this representation. Letd[�(b; pa)℄ = G(b; pa) dbdpa ; d[�(�b; �pa)℄ = G(�b; �pa) d�bd�pa : (5:2:29)We have: d[�(�b; �pa)℄ � (1 + �+ G;bÆb+ G;paÆpa) dbdpa ; (5:2:30)where G = lnG ; �(�b; �pa)�(b; pa) � 1 � � ; (5:2:31)and � = 3g + hpa2b2 : (5:2:32)The ondition of invariane determines ompletely G:G = bp2a : (5:2:33)The measure invariant under the ontinuous transformations Ng, If that leaveH invariant is thus d[�(b; pa)℄ = bdbdpap2a : (5:2:34)It is immediate to see that it oinides with (5.2.27).Let us onsider for a moment the set of rigid transformations Ng and Jq. Inspite of the simple transformation properties of b; pa under them, it is easy tosee by the above method that an invariant measure of the form (5.2.29) annotbe determined. Furthermore, the measure (5.2.28) is invariant under Jq, Ng andHh but annot be transformed bak to the anonial variables fb; pag.So let us go bak to the measure (5.2.34) or (5.2.27). We an de�ne theoperators Ĥ; N̂ ; Ĵ both in the fb; pag and fx; yg representations. Using the �rstpair of oordinates we have the Hermitian operatorsâ = i pa�pap�1a ; (5.2.35a)p̂b = �i b�1=2�b b1=2 : (5.2.35b)Note that Ĥ is �rst-order in derivatives, as well as N̂ and Ĵ . Using the Weylordering we obtain Ĥ = �i pa2b2 (b�b + pa�pa)� 12 ; (5.2.36a)N̂ = �i (b�b + 2pa�pa) ; (5.2.36b)Ĵ = �ipab �b�b + 2pa�pa + 12� : (5.2.36)



5.2 Quantisation of the Shwarzshild Blak Hole 125Let us �rst disuss the eigenfuntions of N̂ . The solution ofĤ	 = 0; N̂	 = �	 ; (5:2:37)is 	�(b; pa) = (�) b�i� pi�a eib2=pa ; (5.2.38a)or, in terms of x, y 	�(x; y) = (�) x�i�eiy=2 : (5.2.38b)The eigenfuntions of the mass operator Ĵ are solutions of the equationsĤ	 = 0; Ĵ	 = j	 ; (5:2:39)namely, 	j(b; pa) = (j)s bpa eib(b�j)=pa ; (5.2.40a)or, in the fx; yg representation	j(x; y) = (j)px ei(y=2�jx) : (5.2.40b)For sake of ompleteness, let us obtain from the di�erential representation (5.2.27)the form of the operators Ĥ, Ĵ , N̂ in the fx; yg representation:Ĥ = P̂y = �i�y � 12 ; (5.2.41a)Ĵ = ipx�x 1px ; (5.2.41b)N̂ = i �� lnx ; (5.2.41)Now in order to progress we have to introdue the gauge �xing via the Faddeev-Popov method (see hapt. 2). We shall prove that there is a lass of viable gaugesfor whih there are no Gribov opies and the Faddeev-Popov determinant �FPis invariant under gauge transformations. Indeed, let us suppose that the gaugebe enfored by F (x; y) = 0 ; (5:2:42)and let F have the formF (x; y) =  (x; y) Yi �y � fi(x)� ; (5:2:43)where  �x; fi(x)� 6= 0 and fi(x) 6= fj(x) for any x. ThenÆ(F ) =Xi Æ (y � fi(x)) � i(x)��1 ; (5:2:44)



126 Minisuperspaes in Blak Hole Physis: Quantum Blak Holeswhere  i(x) =  �x; fi(x)�Yj 6=i�fi(x)� fj(x)� : (5:2:45)So, �nally, ��1FP = Xi � i(x)��1 : (5:2:46)Note that sine x is gauge-invariant, so is �FP . The gauge-�xed invariant mea-sure is then Z dxx dy Æ�F (x; y)� �FP : (5:2:47)In our ase the most onvenient gauge (5.2.42) isF (x; y) � y � � = 2b2pa � � = 0 ; (5:2:48)where � is a parameter. This gauge �xing implies obviously �FP = 1 and deter-mines uniquely the gauge. Indeed, 2�b2�pa = � (5:2:49)de�nes uniquely h = � � 2b2=pa.Now we may disuss the form of the wave funtions in the gauge (5.2.48).Denote by lower-ase greek letters the wave funtions in the gauge-�xed repre-sentation and start from the eigenfuntions of N̂ . Choosing (�) = (2�)�1=2, thegauge-�xed eigenfuntions of N̂ are �(x) = 1p2� x�i�ei�=2 : (5:2:50)They are of ourse orthonormal in the gauge-�xed measure:( �2 ;  �1) = Z 10 dxx  ��2(x) �1(x) = Æ(�1 � �2) : (5:2:51)Now onsider the gauge-�xed eigenfuntions of Ĵ : j(x) = 0(j) px e�ixj : (5:2:52)This makes lear the important point already stressed. It is indeed immediateto verify that Ĵ is not self-adjoint in that spae. We have already remarked thatthe situation is similar to the familiar ase of the radial oordinate r in at spae:its onjugate p̂r is not an essentially self-adjoint operator on the Hilbert spae ofthe Laplae operator, although it is of ourse a well-de�ned lassial quantity.



5.2 Quantisation of the Shwarzshild Blak Hole 127If, as it is suggested by the lassial orrespondene, we identify Ĵ with themass operator, we must onlude that there is no self-adjoint mass operator inthis redued theory. In other words, with this de�nition the mass operator is notan observable.Let us now investigate the operator Ĵ2. In order to be a self-adjoint operator,the eigenfuntions of Ĵ2 with eigenvalues j2 must meet one of the two onditions:limx!0  (1)j2 (x)px = 0 ; (5.2.53a)or limx!0 " (2)j2 (x)px #0 = 0 : (5.2.53b)The two separate sets are given of ourse by (j > 0) (1)j2 (x) = 1p�j px sin jx ; (5.2.54a) (2)j2 (x) = 1p�j px os jx : (5.2.54b)Either the set (5.2.54a) or the set (5.2.54b) must be hosen. The eigenfuntionsof eah set are orthonormal� (k)j22 ;  (k)j21 � = Z 10 dxx  (k)�j22 (x)  (k)j21 (x) = Æ(j22 � j21) ; k = 1; 2 : (5:2:55)Thus the operator Ĵ2 is self-adjoint. The e�et of the non self-adjoint operatorĴ is to transform the set (1) into the set (2) and vieversa.5.2.b Redued Method.Idential results an be obtained by the redued method using the gauge �xingondition F � Y � � = 0 : (5:2:56)The gauge �xing (5.2.56) orresponds to the area gauge b = onst�� sine Y = 2bI.Indeed, we have u = 1. The e�etive Hamiltonian on the physial gauge shell isHe� = �PY � �H = 0 : (5:2:57)So the wave funtions do not depend on �. Diagonalizing N̂ or Ĵ using (5.2.41b,)one obtains the gauge-�xed wave funtions (5.2.50) and (5.2.52). As expetedfor Shanmugadhasan variables (see set. [2.3℄) this proves the equivalene of theDira-Wheeler-DeWitt and redued anonial quantisation methods for the gauge�xings implemented.



128 Minisuperspaes in Blak Hole Physis: Quantum Blak Holes5.2. Quantisation in Hybrid Variables.In order to make physially lear the meaning of the wave funtions (5.2.38) and(5.2.40), let us follow the traditional path of determining the measure by de�ningthe kineti part of the Hamiltonian as a Laplae-Beltrami operator. We use theouple of variables a; b that are the \physial" variables of the system in whihthe metri is written. From (5.2.5) we read the ovariant measure in superspaed[�(a; b)℄ = b da db : (5:2:58)The representation for p̂a and p̂b isp̂a = �i�a; p̂b = �i(�b + 1=2b) : (5:2:59)In the f�; g representation the ovariant measure is  d�d and we havep̂� = �i��; p̂ = �i(� + 1=2) : (5:2:60)Using the ovariant Laplae-Beltrami ordering for the Hamiltonian15 the Whee-ler-DeWitt equation reads[ab�a�b � (a�a)2 + ab2℄	 = 0 ; (5:2:61)or, in terms of � and : [�(�)2 + 4�2� � �2℄	 = 0 ; (5:2:62)where � = a=jaj. The operators Ĵ and N̂ areĴ = �a�b + 2b� 12b�a ; (5:2:63)N̂ = �i(b�b � 2a�a) : (5:2:64)It is easy to hek that, using a di�erent de�nition of the Lagrange multiplier,the Wheeler-DeWitt di�erential equation (5.2.61) and the di�erential expressionsfor Ĵ and N̂ (5.2.63,64) remain unhanged.Now let us disuss the diagonalisation of N̂ . We have to disuss separatelythe ases a > 0 and a < 0. The solutions are:	�(a; b) = (�)(�a)�i�=2Ki�(2bp�a) ; (5.2.65a)for a < 0, where Ki� is the modi�ed Bessel funtion of order i� (Bateman,1953).16 For a > 0, we have	�(a; b) = 0(�) a�i�=2Ci��2bpa� ; (5.2.65b)15 In this ase the ovariant ordering oinides with the Weyl ordering.16 We have hosen this solution beause of its asymptoti behaviour for large argument.



5.2 Quantisation of the Shwarzshild Blak Hole 129where Ci� is a generi linear ombination of Hankel funtions. Note that thegeneral solution for the vauum Kantowski-Sahs Eulidean wormhole (Cavagli�a,1994a)17 orresponds to the solution of the present Wheeler-DeWitt equationobtained by diagonalizing the operator N̂ . Analogously to set. [3.4℄, by suitablesuperpositions of the kind (3.4.9) one gets wave funtions that are regular alsofor b! 0. For the Ĵ operator, the solution with eigenvalue j is	j(a; b) = K(j)pjb� jje�2ipab(b�j) ; (5.2.66a)in the lassially allowed region (a(b� j) > 0, osillating behaviour), and	j(a; b) = K(j)pjb� jje�2pab(j�b) ; (5.2.66b)in the lassially forbidden region a(b � j) < 0, where we have hosen the de-reasing exponential behaviour, analogously to (5.2.65a).Now we may see that these solutions are the Fourier transforms of the solutionsin the fb; pag spae obtained in the Shanmugadhasan representation. The Fouriertransform is de�ned as	(a; b) = Z 10 dpap2a 	(pa; b) paeiapa : (5:2:67)Introduing in (5.2.67) 	�(pa; b) given in (5.2.38a) and using Bateman (1954){ Vol. I, p. 313, formula (17), one obtains (5.2.65a); (5.2.65b) is obtained byelementary analyti ontinuations. Analogously, introduing (5.2.40a) one ob-tains (5.2.66a) or (5.2.66b). This proves the equivalene of the invariant measure(5.2.34) and representation (5.2.35) with the ovariant measure (5.2.58) and rep-resentation (5.2.59).To onlude the disussion, let us investigate the gauge �xing by the reduedmethod. The disussion parallels that of the relativisti partile of set. [2.4℄, as(5.2.62) is essentially a Klein-Gordon system in the hybrid f�; g representation.Using the variables � and  and the Hamiltonian (5.2.24), the equations ofmotion read_ = u�p ; _� = �4u�p�=2 _p� = 0 ; _p = �4u�p2�=3 : (5.2.68)It is onvenient to hoose the gauge �xing anonial identityF � �� � = 0 ; (5:2:69)17 See hapt. 3 for the ase with eletromagneti oupling.



130 Minisuperspaes in Blak Hole Physis: Quantum Blak Holes(of ourse with the gauge above � is not the area oordinate). The e�etiveHamiltonian is He� = �p� = N=2 ; (5:2:70)where p� an be obtained from H = 0:He� = �12 p2(p2 � �) : (5:2:71)Note that in the lassial motion the argument in the square root never beomesnegative.18Let us look at the value of the Lagrange multiplier. From (5.2.69) and theequations of motion (5.2.68) we haveu = � 2�4p� : (5:2:72)Now we must impose that u > 0 (see set. [2.2℄), that is �p� < 0. This meansthat for a > 0 we must hoose the positive sign in (5.2.71), while for a < 0 wehave to hoose the negative sign. Let us use (5.2.60) and the ovariant ordering.First disuss a < 0. The eigenstate of He� with eigenvalue E = ��=2; � > 0 isobtained by solving the equation[�(�)2 + 2℄  �() = �2  �() : (5:2:73)The solution is  �() = r2� sinh���2 Ki�() : (5:2:74)For the ase a > 0 we look for eigenstates of He�[�(�)2 � 2℄ ��() = �2 ��() ; (5:2:75)with solution (� > 0)��() = is � sinh(��=2)4 osh(��=2) he���=2H(1)i� ()� e��=2H(2)i� ()i : (5:2:76)The above solutions are orthonormal (Cavagli�a, de Alfaro, and Filippov, 1996):( �1 ;  �2) = Z 10 d  ��1()  �2() = Æ(�1 � �2) ; (5.2.77a)18 This is obvious for a<0. For a>0 it an be seen as follows: from (5.2.12,d) wehave the relation pb=a=I+I and using the de�nition of p in eqs. (5.2.23) it follows thatp2=p2b=4a=(a=I+I)2=4a�1.



5.3 Generalisation to String Theory 131(��1 ; ��2) = Z 10 d ���1() ��2() = Æ(�1 � �2) ; (5.2.77b)and span positive-norm Hilbert spaes.Now let us solve the Shr�odinger equationi ��� 	+(�; ; �) = He� 	+(�; ; �) (5:2:78)for the stationary states. We have (remember � > 0)	+(�; ; �) = ei��=2  �() (5.2.79a)for E < 0; a < 0, and 	+(�; ; �) = e�i��=2 ��() (5.2.79b)for E > 0; a > 0. On the other hand the solutions orresponding to u < 0 are	�(�; ; �) = e�i��=2  �() (5.2.80a)for E > 0; a < 0, and 	�(�; ; �) = ei��=2 ��() (5.2.80b)for E < 0; a > 0. The solutions (5.2.79-80) are the gauge-�xed wave funtionsorrespondent of (5.2.65). Analogously to the Klein-Gordon ase the use of bothpositive and negative u is appropriate if one reinterprets the wave funtion as aquantum operator (seond quantisation of blak holes).19 For instane,	BH(�; ) = Z 10 d� r2� sinh���2 Ki�() [Ay(�)e�i��=2 + B(�)ei��=2℄ (5:2:81)is the representation of the blak hole quantum �eld for a < 0.5.3 Generalisation to String Theory.The results of the previous setion an be easily generalised to 1+ 1 dimensionalgravity (Filippov, 1996b) or to the string e�etive ase. The presene of thedilaton salar �eld has a very interesting onsequene: the Shwarzshild or Reis-sner-Nordstr�om horizons disappear and are substituted by a naked singularity.2019 See for instane set. [4.6℄.20 Classial solutions obtained here by the anonial formulation are known sine longtime (Buhdal, 1959; Janis et al., 1969; Bekenstein, 1974b); also attention has beendediated to the oupling of salar to gravity, even in presene of gauge �elds (Lavresh-lashvili and Maison, 1993; Silaev and Turyshev, 1995). While the lassial solutionshave been widely disussed, the quantum theory has not been fully investigated.



132 Minisuperspaes in Blak Hole Physis: Quantum Blak HolesWe have two independent geodesially omplete spaetimes: one is a Kantowski-Sahs-like universe (Kompaneets and Chernov 1964; Kantowski and Sahs, 1966),the other one is a stati asymptotially at spaetime: a omplete universe with anaked singularity, orresponding in the limit of vanishing dilaton to the externalof a Shwarzshild blak hole.Let us start from the usual ation for the four-dimensional low-energy stringe�etive theory (see set. [3.3℄ and set. [4.4℄) written in the Einstein frame. Wereall it here for ompletenessS = Z d4xp�g [R� 2���'��'� 2�℄ ; (5:3:1)where � = �1. We shall onsider both signs of sigma in order to take into aountontributions from moduli �elds derived from the ompati�ed manifold (see forinstane hapt. 3).Using the ansatz (5.2.3) for the line element and orrespondingly ' = '(�)for the salar �eld, the ation beomes (atually, this is the ation density in �,integrated over d
)S = Z d� 2u" _ab_bu2 + a_b2u2 � �ab2 _'2u2 + 14 �1� �b2�# ; (5:3:2)where u is de�ned as in the previous setion and dots represent di�erentiationwith respet to �. Again, by a Legendre transformation we obtain the extendedHamiltonianHE � uH = u2b2 �pa (bpb � apa)� �p2'=4a� b2 �1� �b2�� : (5:3:3)Let us now develop the anonial formalism and obtain the general solution.We set for the moment � = 0. We shall see later that the absene of horizonand the ompleteness of the spaes hold also when � is di�erent from zero. Wede�ne gauge-invariant quantities along the lines of the treatment developed inthe previous setion. Analogously to the Einstein ase, these quantities forman interesting algebra that will be at the basis of the next disussion of thequantisation.The gauge transformations generated by H an be integrated expliitly (Ca-vagli�a and de Alfaro, 1996a). From the gauge equations it follows that p' andN = bpb�2apa are gauge-invariant quantities. Then we have to disuss separatelydi�erent ases, depending on the value of p' and N . Let us de�ne the quantity~H = H + 1=2 whih redues to 1/2 on the gauge shell. In the following we shallalso de�ne � = R u(�)d� and onsider without loss of generality � > 0 (see theprevious setion) and ~H > 0. We now give the general solution of the gaugeequations aording to the di�erent ases.



5.3 Generalisation to String Theory 133Case 1: �2 = 1 + �(p2'=N2) (this is ertainly true for � = 1) and a � 0 (thesolution orresponds to a stati and isotropi spaetime):pa = Na " ~HN � � 12 �1 + 1�# ;pb = Nb "2 ~HN � � 1# ;b = �2I �1� N ~H� �(1�)=2 ;a = 2 ~HI2 �1� N ~H� � ;' = �� �p'2N ln �1� N ~H� � ;
(5:3:4)

where we onsider for simpliity  > 0 sine the solution is invariant for  ! �apart from a rede�nition of � (� ! � �N= ~H). I and � are two gauge-invariantquantities de�ned as I =r a2 ~H �bpb +Nbpb �N �=2 ;� = '+ �p'2N ln �bpb �Nbpb +N � : (5:3:5)The solution (5.3.4) orresponds to the solutions given in the literature both forpositive and negative � (Buhdal, 1959; Janis et al., 1969; Bekenstein, 1974b).21To see it, let us �x the oordinate by going on the gauge shell, i.e. ~H = 1=2,and hoose u = 1, f = 0. Then � = � and the oordinates �, � an be identi�edrespetively with a radial and a timelike variable. The solution beomes (� ! r,� ! t)ds2 = � �1� 2Nr � dt2 + �1� 2Nr �� dr2 + r2 �1� 2Nr �1� d
2 ;' = �� �p'2N ln �1� 2Nr � ; (5:3:6)21 See also Wyman (1981); Turyshev (1995); Silaev and Turyshev (1995); Bekmannand Lehtenfeld (1995); Conradi (1995); Lavreshlashvili and Maison (1993).



134 Minisuperspaes in Blak Hole Physis: Quantum Blak Holeswhere we have hosen I = 1=2 so that t is the proper time for r!1. Sine  > 0,by inspetion of (5.3.6) we an easily see that for r !1 the line element (5.3.6)is asymptotially at and the spaetime is de�ned for r > rs, where rs = 2N=for N > 0 and rs = 0 for N < 0. In both ases, if  6= 1 r = rs is a nakedurvature singularity (see for instane Virbhadra et al., 1995). When  = 1, i.e.' =onst., for N > 0 (5.3.6) orresponds to the usual Shwarzshild spaetimewith mass N . In this ase r = rs is a oordinate singularity, so the spaetimean be ontinued for r < rs = 2N down to r = 0, where there is a urvaturesingularity. This piture hanges ompletely when  6= 1 beause in this ase atr = rs the area of the two-sphere is vanishing or singular. Hene, the spaetimedesribed by (5.3.6) when  6= 1 annot be ontinued below rs.Case 2: �2 = 1+�(p2'=N2) and a � 0 (this orresponds to a omplete Kantow-ski-Sahs-like universe): pa = Na " ~HN � � 12 �1 + 1�# ;pb = Nb "2 ~HN � � 1# ;b = �2I � N ~H� � 1�(1�)=2 ;a = �2 ~HI2 � N ~H� � 1� ;' = �� �p'2N ln � N ~H� � 1� ;
(5:3:7)

where now I =r�a2 ~H �N + bpbN � bpb �=2 ;� = '+ �p'2N ln �N � bpbN + bpb � : (5:3:8)Sine a < 0 this is a omplete Kantowski-Sahs-like spaetime, � is a timelikeoordinate and so the metri is time-dependent. With the same hoie of theLagrange multiplier, I and ~H as in the previous ase, and setting � ! t and



5.3 Generalisation to String Theory 135� ! � (0 � � < 2�) in (5.2.3), the solution takes the formds2 = � �2Nt � 1�� dt2 + �2Nt � 1� d�2 + t2 �2Nt � 1�1� d
2 ;' = �� �p'2N ln �2Nt � 1� : (5:3:9)
Consider for simpliity t > 0 and N > 0. As in the ase 1, when  = 1 the lineelement oinides with the Shwarzshild metri. When  6= 1, we have insteada urvature singularity at t = ts � 2N=. Hene, for  6= 1 (5.3.9) represents a(omplete) anisotropi Kantowski-Sahs-like universe that begins in a urvaturesingularity at t = 0 and ends at t = ts in a urvature singularity after a �nite lapseof time. Conversely, when the salar �eld is absent, the metri (5.3.9) redues tothe standard Shwarzshild solution and oinides (with a suitable rede�nitionof oordinates) with the solution (5.3.6) for  = 1. In partiular, the solution(5.3.9) redues, for vanishing salar �eld, to the internal Shwarzshild region,and solution (5.3.6) to the external Shwarzshild region. Sine the singularityin t = ts (r = rs) is now a oordinate singularity, both metris an be ontinuedaross the horizon and so oinide.Case 3: �2 = �[1 + �(p2'=N2)℄ (this ase implies � < 0 and does not allowhaving a pure Shwarzshild blak hole solution when the dilaton is absent) anda � 0: pa = Na  ~HN � � 12! ;pb = 2 ~H�b ;b = jN j4 ~HI "1 + 4 ~H22N2 �2#1=2 exp"� artg  2 ~HN �!# ;a = 2 ~HI2 exp"2 artg  2 ~HN �!# ;' = �� �p'N artg "2 ~HN �# ;

(5:3:10)



136 Minisuperspaes in Blak Hole Physis: Quantum Blak Holeswhere I =r a2 ~H exp �� artg � bpbN �� ;� = '+ �p'N artg �bpbN � : (5:3:11)Let us hoose the Lagrange multiplier as in the previous ases. On the gaugeshell the solution beomes (� ! r, � ! t)ds2 =� exp(2 "artg 2 ~HN r!� �2 #) dt2++ exp(�2 "artg 2 ~HN r!� �2#) dr2++ N22 �1 + 2N2 r2� exp(�2 "artg 2 ~HN r!� �2 #) d
2 ;' =�� �p'N artg h N ri ;
(5:3:12)

where we have hosen I = e��=2=2. Analogously to the �rst ase the spaetimedesribed by (5.3.12) is stati and asymptotially at in the radial oordinate r.Further, it is never singular. Indeed, for r ! 0 the line element beomesds2 = e�� ��dt2 + e2� �dr2 + �N2=2� d
2�	 ; (5:2:13)and the salar �eld assumes its minimum value. The area of the two-sphere atr = 0 has a �nite value di�erent from zero. This means that the spaetime hasa throat at r = 0. Note that the existene of the wormhole is made possible bythe negative sign of �. Indeed, in this ase the salar �eld has negative energydensity. The spaetime (5.3.12) desribes then a stati wormhole (see for instaneMorris and Thorne, 1988).The gauge-invariant quantities fN , I, p', �g play a fundamental role. TheirPoisson algebra is [N; I℄P = I ; [�; p'℄P = 1 : (5:3:14)(The remaining Poisson brakets are zero.) Thus N and ln I, � and p' areanonially onjugate variables. Let us now introdue the new quantityY � bpb � apa~H ; (5:3:15)whih has the following Poisson brakets:



5.3 Generalisation to String Theory 137[Y; I℄P = [Y;N ℄P = [Y; p'℄P = [Y;�℄P = 0 ; [Y;H℄P = 1 : (5.3.16)Thus the omplete set of Shanmugadhasan variables are fN , PN � ln I, �, P� �p'; Y , PY � Hg. Analogously to set. [5.2℄ invariane under rigid transformationswill be used to determine the form of the quantum measure. Performing theanonial transformation to the new variables the ation beomesS = Z d�f _NPN + _�P� + _Y PY � u(PY � 1=2)g : (5:3:17)The requirement of invariane of the measure under rigid transformations se-lets the measure d[�℄ = dpNd�dy. (The eigenvalues of PN , Y , and � havebeen indiated by lower-ase letters.) Given the measure, we have the followingrepresentation of the operators:P̂� ! �i�� ; P̂Y ! �i�y ; N̂ ! i�pN ;�̂! � ; Ŷ ! y ; P̂N ! PN : (5:3:18)The Wheeler-DeWitt equation beomes(�i�y � 1=2)	(pN ; �; y) = 0 : (5:3:19)The solutions of eq. (5.3.19) that are eigenfuntions of N̂ and P̂� with eigenvalues� and ! are 	�;! = C(�; !) exp[�i�pN + i!�+ iy=2℄ : (5:3:20)Now we introdue the gauge �xing via the Faddeev-Popov method. Analogouslyto the Einstein gravity ase one proves that there is a lass of viable gauges forwhih there are no Gribov opies and the Faddeev-Popov determinant �FP isinvariant under gauge transformations (Cavagli�a and de Alfaro, 1996a). As usualwhen we are dealing with Shanmugadhasan variables the most onvenient gaugeis F (pN ; y; �) � y � � = (bpb � apa)=H � � = 0 ; (5:3:21)where � is a parameter. This gauge �xing implies obviously �FP = 1 and deter-mines uniquely the gauge. Denoting by lower-ase greek letters the wave funtionsin the gauge-�xed representation, and hoosing C(�) = (2�)�1, the gauge-�xedeigenfuntions of N̂ and P̂� are (�;!) = 12� exp[�i�pN + i!�+ i�=2℄ (5:3:22)that are orthonormal. The eigenfuntions (5.3.22) oinide with those found forthe Shwarzshild blak hole in the previous setion apart from the plane wavein �.Let us now quantise the system by the redued method. Again the gauge�xing ondition is F � Y � � = 0. This determines the Lagrange multiplier as



138 Minisuperspaes in Blak Hole Physis: Quantum Blak Holesu = 1 sine from the de�nition of Y and the lassial general solution of thegauge equations it follows Y = � + onstant. Using the onstraint ~H = 1=2 andthe gauge �xing ondition, the e�etive Hamiltonian on the gauge shell beomesHe� = �PY = �1=2. Thus the Shr�odinger equation is�i ��� + 12�  = 0 : (5:3:23)Diagonalizing N̂ and P̂� we obtain the wave funtions (5.3.22) whih form ade�nite positive Hilbert spae.In this ontext a primary question onerns the e�et of the osmologialonstant: does it spoil the ompleteness of those spaetimes? We an dedue theproperties of the solution without solving the equations. The method presentedhere an also be applied, at least in priniple, to more ompliate ases, forinstane when a simple potential term for the dilaton is present.Let us onsider the ation (5.3.2) where now � = �V (') is a potential termfor the dilaton and rede�ne the Lagrange multiplier as22u0(�) = u(�)f(b; ') ; (5:3:24)where f(b; ') = 1� �V (')b2 > 0 : (5:3:25)Using (5.3.24) the Lagrangian beomes:L = fu0 �2 _ab_b+ 2a_b2 � 2�ab2 _'2�+ u02 : (5:3:26)We easily notie that the equations of motion derived from the Lagrangian(5.3.26) an be interpreted as the geodesi equations for the minisuperspae ~Mwith metri d~s2 = f(b; ')[b dadb+ a db2 � �ab2 d'2℄ : (5:3:27)In other words, the solutions of the Einstein equations for the spaetime metriare the geodesis of the minisuperspae. Thus we an dedue the properties of thesolutions of the Einstein equations from the study of the geodesis of (5.3.27). A-ordingly, we are interested in establishing whih points of the manifold (5.3.27)are singular. Indeed, no geodesis an ross a singular point of (5.3.27) and sothis point will be an end point of all the solutions of the Einstein equations. Notethat the Einstein solutions an be singular also for regular points of ~M , sine(5.3.27) is written in a given oordinate system that an be pathologial at somepoint, as we shall see in a next example. Hene, this method does not give ingeneral all the urvature singularities of the spaetime manifold.22 See set. [2.2℄.



5.3 Generalisation to String Theory 139Let us apply these onsiderations and disuss some ases.� Vauum ase (Shwarzshild blak hole, see previous setion).In this ase the manifold ~M is two-dimensional, the metri reduing to the formd~s2 = b dadb+ a db2 : (5:3:28)From (5.3.28) it is straightforward to ompute the urvature tensor. We �ndRabab = 0 ; (5:3:29)i.e. the manifold is at. Indeed with the hange of oordinatesx = b(a+ 1)2 ; y = b(a� 1)2 ; (5:3:30)the line element (5.3.28) redues to the form d~s2 = dx2� dy2. The geodesis arestraight lines x+ k1y = k2 : (5:3:31)However, we know that the solution of the Einstein equations is singular at b =0.23 It is easy to see that the singularity at b = 0 is a oordinate singularityin minisuperspae. Indeed, from (5.3.30) one sees that the transformation ofoordinates is pathologial at b = 0 sine the points (a; 0), 8a, are mapped in theorigin of the x; y plane.� Reissner-Nordstr�om and osmologial onstant ases.For the Reissner-Nordstr�om solution the metri in the minisuperspae is (Cava-gli�a, de Alfaro, and Filippov, 1996d)d~s = b dadb+ a db2 + b2dA2=4 ; (5:3:32)where A is the potential vetor of the eletri radial �eld F = dA. Analogouslyto the previous ase, the urvature tensor is vanishing and the minisuperspae isat. Singularity at b = 0 is due to the oordinate hart.An idential result is obtained in the presene of a negative osmologialonstant. The metri of the minisuperspae is indeedd~s = (1� �b2)[b dadb+ a db2℄ ; (5:3:33)and the spae is at, as it an be veri�ed using the transformation of oordinatesx = b2(a+ 1� �b2=3) ; y = b2(a� 1 + �b2=3) : (5:3:34)23 See eq. (5.2.12).



140 Minisuperspaes in Blak Hole Physis: Quantum Blak HolesAgain the singularity at b = 0 is due to the hoie of oordinates.� Dilaton ase.In this ase, using the metri (5.3.27) with f = 1 it is straightforward to �nd theKretshmann and Rii salars. We have:R����R���� = 4a2b4 ; R = � 2ab2 : (5:3:35)In this ase we an dedue that the geometrial setions a = 0 and b = 0 ofthe minisuperspae metri are singular and onsequently all geodesis must endthere. Hene, the solutions of the Einstein equations for the spaetime metri aresingular for a = 0 and b = 0.24 Sine a = 0 annot be rossed, the above onsid-erations prove that there is no horizon and the spaetimes de�ned by a > 0 ora < 0 are omplete. Note that there ould be other singular points orrespondingto oordinate singularities in minisuperspae (we know from the expliit solutionsthat this is not the ase).� Dilaton (modulus) plus negative osmologial onstant.Again we have f = 1� �b2 and the Kretshmann salar isR����R���� = 4e�2�a2b4 �1 + 8�2b4e�2�� ; (5:3:36)where � = ln f . From (5.3.36) it is easy to see that there does not exist anygeodesi suh that the Kretshmann salar is �nite for a = 0. This proves thatthere is no horizon.� General ase.We ompute the minisuperspae salars:R����R���� = e�2�a2b4 g(b; ') ; (5.3.37a)R = e��ab2 h(b; ') ; (5.3.37b)where � = ln �1� �V (')b2� ; (5.3.38a)g = 4 + �4;'4 � 4b2�;bb + 4b�;b � 4��;'' + 4b2�2;b � 4�b�;b�;''+ 2�2;'' � 2��2;' � 2�b�;b�2;' + 4�b�;b'�;' ; (5.3.38b)h = �2� 2b�;b + 2��;'' + � �2;'2 : (5.3.38)24 See eqs. (5.3.4) and following.



5.4 Answers or More Doubts? 141Sine V (') has not been restrited, it may be possible in priniple to �nd po-tentials suh that g = 0 and h = 0 for a = 0 on at least one geodesi in minisu-perspae. If this happens, the traveller falling along that geodesi does not seeany singularity at a = 0. Hene, a = 0 is not a priori a singular point of theminisuperspae manifold and an be rossed (one should not forget that a = 0or b = 0 or both ould be oordinate singularities in minisuperspae with theonsequene of being urvature singularities in the spaetime, as it happens forb = 0 in the Shwarzshild solution). This implies that for suitable potentialsthere may be blak hole solutions in spaetime (see for instane Bekmann andLehtenfeld, 1995).5.4 Answers or More Doubts?.What have been the main results for the model investigated in this hapter? Wehave expressed the Einstein equations for the Shwarzshild blak hole as a anon-ial system in a �nite, 2 � 2 dimensional, phase spae and integrated the gaugetransformations. This has been possible thanks to a simple algebrai strutureof three gauge-invariant anonial quantities that form an aÆne algebra. Theanonial quantity orresponding to the Shwarzshild mass has been identi�ed.Then we have quantised the system along the lines of hapt. 2. The algebra al-lows to determine the measure invariant for rigid and gauge transformations inthe inner produt and the gauge �xing with the onsequent establishment of apositive-de�nite Hilbert spae. The gauge has been �xed by the Faddeev-Popovproedure and the existene of a lass of gauges has been proved. We also startedby �rst �xing the gauge in the lassial frame by a suitable anonial gauge �xingidentity that ontains the oordinate �; the results oinide with those obtainedby the Dira method.The proedure allowed to solve for this model all oneptual problems relatedto the quantisation of a gravitational system; the identi�ation of the parameter� (our internal time) through a gauge �xing ondition that de�nes � in terms ofthe anonial variables leads to a unitary Hamiltonian in the redued anonialspae. Thus the quantisation of the system is non-ambiguous. Of ourse manyproblems remain unsolved.We have disussed the eigenfuntions of the mass operator and the generatorof dilatations. Using the general form of the eigenfuntions of the mass operatorwe have shown that they are osillating in the lassially allowed regions andexponentially dereasing in the forbidden regions. Hene, in this approah themass plays the role of a quantum number determining wave funtions; in thisrespet the result is in agreement with that obtained by Kuha�r (1994). How-ever, having a positive-de�nite Hilbert spae, we are able to prove that, due tothe support properties of its onjugate variable, the Hermitian operator orre-sponding to the Shwarzshild mass in the gauge-�xed, positive-norm, Hilbertspae is not self-adjoint, while its square is a self-adjoint operator with positive



142 Minisuperspaes in Blak Hole Physis: Quantum Blak Holeseigenvalues, analogously to what happens for the radial momentum in ordinaryquantum mehanis.Of ourse in the lassial theory the mass is perfetly de�ned. Again take theexample of the radial momentum: although it is not a self-adjoint operator in theHilbert spae, a lassial radial momentum is de�ned, namely pr = m _r, and itssquare is self-adjoint. This di�erene between lassial and quantum behaviouris due to the fat that a lassial anonial quantity is a purely loal entity whilethe de�nition of a self-adjoint operator onveys a general information about theHilbert spae. This possibly signals that the identi�ation of J with the massarried at the lassial level is not the orret one in the quantum formulation.Alternatively, this may have something to do with the fat that in lassial physisonly positive masses are present. To look into this question in the present frameone has to onstrut a proedure of lassial limit that yields the Shwarzshildmetri and investigate the role of eigenfuntions of Ĵ2.No quantisation of the mass appears from this theory. It is interesting tostress though that in the frame developed here quantisation of the mass squaredould be ahieved in a gauge-invariant way by a modi�ation of the theory. Forinstane a very rude way is just to set the support ondition x < x0. This is agauge-invariant ut-o� that leads to quantisation of the eigenvalues of Ĵ2. Now,this ut-o� is performed in the gauge y = 1, that is 2bx = 1. Thus a modi�ationof the theory for large x orresponds to a gauge-invariant modi�ation for smallb. It will be interesting to explore the onsequenes of less rude models leadingto quantisation of the mass; this requires a reliable de�nition of the quantummass operator of ourse.The set of eigenfuntions of the dilatation operator oinides with that of theKantowski-Sahs wormholes (Cavagli�a, 1994a) for the region inside the horizon.This is hardly surprising. The geometry inside the horizon of a blak hole o-inides with the Kantowski-Sahs one, and further the foliation parameter � istimelike inside the horizon, so what we expose here is, for the part internal to thehorizon, isomorphi to the theory of the Kantowski-Sahs spaetime. This prop-erty enfores the muh disussed possibility that a blak hole an be onnetedto a Kantowski-Sahs wormhole (see Hawking, 1992, and referenes therein).Matter degrees of freedom have been introdued in the last setion with theaim of possibly speify the physial degrees of freedom inaessible for observa-tion by an external observer, whose traing out ould explain the origin of theblak hole entropy (see e.g. Barvinsky, Frolov, and Zelnikov, 1995). However, thepresene of the dilaton salar �eld has a very dramati onsequene: the Sh-warzshild or Reissner-Nordstr�om horizons disappear and are substituted by anaked singularity. The dilaton oupling generates two independent geodesiallyomplete spaetimes: the �rst one is a Kantowski-Sahs-like universe, the seondone is a stati asymptotially at spaetime: a omplete universe with a nakedsingularity, orresponding in the limit of vanishing dilaton to the external of aShwarzshild blak hole.



5.4 Answers or More Doubts? 143In onlusion, the main result obtained from the model disussed in this hap-ter is the establishment of a Hilbert spae for the quantum Shwarzshild blakhole without any ambiguity. The Hilbert spae so de�ned an be used as a framein whih all possible quantum e�ets derived from the quantum nature of thesystem an be investigated.





6
Conlusionand Possible Developments
In the previous hapters I have investigated several examples of minisuperspaemodels in anonial quantum gravity. The aim of my researh projet was toarry out the study of oneptual problems (prima faie questions, see hapt. 1)arising in the quantum formulation of �nite-dimensional gravitational systems inwhih only a �nite number of degrees of freedom of the gravitational and matter�elds is retained.The basi tehnique was introdued in hapt. 2 and is given by the theory ofquantisation of onstrained systems. We have seen that the quantummehanis oftime reparametrisation invariant systems involves the settlement of ambiguitiesand interpretation diÆulties often negleted or not disussed in depth in theliterature, for instane the de�nition of time or the equivalene between di�erentgauges and/or di�erent approahes to quantisation.The �nal target of my projet was to apply those tehniques to the study ofquantum osmologial models and in general of quantum gravitational systems,for instane quantum blak holes and wormholes. I have already stressed thatthese models are rude approximations from the point of view of the ultimatetheory of the gravitational �eld. However, the quantum formulation of blakholes and the quantum formulation of the post big-bang era of the universe mayprovide important interesting grounds for the researh in quantum gravity.Attention has been foused essentially on three quantum gravity systems:wormholes, quantum osmologial models, and quantum blak holes. Let ussummarise in detail what we have learned and what ould be the possible devel-opments.a) Wormholes.We have seen in set. [3.1℄ that wormholes are typial quantum e�ets of gravity.The wormhole models investigated in hapt. 3 an be used to shed light on the



146 Conlusion and Possible Developmentsnature of the eletri harge and on possible relations among quantum phenomenaexpeted to arise at the Plank energy sale. Further investigations may proeedalong this diretion. Reently a large amount of time has been devoted to theinvestigation of multidimensional wormhole models, also in the framework of theKaluza-Klein theory (Dzhunushaliev, 1996). Indeed, it has been proposed thatthe generation of the eletri harge at Plank sales involves ompati�ation ofextra dimensions (Dzhunushaliev, 1996).Another line of researh is based on the possibility that wormholes may de-sribe a tunnelling between osillating and expanding universes. This is relevantto the quantum osmology programme. Possibly there may be models in multidi-mensional gravity in whih an instanton generates a tunnelling between a ompatD-dimensional spaetime and a spaetime with three exponentially expandingspatial dimensions, as it happens in four dimensions for the instanton investi-gated in set. [3.2℄ (Dzhunushaliev, private ommuniation). The simplest modelto be onsidered in order to investigate this possibility is the �ve-dimensionalKaluza-Klein's theory (Dzhunushaliev, work in progress).b) Quantum Cosmologial Models.We have seen how oneptual problems related to quantum models of the earlyuniverse an be suessfully solved when the tehniques used for the quantisationof gauge systems are appropriately applied to osmology. Both at the lassialand quantum levels the problem of the de�nition of an evolution parameter for thesystem (the so-alled problem of time) an be suessfully disussed within thetheory of onstrained systems. In the quantum piture the de�nition of an evo-lution parameter is an indispensable step in the diretion of possible detetablequantum e�ets of the gravitational �eld. Indeed, a sensible disussion aboutthe quantum origin of strutures in the early universe (see Halliwell and Hawk-ing, 1984) an be ompleted only if all ambiguities (absene of time, absene ofonserved urrent, hoie of boundary onditions, interpretation of the Wheeler-DeWitt equation, normalisation of wave funtions, and so on) are solved, namelyif the Hilbert spae of wave funtions has been de�ned.Along this line of researh the next step is the disussion of perturbations,i.e. the investigation of models in whih g�� depends on two or more param-eters (midisuperspae models). The quantum evolution of perturbations anbe suessfully investigated using the quantum osmologial models of hapt. 4plus perturbative terms. Sine these models are endowed with a Hilbert spaestruture, the perturbative tehniques of quantum mehanis an be applied andquantitative results obtained.Similar onlusions an be drawn for models derived from string theory (set.[4.4,5℄). We have seen that string osmology may provide a possible alternativeto the standard osmologial problem and solve the initial singularity problembeause of the target-spae duality of the theory. The transition from the pre-big



Conlusion and Possible Developments 147bang phase to the post-big bang phase is lassially forbidden (no-go theorems)but an be allowed quantum mehanially. This property opens interesting pos-sibilities to understand the birth of the universe. However, the formulation ofa oherent quantum desription of the model is prior to the searh for possibleobservable traes of the pre-big bang era. The hoie of a orret time parameterand a suitable gauge �xing, the de�nition of the Hilbert spae, the interpretationof wave funtions, et. are unavoidable steps towards the ompletion of this pro-gramme. Using the tehniques developed in hapt. 4, one an investigate modelswith a non-vanishing potential term for the dilaton (Gasperini and Veneziano,work in progress) both from theoretial and numerial points of view (Veneziano,private ommuniation). The inlusion of a potential term may enhane theprobability of tunnelling from the pre big-bang regime to the post big-bang one.Finally, it is interesting to implement the approah to the problem of timedeveloped in hapt. 4 in the frame of supersymmetri quantum osmology (seeMoniz, 1995; Cheng and Moniz, 1996) and for the Ashetkar formalism (Morales-T�eotl, private ommuniation). This programme has not yet fully investigatedin the literature.) Quantum Blak Holes.I have mentioned in hapt. 5 that the formulation of a onsistent quantum de-sription of spherially symmetri blak holes is an unavoidable step towards theunderstanding of the origin of the entropy and the Hawking e�et. So my aimhas been the analysis of quantum models of blak holes, either in vauum or inpresene of the dilaton.As in the ase of osmologial models, a deep investigation of the gauge �xingis required to obtain a onsistent formulation of the system. We have seen that asuitable hoie of the gauge �xing leads naturally to the de�nition of the Hilbertspae of states. This is the starting point for future developments. For instane,the wave funtions of the blak hole obtained in hapt. 5 an be used to disussthe origin and the meaning of the thermal Hawking radiation (see hapt. 1) andthe onnetion of blak holes with wormholes (see hapt. 5). In the ase of thevauum Shwarzshild blak hole the mass eigenstates are linear superpositionsof wormhole eigenstates. This property enfores the muh disussed idea that ablak hole an be onneted to a wormhole and opens an intriguing possibility forthe understanding of the information loss paradox. It would be worth exploringthis weird and fasinating possibility. Another important issue to be investigatedis the quantisation of the mass. No quantisation of the mass appears from thetheory; in the vauum ase the quantisation of the mass may be ahieved in agauge-invariant way by a modi�ation of the theory (ut-o�) for small sales. Itould be interesting to explore the onsequenes of models leading to quantisationof the mass.The model of quantum blak holes investigated in hapt. 5 an be straight-forward extended to supergravity (Cavagli�a and Moniz, work in progress) or to



148 Conlusion and Possible Developmentsthe inlusion of perturbations. Finally, a possible straightforward appliation ofour approah to the quantum blak hole is the investigation of the Hilbert spaeof states for the extreme and non-extreme Reissner-Nordstr�om metris (Cavagli�aand Liberati, work in progress). It is well-known that extreme blak holes mayviolate the laws of blak hole thermodynamis sine their entropy seems to bezero, while the area of the horizon does not vanish. The investigation of thedi�erenes between quantum states of extreme and non-extreme harged blakholes ould be of relevane in order to solve this problem.In onlusion, the ontent of this thesis an be onsidered at two omplemen-tary levels: either as a olletion of models useful to desribe partiular quantumgravity e�ets in a suitable approximation, or as a set of spei� examples of theorret tehniques to be used to desribe reparametrisation invariant onstrainedsystems with a �nite number of degrees of freedom.



Appendix
Conventions

Metri signature in the Lorentzian regime:(�;+;+;+)Curvature tensor (Landau and Lifshitz, 1975):R���� = ������ � ������ + �������� � ��������Units (exept otherwise stated): = 1, �h = 1, 16�G = 16�=M2Pl = 1
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